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FOREWORD

4

i
Over the past year, the Fund for the City of New York has

carried out studies of the feasibility, and the implications, of
legalizing the numbers game and sports betting, two of the largest
illegal gambling enterprises in the City and in the State of New
York.

The legal gambling issue is current and highly political. It "
involves questions of organized crime, official corruption, public
morality and respect for the law, and public revenue. Some pro-
ponents of legalized gambling argue that legal betting will take
away customers of the present illegal activity and deny large •**"
amounts of steady revenue to organized crime. If criminals are
driven out of gambling,-it is argued, they will have fewer opportuni-
ties to corrupt law enforcement officials through bribes for protec-
tion. And the profits from gambling that now enrich criminal organi-
sations will pour into the public treasury. Other advocates of legal
gambling argue that government has no business prohibiting an activity
that harms only its participants: the law enforcement resources
used to combat "victimless crimes", they say, would be better di- " ^
rected at more serious criminal activities. Those opposing legal
gambling, on the other hand, assert that official encouragement ; '
of gambling will result in serious loss to those least able to '•'- '"''
afford it, and may further undermine public morality without any
positive effect on crime and corruption. .'•-';•.••

The Fund decided to involve itself in this field because '
it appeared that important public decisions might be inade without
benefit of sufficient analysis and airing of the issues, and be-
cause the Fund has a special mission in the City — sponsoring pro-
jects that promise to ease the burden of the City's agencies, !:

supplement their efforts, and make them more effective; and at the
same time doing things or helping others to do things that will
improve the quality of life for all New Yorkers. The Fund's purpose
here was to determine whether and how certain forms of legal gamb-
ling might provide -the City and its people with real benefits —
in increased public safety, reduced corruption, and perhaps higher
public revenues.

Initially, the studies sought answers to a purely technical
problem: how best to design competitive betting games in a legal
setting. To this end, the Fund retained the consulting firm of
Mathematica, Inc., of Princeton, New Jersey; it sponsored two sur-
veys by the opinion measurement firm of Oliver Quayle and Company
on the betting habits and attitudes of adult New Yorkers; and it
engaged the law firm of Cravath, Swaine, and Moore to study the
legal questions.

We found no insurmountable technical obstacles to the de-
sign of legal numbers and pool betting games. More difficult,



however, was the task of constructing an attractive and efficient
legal sports bookmaking scheme that would satisfy the present cus-
tomers of the illegal operation.

But we soon concluded that the essential problems for public
policy makers are not merely technical; they are questions of arrang-
ing priorities and making choices. The three objectives most often
cited for legal gambling — to inhibit organized crime, reduce police
corruption, and provide substantial public revenue -- are in impor-
tant respects competitive. In short, the more a legal gambling enter-
prise is designed to provide increases in public revenues, the less
will be its impact on crime and corruption, and vice versa.

The fact that these objectives are in conflict and that policy
makers will have to choose among them is not generally perceived,
and making this clear may be the single most important contribution
of this undertaking.

Our primary conclusion is that the first objective of any -. i s :i ".-,;:
new form of legal gambling should be the removal of organized crime ,.,;ji-. .,.
from the field, and thus the reduction of the official corruption ;' - . , ' » •
and other socially damaging vices that result. The aim of raising • • - . -
new public revenue, while it need not be eliminated, should be
subordinate. _ .. : ^.S-, •,..,-. . . . : . -

We believe that the place to begin is with the numbers game, .:,,-j
where evidence indicates it would be possible and desirable to ,
supplant the existing illegal operation with a legal game that
would give players a much better payoff and equal convenience, with
a strong prospect for reducing significantly the role of organized .,
crime in numbers operations and eliminating this source of police , ..... ,,j,.. .-
corruption. If a legal numbers game demonstrates its value as an ,. .-;
important part of a concerted campaign against organized crime, it is .-.••:
possible that pool betting should be legalized as a logical and .,,
mechanically simple second step. The precedent of using legal •

 ; r
, .

gambling as a law enforcement tool may make it possible in the future
to remove some of the tax impediments to competitive legal sports
betting. At present, however, legalized bookmaking--or a legalized numbers
game that does not offer players a clearly more attractive alternative ,,.:
to the present game—will be no more than revenue-raising measures that <•..^
further complicate law enforcement problems and preempt the opportunity
to use legal gambling for more important social purposes. .;,...•

We have included as part of this report our design for what we believe
to be a workable legal numbers game.

Gregory R. Farrell
Executive Director
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Introduction and Summary

In the two centuries of this nation's history, the tide of public opinion

has surged back and forth between permissive and restrictive attitudes toward

gambling. The actions of a number of legislatures suggest that this tide is

now running strongly in favor of lawful betting. State after state, usually on

the recommendation of a select study commission, has legalized bingo, pari-

mutuel horse-race betting, lotteries and -- most recently, in New York --

off-track betting. Now under consideration are proposals to legalize the num-

bers game, sports bookmaking, casinos and other gambling activities.

Objections to gambling on moral or social grounds, in most cases, have

been overcome by state and local governments' pressing need for additional

revenue and legislators' attraction to new, relatively painless sources of such

funds. The most efficient, productive levy -- the progressive income tax — is

largely preempted by the Federal government, which up to now has returned little

of the money to the localities where it was raised. Legal gambling, an essen-

tially voluntary revenue source controlled by the states, thus has a powerful

appeal. And this appeal is enhanced by the astronomical estimates of the size

of the betting handle and the profits to be made from taxation or government

operation.

Some advocates of legal gambling also contend that it will yield important
i

social benefits. One is to relieve the courts of the onerous, corrupting and

generally futile task of enforcing unpopular laws against gambling. Betting,

they argue,.is a victimless crime — a diversion that harms only its practi-
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,
tioner and that the public demands. In the face of public ambivalence, or

even indifference, the courts tend to be lenient toward accused gamblers and

police are ineffective in any serious attempt to curb the activity. As a re-

sult, illegal gambling operators have succeeded in corrupting the law enforce-

ment system. • - • • ,

For this reason, the Knapp Commission recommended:

"The criminal laws against gambling should be
repealed. To the extent that the legislature deems

, 1;.''"'<t "•''*'' that some control over gambling is appropriate, such
regulation should be by civil rather than criminal pro-

• ' • ' ' . ' ".'':: cess. The police should in any event be relieved
from any responsibility for the enforcement of . > . . , -

" • '""•-"" " gambling laws or regulations."

Most police reformers regard the elimination of a powerful temptation to

corruption as the most compelling argument in favor of repealing laws against

betting. Too often, however, they ignore some important consequences. Organized

crime now controls the overwhelming majority of illegal gambling activities.

If all gambling is simply declared legal, present operators will have an enor-

mous advantage over legitimate new competitors. Almost certainly, the profits

of gambling will continue to support criminal organizations whose other activi-

ties will still plague the police and the public. It is more than possible,

moreover, that organized crime would meet the threat of competition with vi-

olence — posing new and more serious law enforcement problems. Unless the

police are prepared to turn their backs on the problem of organized crime, com-

plete legalization of all forms of gambling is not a cure for the disease of

corruption.

1 - The authors use the term "organized crime" with extreme reluctance and only
because of the unwieldiness of the more precise descriptive phrase: large-scale,
diversified criminal organizations. By definition, illegal gambling alone is
organized crime. Worse, the label has been both romanticized and made the center
of controversy about the existence of a national, or international, conspiracy of
criminals. So much attention has been focused on the question of whether there
is a Mafia or Cosa Nostra, that too little study has been made of the way pro-
fessional criminals function. In this report, the term "organized crime" refers
in every instance to a large-scale, diversified criminal organization.



Some legal gambling proponents argue that a properly designed and operated

alternative to present criminal betting would in fact capture the business. In

that case, it would deprive organized crime of a large, steady source of income

that is its financial mainstay. It would also eliminate employment opportunities

for an army of criminals who are now regularly supported by gambling but are

available for other jobs. The mere existence of a legal game, however, would

not accomplish this objective automatically.

The problems of revenue, corruption and organized crime, together with

declining respect for the law, are among today's most pressing public policy

issues. All of them were cited in the February 1972 report of the New York State

Commission on Gambling: : •; ' - >,- <> • .:• • , ./^cr • ij; .*.• .\H-:.U ''..-.•;>,• r „, ,_...
|- ; •' • '"••' .' # > ••- '* - :• '. ' -̂ -"• -̂  : "jl^fr . >-."' 3 * V*"..' i ' '-..'* • ! '.-.'•>.:

From all of this activity and disposition of New York dollars, ,,..,,,.„
fillegal gamblingj this state and its local governments have
derived little or nothing except losses — losses in the form , _.,,
of the expense of largely futile policing and prosecuting ac-
tivities involving endeavors to enforce our anti-gambling laws;
losses in the form of burdensome and disruptive court calendar
congestions; losses in the form of debased integrity of offi-
cialdom subjected and succumbing to bribery and corruption;
losses of public confidence in and respect for the law, its ..... ;.,:.»,,

"""*'" enforcement, the "judicial processes, our institutions of gov-
ernment and society in general. . . . . . . .

The principal beneficiaries of this illicit but widespread
utilization of New York dollars within this state have been the
criminal elements (organized crime) [sicj. They reap the har- ...,,.-..
vest therefrom and sow it in other fields which they also soon
come to control. Illicit gambling comprises one of the largest
business enterprises in this state. It grows by leaps and
bounds. Yet, for all intents and purposes, it is not taxed; . ;

it contributes virtually nothing to government but headaches
and disintegration. We feel that it is time to ensnare it, . . .
control it, and devote its enormous profits to legitimate
public needs.

The ideal legal betting game would accomplish all of the major objectives.

It would attract substantially all of the illegal game's customers. At that point,

the illegal game would cease to be a problem for the police and the courts. All

:>::.. ;,tw ;^ .;«
-,UF :.;; j -Q A\f

•29!Jj,. -ri^ HC &3£
• r i3?d sen -;^r'*;



of the profits would be denied to organized crime and would flow into government

coffers LC be used for worthy purposes. <• - . , - • - . . - . - -i-. - - *•.••: • ••* r f, 3m;rtia ^

i This suggests that the trick is simply to design such a game. Unfortunately,

it can't be done. The three main policy goals do not necessarily reinforce one

another, and they may be competitive. Public officials will have to be certain

of what they most want to achieve from legalized gambling. < ~"

I Even if the government runs the legal game, it is important to recognize

the competitive advantages of the established, illegal activity. It has a gen-

erally satisfied clientele. It is run by experienced, generally efficient -̂

operators. It is free from legal accountability and financial regulation, which

enables it to operate in a fluid and convenient manner. It can provide credit

to players. It pays no taxes on its profits and neither do its customers on
. ..1'jffl? "••'•' . _

their winnings. "-' ' - ' r l—;i';;1*""'r" """I
t i

\ A legal game would have an edge in its ability to operate openly and to en-

gage in aggressive promotion. It would attract some new customers who refuse

to bet illegally. But a game that hopes to capture the present business must

offer gamblers an appreciably more appealing proposition. For most, that means

a higher payout in a game of equivalent convenience. (See Figure A)

Here the inherent conflict between revenue-raising and competitiveness be-

comes plain. Higher prizes, unless offset by lower operating costs, must reduce

revenues. In order to overcome the natural advantages of an established game,

the new legal alternative must spend more and keep less. Thus it is too simple

to assume that a legal game, by capturing the illegal market, will return to

the government as much money as the present criminal activity yields its oper-

ators. • • • ' •"'•'?s^ ••-'••'• '-'-''"• :A-:i-.«:'-;'. ->':•;- • -f'V: '.;LS •• - . ' . _ J

The easiest and most profitable way for legal gambling to grow is to



FIGURE A

SIZE AND PAYOUT OF MAJOR ILLEGAL
GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN NEW YORK CITY
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exploit its promotional opportunities and create new customers. But the

likely result of such a policy is the creation of two separate and parallel

games: the illegal game, continuing to thrive on the business of its present

customers; and the new legal game, largely dependent on bettors who do not

now gamble regularly — almost certainly, mostly smaller bettors. o«n- . ?.s»i

In such a situation, the job of enforcing the law against jjllegal , *&jfi.63r

gambling would be even more difficult. Agents of the legal game must be ; :;~. ;.";;,

protected. And unless it is made clear that legalization of some popular

forms of gambling is part of a drive against organized crime's illegal bet- ;

ting activities, greater public acceptance of gambling could prompt the courts

to be even more lenient in their attitude toward accused illegal operators. T,-j-;5

The police would be asked in effect to protect a new revenue source with no ltn&'

new tools and in an even less supportive environment. : -jon-j'W'U -ui Sac; ;swfef: ̂

* When gambling is legalized for the sake of its revenue potential, offi-

cials are tempted to devise new betting variations that face no competition.

The New York State Lottery is a case in point. Lottery players as a group ^

get back no more than 45 percent of their aggregate wager in prizes. This

is a lower payoff than that received by numbers bettors, whom operators and

police regard as suckers. Thus the lottery has had no appreciable effect on

the illegal numbers game. Indeed, lottery profits are so high that organized

crime is invading the market by counterfeiting tickets and selling them in

competition with those offered by the state. , , - ,

. - The consequences of striving for high profits can also be seen in the

experience of OTB, the only legal form of gambling that seeks to compete

directly with criminal operators. At least a third of OTB's handle is in

exotic wagers (e.g., the Superfecta) in which a small bet against high odds



returns a large prize to the winner. Such bets appeal mostly to small players,

who usually do not bet with bookies. Not surprisingly, since OTB faces little

or no competition for these wagers, there has been discussion of cutting the ,T,-;-:

winner's share from 83 percent to 75 percent in order to increase government ,

revenues. And as a consequence of this cultivation of a new and different

market, police estimate that bookies in New York still handle upwards of

$150 million a year in horse-race bets. , -: .•-.• -.;;;.4,

There is an important lesson in this. Legal gambling, even it if matches

the prize structure of its illegal counterpart, will not necessarily capture

all of the business. It may take a share of the business, as OTB unquestion-

ably has, but it does not go to the heart of the problems of organized crime -.,;) I

and corruption. Unless the legal game replaces the illegal activity, more- sjfr;

over, the public revenues generated can only approach those of illegal gambling

by creating a new and parallel market. The consensus of law enforcement offi-

cers interviewed for this study is that OTB and the city's bookmakers are pre-

sently functioning in just such parallel markets. • y-s-.*.•• To-' ." >.-«,: ;,,r.-

This is an unsatisfactory situation for several reasons. It fails to \;---f,

deal effectively with organized crime and corruption. The dollars earned lack

the added value of having been denied to organized crime. And because the -j

huge profits in illegal gambling cannot be captured, the results are disap-

pointing even to those whose primary concern is revenue. -•;-.'.-• -.Vi-Lev :• : „ .:,:;...'

Perhaps most important, the thrust of a legal game in a parallel market is the

addition of new bettors and an increase in the volume of gambling. But there

is an important difference between accepting the public's impulse to gamble

and encouraging it for the sake of raising money. The government taxes

liquor and tobacco, but it does not — and should not — promote their use.
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From a practical standpoint, moreover, there are other objections to

legalizing gambling primarily for revenue. Legal gambling is an unreliable

revenue source that requires constant promotion. Compared with other forms

of taxation, it is wasteful of human and financial resources. It requires

valuable skills, and administrative costs are relatively high. In most cases,

the burden of gambling is likely to be regressive. To a considerable degree,

gambling is a form of entertainment. If the government is to provide such

entertainment, it should strive to offer its purchasers the fairest possible

deal. In no case should government exploit bettors' ignorance.

The best case for legalizing any form of gambling rests en its potential

effect on organized crime and official corruption. The social and law enforce-

ment impact of widespread government-sponsored gambling is not necessarily out-

weighed by the money it might generate for public use. But if legal gambling

can help to eliminate other, more serious and intractable evils, a good argument

can be made for it apart from any revenue considerations. , .^~

The foregoing analysis suggests three major conclusions: . 7,, „ ;, ,

..:•-. First, the primary objective of any legal form of gambling should be the

elimination of its illegal counterpart. Success should be measured by police

intelligence reports, arrests, convictions, sentences and periodic surveys to

determine the extent of illegal betting. Even after illegal gambling is ended,

revenue must not assume too much importance as a goal. An increase in the

government's bite, and the accompanying decrease in prizes, could provide an
 ;

incentive for criminal entrepreneurs to revive the illegal game.

Second, legal gambling should be viewed as a tool of law enforcement--

not as a substitute for it. Legal gambling that furnishes an attractive al-

ternative outlet for the public's betting impulse will make it easier for the
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police and the courts to put pressure on illegal activity. At first, even a

competitive legal game will require the assistance of the law to overcome the

advantages of its illegal competitors. In the long-run, if the legal game is

successful, the police will be relieved of the burden of enforcing anti-

gambling laws. In the short run, however, the police must be more diligent.

Legalization should be accompaniad by stiffer actions against illegal gambling,

and an educational campaign to enlist the support of the public.

Third, the purpose of a legal game should be to attract current players

— not to create new customers. This principle should strictly limit promo-

tional efforts of a legal game. Rather, a legal game should be made obvious-

ly more appealing to the practiced player. Some forms of gambling, like the

numbers game, are especially exploitative. For reasons that we shall ex-

plain, they also tend to be the easiest games for the government to operate.

But it is one thing for the government to eliminate the illegal operators

of these exploitative games, and quite another simply to take their place.

Having set forth our general principles, we shall now summarize the

findings of our studies of numbers and sports betting. . _^

Numbers Betting • ,
- - ———————————————————————————*- ,;X .£•.{--:0 '':',. .-'•>• f>-^'-J!~- ' • ••-*?,;•••: -.-,...• • • - . , J- • : - . - . . • - . •.-.-• -

Numbers (or policy) is a lottery.in which a player bets on the number of

his choice. There are several variations, but the conventional and most pre-

valent form in New York is a wager on a three-digit number from 000 through

999. Winners receive high payoffs, but the odds are heavily against them.

The chances that any given number will win are 1 in 1,000. A winner is paid

off at advertised odds of 500 or 600 to 1 in most games, but several factors

(e.g., tips to runners and reduced payoffs on special or frequently-played

numbers) cut the actual payoff to 540 to 1 or less.
il



New York City residents bet about $600 million a year on numbers each

year. Over 1.4 million people — 24 percent of the adult population — .. :u?

play the game. While the game is thus widely known, many popular beliefs

about it are incorrect.. For example, numbers is not a game played exclu- f̂ -aa

sively by blacks, Puerto Ricans or the poor. Fifty-five percent of all »T%>'«fv-

players are white, and three-fourths are employed. Play is proportionately

much heavier among blacks and Puerto Ricans. Roughly 20 percent of the city's

white adults bet on numbers, compared with 40 percent of blacks and Puerto

Ricans. • ' • ;.•••..- • . < - . - • . -.. .,-•.- ,• ...-,.; ..; v....... ,;^_ ,,,;•.., ,-,v- . ,.-.

I There is, however, a strong feeling in black and Puerto Rican neigh-

borhoods that numbers is "their" game. Its lore is part of the community :^c

fabric. Runners and controllers are well known figures. A recent study of •«-—-,

Bedford-Stuyvesant has shown how organized crime siphons money from the com- ;

munity through the numbers game. The profits from the numbers game are used

to support other activities of organized crime including narcotics, hi- •"'

jacking, and the theft and sale of securities. While the game's revenues are

largely drained off from the community by organized crime and used to fi-

nance other syndicate-controlled activities, this fact is not generally

perceived by local residents. ••*•;... ' .•• ' , . . . ..; ' : . f:..7;̂  , : ;

The proprietary attitude of local communities is a problem that must be

faced squarely by those who have to design a legal numbers game. A good deal

of apprehension has been expressed by black and Puerto Rican communities that

1. This figure, and the others that follow, are drawn from special surveys
conducted for this report by Oliver Quayle and Company. Detailed findings,
and survey methodology, are in the Appendix. The surveys polled New York
City residents only so all results (such as the volume of various kinds of
betting) exclude the impact of commuters and other non-resident bettors.
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legalization would mean a government (i.e. white) takeover of a profitable

enterprise that is now viewed as their own. M,•<;••;.. . - . o . i / t i . - * . i v̂ ,-,; ',*; , - • -

The numbers organization is three-tiered: many runners report to a much

smaller group of controllers, who in turn are associated with a handful of .-•-. r_,

bankers. Runners accept and record bets and pay off winners; they are the 'n«

sales representatives of the business. Controllers are the equivalent of .''

district managers. Bankers finance the game, assume the risks and receive the

profits, which are estimated at roughly $60 million annually. The entire U.S.

airline industry makes less money each year. -••• • -:

In New York, the game is controlled by large-scale, diversified criminal

organizations to which individual bankers are connected. Individual numbers

organizations and the larger criminal group benefit mutually from this arrange-

ment. Operators gain access to money to finance large hits, protection from

the law, and a mechanism for allocating territory and controlling price levels

and competition. Organized crime receives profits, either through direct

operation or in the form of tribute from bankers. The game also provides

criminal organizations with a large number of jobs for its members and asso-

ciates, as well as a network of contacts within the law enforcement system

that is useful for protecting other illegal activities. :•?• ' f ;:; i. ".rs,.-;: -

Sports Betting .•• :--i a-., : i.;;j: •.-..,, • • :•.., .- :>,,,:; -*-' '
:
 . >- • . ; • : • > , ....";

jf There are two major types of sports betting: poolselling and bookmaking.

The former, like numbers, is based on many small bets. The Quayle study found

that New Yorkers bet $25 million a year on football pools and another $10

million on baseball and basketball pools. This handle is augmented by the
•*•-'••

bets of commuters and other non-residents. . ' :-•, ' '•'•'••'••>• '•• ; :

Pools payoff even more poorly than numbers. A player tries to pick the
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winners of from three to sixteen games. The odds against his picking sixteen

games correctly are more than 65,000 to one. But a winner's prize is only »;.,«,

5,000 to one, with a consolation prize of 200 to one for the player who gets

fifteen out of sixteen. The probabilities are that the operator keeps more than

90 percent of the money in such bets. For the player, the best strategy is to

pick four games. In this case, the operator's advantage is only 37.5 percent.

The poolseller also wins all tie games. On the whole, he should retain from

60 percent to 80 percent of his total handle. - .

Police and bookmakers alike regard poolsellers as petty operators. The

same agencies that have confiscated voluminous bookmaking records have only

fragmentary examples of poolselling paraphernalia — an accurate indication of

this activity's rank among law enforcement concerns. The aggregate proceeds u

of poolselling are anything but petty. Operators keep as much as $28 million a

of the $35 million bet each year. Because of high sales costs and the pro- «•.«

liferation of loosely-organized small operators, however, probably less than

$3 million a year reaches the upper levels of organized crime. *• •• ,;jr,;xui€

Poolselling is a mechanical enterprise that demands efficiency and a wide-

spread sales effort but no particular ingenuity. Because of its .low risks and

small bets, it requires neither the financial backing nor reinsurance service

supplied to bookmakers by diversified criminal organizations. Nevertheless,

poolselling is believed, by some police officials, to be controlled by organized

crime.

In terms of volume, bookmaking on sports (football, baseball and basket-

ball) is the largest illegal gambling enterprise in the city. Police estimate

the annual handle at about $1 billion. Bookmakers take another $150 million

to $200 million a year in horse racing bets. The bookie charges a commission
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for brokering bets. On football or basketball, a bettor must wager $11 to

win $10. The bookmaker keeps $1 of each $22 bet regardless of which team

wins. His commission is therefore 4.5 percent. The amount bet on each team

is equalized by the point spread — a handicap for the stronger team. In base-

ball, bets are equalized by variable odds, but the commission is still about

4.5 percent. Bookies also accept combination bets on sports at about the same

.commission. ,.v i-< ...<-!..a ^-:. ,J.IG-:.;,; 3;, . .',-. ..-s/.s,, ,#*»>.. ...,-•_.-.• • . . . • - .,..*...--. i- ,., .-•,.,-•,.*•••, i,.'

Sports bookmaking is a high-volume, low-commission business. Bets are :. '

usually large -- one-third of football bettors typically bet $50 or more, one

in eleven generally wagers $100. On horse racing, the commission is much larger

— the same 17 percent that the tracks and OTB withhold from the handle. Book-

making profits from New York City residents alone amount to about $45 million

a year on sports bets, and another $34 million on the much-smaller horse- • '•' •

racing handle. To a bookie, one dollar bet on a horse race is worth nearly

four dollars bet on sports. : < • - • -.i_-*:•,• *... . „. ,.,w .... ,..,w-;... .. - :

,,;«. Organized crime controls bookmaking in several ways. Some offices are

operated directly. Small, formerly independent bookies who have been "organ-

ized" serve these offices as runners'. They keep 50 percent of the losses of

their customers. Some independent bookies are permitted to run their own

offices in exchange for tribute based on the size of their operations. Such

independents often end up inside the organization when they have to turn to

organized crime for loans to cover heavy losses. • " ' - • • • J

Bookmaking involves substantial risks and demands adroit manipulation of

the devices available to minimize such risks. A bookie's goal is to balance

perfectly the bets on each contest. Point spreads, which should be as ac-

curate as possible to start, are shifted as betting develops to attract money
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to the lightly-bet contestant. The more point spreads have to be changed, the

greater the possibility that the bookmaker will be "middled" — that is, will

lose the heavy bets on one team at the initial spread and those on the other

team at the adjusted spread. •']•. :' ."•• • '' • ; / i " •'

The bookmaker can stop taking bets on a game when the wagering is seriously

out of balance. But this limits his volume and offends his customers. The al-

ternative is to lay off hi's excess bets (i.e., bet them with another bookmaker).

The layoff process can be complicated, taking several steps through a widespread

system. The larger the system, of course, the better the chance that local • ;

betting imbalances can be evened out. ~ '-f ' ''• * ' "'"'':„ : : i . _ - '

Every bookmaker must accept some imbalances, since he loses customers by

closing his book and loses commissions by laying off bets. In the long run, l' : '

he can expect to win as many unbalanced bets as he loses. What he needs is the

financial capacity to ride out a losing streak. Association with a large cri-

minal organization can provide this and help him minimize his risks. Thus while

affiliation with organized crime may sometimes be dictated by power consider-

ations (e.g., the fear of the law on the one hand or of possible criminal vio-

lence on the other), it also flows logically from the economics of illegal

bookmaking. .

Legalization

Our studies have brought us to the conclusion that three technical criteria

should apply to legalization of any existing unlawful form of gambling. The

first is obvious: a legal game should be more attractive than the illegal game

to its present customers. The second is equally clear: a legal game should

include foolproof safeguards of its fiscal integrity. The government should

never be in the position of gambling with taxpayers' money.
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The third criterion is that a legal gambling activity should be controlled

by the government rather than by private licensees. This is admittedly a more

controversial premise, but the experience of privately-operated legal gambling

— in some states of the U. S. as well as in foreign countries — makes us share

the fear of some law enforcement officials that criminal elements may infiltrate

licensed gambling. The result would be continuing corruption and new police

| problems. The New York legislature, apparently with this possibility in mind,

I ruled out private operation when it approved a constitutional amendment to

authorize legal gambling in the state. ........ , : .. ; ...,. .-,• :. , ......

By all our criteria, numbers and poolselling are more suitable for legal-

ization than bookmaking. Both numbers and poolselling have high profit margins

to cover operation costs. A legal form of either game could substantially better

the prizes now paid by its illegal counterpart even if its expenses proved some-

what higher. Bookmaking, on the other hand, now operates on a margin of 4.5

percent. OTB needs 10 percent merely to cover costs, and is trying to cut that

figure to 7.5 percent. Detailed analysis may show that bookmaking can be run

by the government (possibly using OTB's facilities) on a 4.5 percent margin.

But we must assume on the present evidence that it cannot — especially since

legalized sports betting would attratct a high proportion of small bets that are

relatively more costly to handle.

Large bettors will not be attracted to legal bookmaking because gambling

winnings over $600 must be reported to the Internal Revenue Service for Federal

Income tax purposes. To a bettor in the 40 percent tax bracket (not unrealistic

for the typical "high roller"), a winning legal bet of $1,100 would net only

$600. An equivalent bet with a bookie would yield $1,000 tax free. To put it

another way, for the same legal net return of $600, the bettor would have to

risk only $660 in an illegal wager - not $1,100.
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'Another major tax obstacle to legal sports gambling — but not necessarily

to legal numbers or poolselling — is the 10 percent federal excise on the total

handle of many forms of gambling. The tax would apply to legal bookmaking un-

less it were set up on a parimutuel basis. Since the bookie's total margin is 'i-

only 4.5 percent, the tax would have to be added to the price of a bet. A legal

wager that paid $10 would cost $12.10 rather than $11. What this means can al- "i_'_

ready be seen in Las Vegas, where illegal bookmaking continues to thrive in spite

of legal competition. The excise tax does not apply to state-operated lotteries

whose winning numbers are established by the results of a horse race. A state-

operated numbers game could escape the excise tax by using a number-selection

system similar to that now employed by state lotteries. The excise tax would ap-

ply to a sports pool, unless it were set up on a parimutuel basis, but pools'

margins are so high that the tax could be absorbed. ^: • - ,-•-•:?•..: .< »'.-.,• ...a.,, _«_i»a

Finally, a government bookmaking operation — if it were to have any chance

to attract present bettors — would have to offer credit. The Quayle study

showed that, of bettors who wager more than $500 a year on sports, one-fourth

normally bet on credit and 40% bet on credit at least half of the time. The :

bigger the bettor, moreover, the more likely he is to expect and use credit. '

By contrast, only five percent of numbers players use credit "frequently." **

Our second criteria is that legislation to legalize any new form of

gambling must include theoretical and practical assurances that the game can-

not lose money — in other words, that the government is not gambling. In

poolselling, for example, the chances of the operator's losing -- even on a

given day — are so remote as to be almost impossible. But even this is not

good enough for a government-operated activity.

In the state lottery, at horse racing tracks and in OTB, the payout is
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a fixed percentage of the receipts. There is no practical way for the govern-

ment to lose. The state lottery is mathematically secure, because tickets are

pre-numbered. The number of winners is completely controlled and total prizes

are held to 45 percent of receipts. But players in a legal numbers game must

be permitted to pick their own numbers. It is possible that many players could

select the same winning number on a given day, so that the game had to pay out

more in prizes than it had taken in. Several "break the bank" provisions, de-

tailed later in this report, can be incorporated in a legal game to protect

against this remote possibility. Similar safeguards are available for pools.

In both cases, the task is not difficult because of the favorable odds of the

games. . , ._ , .... $n>,, ^.,;. .,,.. . < ^ ,t; • . ..,., ;.,..,.--,,,,, ,.. . ,•, .̂  ., - £ J . ... ,: ... *3..

Assuring the financial safety of a legal bookmaking operation is not so ,

easy. The government could not lay off dangerously heavy bets, and could not

easily make the quick entrepreneurial decisions that a successful bookie must

make. Sports betting could be put.on a parimutuel basis; this would have the

added advantage of exempting it from the 10 percent federal excise tax. But

parimutuel betting would not attract many of illegal bookmaking's present cus-

tomers, who are accustomed to fixed odds. This would be especially true if the

government attempted to raise its cut substantially above the present 4.5 per-

cent commission. .._,,. . •,,..-,.. .., ,,; .- .....; - ..; • t . . . . • - . -

Another possibility is suggested in a unpublished paper by graduate stu-

dents in the New School's Department of Urban Affairs and Public Analysis. They

1-There is one minor exception. In parimutuel horse race betting, there is a
fixed minimum payment of 10 cents on a winning $2 bet. It is conceivable that a
winning horse could be so heavily favored that losing bets would not provide
enough to cover this minimum payout. But decades of racing results document
the fact that this minor risk can be ignored.
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would use computers to set shifting point spreads under fixed odds. Possible »

losses (i.e, the allowable imbalance in bets on a game or group of games) would

be limited to the profit margin. But this would be only 4.5 percent less oper-

ating expenses -- a very narrow limit indeed. Further study is needed to es- co

tablish whether betting patterns are regular enough for such a system to work, „•;,.

whether betting could take place freely under its limitations, or even whether

it is feasible at all in such a low-margin game. The main point is that it

would be a knotty problem simply to design a secure legal bookmaking operation

— with no likelihood that it could capture an important share of the present

business. , - -.....-,.' . '.-.'" •_-/. . j - • - • ; - , • : . - , : . . - • • • . • ? . • • - . ;. , '

Government sports bookmaking can scarcely be as competitive with illegal ;,,

activity as OTB now is with illegal horse-race bookmaking. OTB faces no federal

excise tax, can afford to pay track odds and doesn't need to limit traditional ow

betting practices to insure its financial security. Yet even OTB has not put

the bookies out of the horse-race betting business. , . • •• . .-•- •.-. _ r

Poolselling is better suited to government operation. Its current payoff

odds are so low that a legal game could offer much higher prizes without in-

creasing the dangers of loss unacceptable/. Blank entry forms could be sold on

a commission basis in the same manner as lottery tickets. The only social bene-

fits, however, would be to give players a fairer break and to deny a relatively

small amount of revenue to organized crime. Legalization of pools would have

little impact on corruption in the law enforcement system, which pays almost no

attention to the present illegal operation. . . . . . . . . . , . :

We believe that the numbers game is the best vehicle to test the proposi-

tion that control of some important forms of gambling can be wrested from the

criminal organizations that now run them, collect their profits and use the money
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to support other activity such as the narcotics trade. Because the numbers i! ''

game attracts large numbers of small players, less affected by federal in- ••;£*-;

come taxes on winnings; because the federal excise tax need not apply; be-

cause credit betting is less extensive than assumed;, and because a legal game

can be designed that will offer a substantially higher payout, legalized •' - J •'

numbers can supplant the present illegal game under certain conditions. ' < l '* __

A competitively successful legal game must: • " ''""la •••• ~~- •'

1. Offer the same convenience and betting format. Players must be per-

mitted to choose their own numbers, and must received fixed-odds prizes. **"*

2. Offer greater prizes. As much as possible (allowing for expenses '

and government revenues roughly equal in percentage to the sales tax) pay-

offs should approach the actual odds against winning. A payoff of 825 to one

would cover operating costs of 10.5 percent and still return 7 percent to -^—

government. >•••''- HJ < -w ,-.•-, ..-,•> •:• ..vjn^u-^.'. H-.-L-.XW-LL /̂.i. ..•-...-,. ;.^. •. • . «-.L .../ . . . > . > . . ^u^,^^.

3. Respond to the proprietary feeling of black and Puerto Rican communities

toward the present game. A controlled form of community operation is possible,

and probably desirable, but unregulated community control would provide the ''

surest opportunities for infiltration by criminal elements. Raising the cash

prize payout to players is unquestionably the most direct and perhaps the most

effective way of keeping the game's proceeds in the neighborhoods from which they

come. Other schemes have been suggested, e.g., reserving a portion of the game's

revenue to be administered by neighborhood non-profit corporations for high- '

priority projects in heavy-betting neighborhoods. Such schemes probably deserve

further exploration, but they present difficult problems of equity and admin-

istration without any assurance that they would actually benefit heavy-betting

communities as signficantly as would returning the cash directly to the people

in more liberal prizes. ._.........-.—.—
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A successful legal game paying more back to the bettors would not support

as many runners as the current illegal game. Bettors now subsidize the employ-

ment of more runners and other numbers "employees" than appear to be necessary

to bring the game effectively to its players.

A legal game's operation must have a government control mechanism to

guarantee its security, but it must also be responsive to the interests of bet-

tors and of local betting - communities. The government's role would be to pro-

vide financial security, and overall policy direction. But the game could be

operated locally —by roughly twenty local corporations, profit or non-profit.

Bets should be sold by stationary agents, by mobile runners and—in certain

high density betting areas—by computerized vending machines.

In spite of the apparently more liberal public attitude toward gambling,

we believe that some arguments against it—particularly as a government ac-

tivity—cannot be lightly dismissed. In our opinion, legal gambling will be

in the public interest only if it helps to solve some of the problems associated

with illegal gambling. To us, the case for legal gambling as a means of rais-

ing revenue is weak. Legalizing some forms of gambling as a contribution to the

battle against official corruption and organized crime is worth a try.

To achieve a measure of success, there will have to be sustained pressure

on criminal gambling operations from two sides: the economic competition of a

higher-payout legal game, and the unacceptable costs of stiff fines and jail

terms for those convicted of illegal gambling operations. But it would be a

mistake to expect too much to result. Real solutions to such basic problems

will require much more basic and far-reaching efforts.
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The Current Numbers Game . .. „„..,...,. t: , • •"•-"• 'J:vV'' - . - , i -••' '" "•• . *' <
In the numbers game's most popular form, a player chooses any three-digit

number from 000 through 999. The player thus has one chance in 1,000 of win-

ning. In New York City, a winner is paid off at advertised odds of 500 to one

in some games, 600 to one in others. Betting on numbers is not an offense

, . -. .... ,,,.-<s-
under the penal law, but the operation of a numbers game is. ., - --"••'.•.. -•: •

The winning number is determined by betting totals or payoff odds on

selected races at horse racing tracks. Belmont or Aqueduct results are used

during their season. At other times of the year, those of Florida's Hialeah

or Maryland's Pimlico and Bowie are used. Since the tracks are closed on Sun-

day, numbers are played six days a week. :.,.,., ...-•-,. . - . ; , , , ,-,; .-.--,,.,,- -;,.,-.,-, -,-

Two systems are used to determine the winner. The "Brooklyn" number is

simply the last three digits of the track's total parimutuel handle for the "

day. - . _ • :.;.•:;-„ '

The more widely-used "New York" number is more complicated and combines

the payoff odds for win, place and show horses in the first seven races. The

first digit is calculated after the third race, the second after the fifth

race and the last after the seventh. For this reason, betting the New York

number is sometimes called playing "3-5-7" (See Figure B) .

The New York number was introduced because bettors feared that operators

might be able to fix the simpler Brooklyn number. But the New York number
'̂* .̂ , s ; '. '

also makes possible two variations of the standard bet: •:. ' ; <
'--. • • s*r> , r .- . • , • -^ -.*" . * - • - '

Bolida, a wager on the first two or the last two digits of the final '

winning number. ^ :•(''- • ,

Single Action, a separate bet on each digit as it is calculated.



FIGURE B

THE WINNING NUMBER IS BASED ON HORSE RACE RESULTS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7,1<V72

Aqueduct Charts
(Copyright, 1972, by Triangle Publications, Inc.)

Monday, November 6, 1972. Weather: cloudy, track
FIRST 57,000. 3-up. Clmg. 157,000-56,500). 6' i fur. Times .22 !, :45'i. 1 : 1 Us,

W P. King.
Horses Wt PP St '. Str Fin lnri,»y. SL . . . PI . £h_

l-/Mray Shell 113 1 2 3" 1= ! > ' • < • Maple ($30.89 14.40 7.00
H-f-Edna's Sultan 113 6 4 5"a 2' 2'"i Vasquez ' — 1 760 360
K 9-French Family 115 9 9 7 ' a 6;i1 3Va R. Turcotte — ' — — i 280

Shelve Your Oars 114 j 7 8 M a T 5- Venezia — , — —
Tommy P. 114 4 3 2" 5' i 61"1 R. Woodhouse — — —
Poppadums 116 1 6 I1 a 3' ; 7*4 Cordero — — —
Shield 111 8 11 1"i 8-' Cespedes — — —
Ring Star 115 5 5 4 ' a 8' a 9V'a Castaneda — — —
Duke Of Amber 115 10 10 9',a 10"a 10-* Pineda — — —
Schnappy 110 11 10:l 11 11 Ditmore — — —

SCRATCHED— Dirty Old Man, Stolon.
SECOND— $8,000. 2-yrs. Mdns. Spcl. wghts. 6 tur. Times -22rs •45-"'3. 1 ll^a Of

Hor- « Wt P P «. M. Mr Fin Inrk.yt <| PI S.h,, 1
l-8-Lady Barbizon 120 8 10 6 T 1 ' Cordero Jr UlO.aO 540 4.40
G-6-Timing 120 6 1 f 5-' 2'.. Velasquez ' — --"1 13.00 7.00
K-10-Mulready 120 10 T"p 1B* 3-1., R. Woodhouse — "• — -— | 5.20
Sumba 120 7 7'"' 6* <i ' a Belmonte — — ' —— -»•

muddy.

$14.40
6.40
2.30

28.10
6.30
8.90

32.00
12.90
7.90

28.60

—12:57.
Kelly.

$ 4.40
18.10
4.30
5.90

Sassy Cyane 120 14 1 V-. 9"a 6'" Castaneda — — — 101.70
Play It Cool 120 13 t- 3 '> 7- Vasquez — — — 16.60
a-Glamour Parade 120 11 11" 7 ' a 8» Gustines — — — 1.5C
«-x-Native Nurse 115 1 5 3; 10* 9 Mallano — — — 1.50
Laraka 120 5 2 2: 8''' 103-i Venezia — — — 30.70
b-Hasty Pudding 120 12 3 1C" 12» 1 1 - R. Turcotte — — — 11.80
Girl Power 120 3 13 13 ' a ll"a 12 ' a Maole — — — 39.00
Jester Princess 120 9 14 12 'a 13 : ' a 13* Pineda — — — 82.40
b-Oona Perla 120 4 8 14 14 14 Cesnedes — — — 11.80

SCRATCHED— Sappho, Gullible, Winsome Imp, Briarwood Queen, Beaulield, Wise
Morn. COUPLED-Nstive Nurse-Glamor Parade (OTB A-L.) Dona Per la- Hasty Pudding
(OTB E-M.)
DAILY DOUBLE— 7(11-8(11— PAID— $240.80. DAILY DOUBLE HANDLE— $194,126.

THIRD— 58,000. 3 up. Spcl wghts. F8.M. 6 tur. Time< :23>3 , :47>s, l:IKs. Of
Winner— Rokeby Stable's dk. b. or br. f., by Ribot-Polyanthus. Trainer — Elliottt

Hordes Wt P P St. U Str Fin. >r,rk.v< « PI Sh,.'E
H-7-Spk Of Gen's 120 7 1 3» 1» 1« Pineda IJ6.40 3.40 2.80
B-2-Tourisl Trap 120 2 7 6'/a 4' 2< Venezia ' — 1 3.40 2.80
G-6-Trec Around 120 6 5 4'/j 3'/a 3- Velasquez — * — t 3.80

Track Wackie 120 1 3 1' 2"'1 5' a Santiago — — —
Gay Gay Gay 120 5 2 5< 5' a 6 -Va Belmonte — — —
French Blossom 120 3 4 21'1 7 7 Maple — — —

SCRATCHED— Quilloquick.
FOURTH-$7,500. 3-uo. Clmg. (S14.000 $12 000), F1M. 6 fur. Times :23. :46%,

Off— 1:51. Winner— F. J. Fiore's b. f, 3, by Clandestine-Enhanced. Trainer
Quintero.

Hrro.t W» P P St M. Str Fin lnHr»y« St. PI SJl, E
F-4-Lover's Tryst 114 4 1'"' P 1* Santiago IS1320 7.40 480
C-2 Dandy Duchess 114 2 3 2* 2« 2-> a Castaneda ' — ̂=1 1200 5.20
H-i-Nectar Queen 112 5 2 5 " 3Va 3« R Woodhcuse — ' —\ 380

Lc.^o Spring 116 1 6 3'/j 5"> 5«v, Pineda — — —
Ravolia 113 6 4 6 6 6 Vasquez — — —

SCRATCHED— La Bertha, Porto Flip, Dutch Clover.
(EXACTA— 41 F1-2IC)— PAID— $144.20.)

FIFTH— 56,000. 2-yrs. Clmg. ($14,000-512,000). 7. f. Time-- :22>->, :46Vj, t:lKi,
Otf — 2:18. Winner — L. Taub's dV fc or br g, 2, by Saidam-Mariachi. Tr
L. H. Hunt.

Hnr«« Wt p P St V. Str Cm Inrbey, S|, p|. Sh. E
F <-Cantamelo 113 6 2 6 " 2Va l"/a Velasquez B 8.40 4.20 2.80
A 1 Slash Pine 116 1 6 3B 1 ' a 2"a Turcotte T ^*| 4.80 3.20

x-Wise Solomon 109 7 1 2' 5» 5' Mallano — — —

f— 1:24
Burch.
q.Odds

$ 2.20
2.30

12.00
5.50
5.30
8.80
7.70

-j. A'

q Odds
$ 5.60

11.20
2.50
1.30

13.60
4.10

ainer —

q.Odds
$ 3.20

4.80
3.00

12.30
3.10
6.70

Nahill 113 2 5 1M 6' 7 Maple — — — 8.10
CLAIMED— Wise Solomon (R. M. Curtis-F. J. McManus); $13,000. Lucky Ronsard

(1. W. Malstrom-R. T. DeStasiolj $14,000. Nahill (Loretta R. LUttig-M. Cohn); 512,000.

Bonuomo's ch c, 3, by Tropical Breeze-Red Satin. Trainer— JM. A. Buxton.
A-l Gay Gallant 111 1 8 6< 3Va l:l-i Cespedes B 7.60 5.00 3.20
F. 6-Cerr;l 114 6 4 5>/a J" V Castaneda —1 6.80 4.20
D-4 Happy Behave 114 4 2 3 ' l'/a 3"/i Cordero — i- 1 2.80

Bazocm 114 5 3 41 4» 5V, Belmonte — — —
Cut Back 119 7 1 8 S" t'Vi Velasquez — — —
Lite Cycle 111 3 5 2 ' 7« 7' Arellano — — —
Cherokee Chief 111 2 6 !»' 8 8 Woodhouse — — —

{EXACTA 1 (A) AND 6 (F) PAID $57.40)
SEVENTH— $12,000; 3-up; Alw., F&M, 1 m. T— :24 :47"!, 1:11%, 1:36H. Of

Winner — Bwamazon Farmns b f, 4, by Etonian-We Try Harder. Trainer — A.
Hnrtot u/t P P S> V, Sti- Fin. Inrkoy. S|, PI Sh. F

C-3-Hrd And Fast 115 3 6 3'/j l"/a 1> Pincay IS" .80 6.20 3.80
E-5-Twixt 110 5 2 21 23 2"'a Woodhouse^ — ̂=1 t.80 5.40
A-l,Fernande 110 1 5 1" 3Va Hi Venezia — ' — 1. 3.60

x-Night Staker 108 4 3 6' 6» 6'" Mallano — — —
Nurse Mada US 7 4 7 7 7 Belmonte — — —
EIGHTH— $8,500; 3 y., Clmg., (15,000513,000); 1 m. T— :22'-j, :46, 1:1H4, 1:38. OI

Winner— Sally Olshan's dk b or br c 3, bv Pluck-Hose Princess. Trainer — D. J.
Hor es Wt. P.P. St. Va Str. Fin. Jockeys St. PI. Sh. E

1-7 Prince Luck 116 6 4 7« I'i 1" a Plhcav $6.40 4.00 3.20
H-6-Beaverhead 118 5 6 3" 2' 2- Belmonte — 13.60 8.40
M-l?-Ride The Curl 114 1 1 3 4 ' 3» 3'" Cordero — — 5.20
Check List 116 3 9 10" 6'/a *". Venezia — — —
Folsom Blues 114 4 8 8V3 4i»' 5hJ Maple — — —
Barrier Beach 115 7 7 11 51 a 6s Turcotte — — —
Paleface Hi 2 11 9' a 9"'a 7"> Vasquez — — —
Equal Power 115 10 5 F 7" >' Castaneda — — —
Follow The Leader 116 1 10 6' 8"/a 9' Woodhouse — — —
Spanish Fleet 112 9 2 IVj 10'« 10" Cespedes — — —
x-Br;y Sovereign 107 8 1 J' 11 11 Golzalez — — —

(EXACTA 7 (1) AND 6 (H) PAID 5145. M)
CLAIMED— Prince Luck (BirchfKId Fm J. Martin) $15,000. Barrier Beacjl (Mri
Morgan G. Parchment) $15,000.
SCRATCHED— Mr. Sparkle, Wild Irishman, Prince Presto, Altruistically, Win (
Proud Flyer.

N, NTH— $10,000; 3-up, Clmg., (32,000 $28,000) ; l"i m. T— :24<4, :49, 1:13';. 1:38%
Off 4:08. Winner— W George's ch c 4, bv Waza Ours-Classetayne. Trainer— M.

Horses Wt. P.P. St. \i Str. Fin. Jockeys St. PI. Sh. E
D-3-waza Roman 118 3 1 1" l"/a I1 Belmonte $ 8.00 4.00 3.00
B-2-Macanao 118 2 2 5"/i y 2' Woodhouse — 3.20 1.40
F-5-Rooney's Shld 120 5 6 3Va 2"'a 3™ Maple — — 3.00
Whitey II 116 4 5 6 4» 4" Cordero — — —
Jchnny West 116 1 3 4 ' 5' 5! Pincay — — —
Army Hitch 113 6 4 2' 6 6 Turcotte — — —

SCRATCHED: Sullivan Road. __

(Attendance 20,131. (Total Mutuel Handle $2.81^502.^1

q.Odds
$ 2.80

5.70
3.50
6.10

13.10
2.80

15.60
19.40

3:12.
Basile.
a. Odds

$ 4.90
10.40

2.20
14.90
2.90
2.90

13.20
1 3:41.
Lopez.
q.Odds

$ 2.20
20.20
9.50
5.M
7.80
3.30

20.10
43.90
1.40

24.50
19.30

C. D.
lerild,
, 1:51.
«»chs.
q.Odds

$ 3.00
1.70
4.30
5.30
5.10

11.00

horses.

VX.: TVDtT. ,

30.80
14.40
7.00
7.60
3.60
2.80

66.20

10.80
5.40
4.40

13.00
7.00
5.20

45.80'

6.40
3.40
2.80
3.40
2.80
3.80

22.60

, - ' •

J

13.20
7.40
4.80

12.00
5.20
3.80

46.40

8.40
4.20
2.80
4.80
3.20
2.80

26.20

7.60
5.00
3.20
6.80
4.20
2.80

29.60

11.80
6.20
3.80
9.80
5.40
3.60

40.60

) 1 3(4]. 6 0
• * ' * • - - :-' ,.' ; - j • - :

\. ..• .« .-, '" i " "t '-" ' i"V-.i .'• " • '">' ;,i"-\ ;. '

) 1 3 4 . 6 0
4 6 . 4 0
2 6 . 2 0

2 00. 20

> 2 0 7 . 2 0
2 9 . 6 0 ' '-'"•'•
4 0 . 6 0

270.40

NEW YORK NUMBER 477

L • •".

—— BROOKLYN NUMBER 502
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i
These side bets give players a chance to make several wagers each day,

and bets on one or two-digit numbers vastly improve a player's chances of

winning -- although at a lower payout.

Odds of
Winning

Payout

TABLE A

Odds of Winning and Payout Odds

Three Number Bet

1 in 1,000

600\ .:lS
500 t0 I

Bolida

1 in 100

60 to 1

Single Action

1 in 10

7 to 1

Players can further increase their winning opportunities by betting a

"combination" (i.e., betting on any of their three-digits' possible combina-

tions). A bettor who "combinates" or "boxes" a number has six chances to win.

The payout is reduced correspondingly: a six-way combination payout is 100 to

one. If a player boxes a number in which two of the digits are the same (such

as 484), there are only three chances to win and the payout odds should be

200 to one. Banks, however, are often able to pay out at the six-way odds of

100 to one.

While banks advertise that they pay $500 or $600 on a winning $1 bet, win
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ners actually receive less. Players traditionally tip their runner ten per-

cent of any prize. In some areas, runners deduct this tip automatically. More

often, tipping is voluntary, but goodwill between player and runner is im-

portant so tips are usually paid. Tipping alone cuts net winnings to $450

or $540 on a $1 numbers wager.

Prizes are reduced even further by the practice of "cutting" popular num-

bers. In this case, the advertised payout is usually 400 to one. Many numbers

can be included. Round hundreds are generally cut, along with triple digits

(000, 111, 222, etc.). So are traditionally lucky numbers such as 711 and

numbers that could be played as a hunch by many bettors (e.g., the batting
= -••*• S : - ;

average of a baseball hero or the number 317 on St. Patrick's Day, March 17).

Some banks issue printed cards listing cut numbers for the week, but most

players learn of them by word of mouth.

Number cutting is a protective device. The operator of a conventional

lottery makes sure of a random distribution of numbers by selling serially-

numbered tickets, so that he can predict with perfect accuracy how many players

will win. A race track's parimutuel odds are established by the amount of money

wagered on each horse, so that the track makes money no matter how many bettors

pick the winning horse. Numbers operators, on the other hand, pay off at fixed

odds and cannot control the number of winners. On any given day, therefore,

they can lose heavily. For this reason, they cut heavily played numbers so

that they will have to pay less if these numbers win. Number cutting, however,

can be used by the operator to boost his profits as well as to protect himself

against losses. A discussion of number cutting's impact is included in a later

section on profitability of the numbers game.

•-,«•»
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To learn the winning number, it is a simple matter for bettors on the

Brooklyn number to look up the last three digits of the parimutuel handle in a

any newspaper. While the process is more complicated, players can also cal- •_,

culate the New York number as race results come in over the radio or later • ••&?j:t,-

from newspaper charts. This is seldom necessary, however. In areas where

numbers are played regularly, word of the winning number circulates quickly. ~.fi-

People can be seen holding up fingers as they pass one another in the street,

and some stores post the winning number in their windows. •?̂ fcx&c

Winners are sometimes paid off the same evening, but usually they collect

the following day. Runners may station themselves in a prominent place to ]

make payoffs. Winning customers are good publicity for a runner. And the

presence of a runner disbursing prize money is good for business in a bar or -i

restaurant. .-, . ;.r , . .- . . . . . . • • -,.. . -̂  , .. .-.-.:...•.• ...---•••.«<»•,.<. «y<sC;

If disputes arise between runners and their customers, neither party .w.i

has recourse to the courts and there is no formal system for settlement.

Ultimately the bank must decide whether it will pay, but there is no evi- -i.^,1 ««,

dence that many players are dissatisfied enough to abandon the game. When

a player claims that his runner has failed to record a winning bet, the bank

may consult its records for the previous week. If the winning number is one ..-.

that the bettor has customarily played in the past, the bank may agree that

the runner has erred. But it will usually settle for half the amount claimed.

The most distinctive characteristic of the numbers game is the player's

freedom to pick the number on which he bets. While all numbers have an equal

chance to win, most players bet on numbers that have some personal significance.

A variety of publications touting lucky numbers are available, and some

newspapers carry cartoon tips. . . ,
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Many bettors select their numbers on the basis of dreams. This does not

mean that a number is involved in the dream. But for a dollar or two, a play-

er can buy a book that assigns a number to almost any dream character or

situation. •:•" :>"•. >*.•;. "•'•'•-• ':'.'•'•• ••". •..--•.•_•.. /.•/•,.. .-•:; -VD:.'.': ..-:•-.- .•--.:•,..••:• •- • --•

One publication, Rajah's Lucky Number-Dream Book, includes these sugges-

tions: •"' '-" •:•:•'• '•"•.!:'.'•' ••' • ' -•-••...:-.-•• ,:. ... .; ; • • ."- ' • : - - . -::'-'-\ *' '-: •.• ' ' •• -'•''?

: •:-:• '.<>,, 584 •/••'' "'- --' .'-• :'- • . .-••••', ; -•' •--:•'. ••'"- . -V- :

734 ''"'- '-.'''•'':•" ' ' •'' ' .-''•''' '•'• •.•':••'••.•

;.,. -.,: .'; .. 896 ' '• - - . ' • ' • ' " . • . . • • ' ' ..--' --•-•-"'- -•-••' •' •' -- •'-"'•'••'•'•'•

, . _ , , • - 453 ... • ,• .,.. ,- ir... .. - - : - ... ,• - - • • • • • • ,: • -

Sniffing

Doctor

Doctoress

News — bad

News — good

Money • 402

Once they have picked a lucky number, players often continue to bet it

for weeks or months. Control over selection of a number is essential to most

players, a fact that must be kept in mind in any attempt to design a competi-

tive legal game, whatever complications it may entail.

Numbers are played in offices, factories and residential areas. Two-thirds

of all players bet in their home neighborhoods, although law enforcement officials

believe that more money may be wagered in factories and offices. Since three

fourths of all players are employed, most of the action in neighborhood games

takes place early in the day as bettors leave for work. - -' ;"

Players place their bets with a runner or collector, who may operate on the

street or in a neighborhood bar, store or other business place. Many runners are

stationary. Some are operators of legitimate retail businesses who accept bets

as a sideline, either as a service to customers or a source of added income.
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In office games, numbers bets are frequently collected by service em- •"-•'

ployees such as messengers, elevator operators, sandwich delivery men and :> >

newsstand dealers. in factories, union shop stewards often take numbers bets.

Not only do they enjoy freedom of movement in the plant, but they are in a

position to interfere with other workers who try to act as collectors. . - - - - : •

The numbers organization is a three-tiered pyramid. There are many -

runners and collectors at the bottom. They report to a much smaller number

of controllers on the next level. Controllers are the agents or associates

of a relative handful of bankers at the top. The functions of runner, con-

troller and banker are roughly analogous to those of salesman, district man-

ager and president of a legitimate business. While there are variations *

among individual numbers organizations, depending on size, area and the style

of the operators, the following descriptions are typical: , .: . : ̂  ;. i, .aci.-_L3£

RUNNERS, the most exposed agents of the game, deal directly with bettors

and take the greatest risks with the law. For this reason, they are paid a -

commission of 25 percent of their receipts. They may also receive, as a fringe

benefit, bail and legal counsel in case of arrest. Runners can make a great

deal of money, but they are low-level employees.

A runner may operate from a stationary place of business or, if he is a

mobile salesman, have a "turf" in which he enjoys exclusive rights. His turf

may be a geographic area or a particular group of customers. The desirability

of a geographic turf depends on the density of players. Hence offices and

factories are highly prized.

In a neighborhood game, a runner may spend his early morning hours ac-

cepting bets from players on their way to work. If he works full time as a

runner, he may then go from shop to shop taking wagers directly or collecting
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from sub-agents. In apartment buildings, a tenant may collect bets for him.

If a mobile runner is worried about the police, he may operate in hallways

where he is less conspicuous. - - - ,, , .

The perfect runner, as Malcolm X described him in his autobiography,

retains all bets in his head. In fact, runners usually keep a coded record.

Before the day's first winning number is selected, the runner must turn in

this record and the money received to his controller, either directly or by

means of a prearranged drop. If a runner turns in his work late, the bank

may refuse to pay off his winners, since conceivably they could have learned

the first digit of the winning number before betting — significantly im- .

proving their chances. . . - • • • • ~ ~ ~ ; ••

A runner may bank some of his ®wn bets. Single action, for example, is

seldom financed by a bank. A runner who risks keeping some of his regular

bets, however, can find himself in serious trouble if he is hit heavily.

. The traditional belief is that runners furnish three important extra

services to their customers: traveling to players to collect their bets;

allowing players to bet on credit; and making loans for purposes other than

betting on numbers. The Quayle survey found that these services are offered

and used far less frequently than they are popularly assumed to be. Only

one-third of all players enjoy personal collection service. Fewer than one in

five ever bets on credit. And a mere nine percent borrow from runners. Al-

most all of those who receive such services, moreover, are larger bettors.

CONTROLLERS are of two types. A few "spot" controllers deal directly with

bettors, acting as both runner and controller and collecting both commissions.

The controller's share is five percent of total receipts. These controllers

usually employ, for a flat wage, lookouts, "streeters" (local people who steer



recognized residents to the spot controller's frequently-changing location) .ĵ

and "writers" who record bets. c>̂ r-n -:̂ "V -.-- -* rVrV * • ; :̂ -̂  * -.n«-̂  -i^e-i rl-K3

The more typical controller collects bets and money from his runners and

turns them over to his bank before the start of the third race. This intricate -

operation, designed to protect the game's security, must be carried out swift-

ly. As the runner insulates the controller from the police, the controller ?~i^

acts as a buffer shielding'the banker, j ^ , ,3ifija.t y-.̂ p ,0̂

Security measures are an essential element in the controller's operation.

Betting slips are placed in sealed envelopes marked with his code identification.

If his organization is paying protection money to the police, that fact may also

be indicated by code. When such envelopes are seized in a raid, they are to be

returned to the controller. The transfer of slips and cash to the bank may be

hedged with elaborate precautions. The bank's pickup man, often with a car or

taxi waiting, makes a quick stop to collect from the controller or a prearranged

drop. Timing is important, especially when an unprotected drop is involved. Be-

cause pickup men can provide the police department with a good lead to the banker,

decoys or relay teams are frequently used to foil pursuers. . . . '-ffrrr '•'*••••

Betting slips must be transferred daily, but controllers may retain some or

all of the money collected. Some is used to pay off winners and only the profits

are transferred, as infrequently as once a week. . . . . . . . .

BANKERS, acting either as affiliated entrepreneurs or as member-agents of

larger criminal organizations, are the managers of individual numbers games.

They accept the financial risks, covering short term losses and keeping the pro-

fits. Their identity is rarely known except to their own controllers. Indivi-

dual bankers, in fact, seldom have direct knowledge of other operations. In an

illegal activity, it is to everyone's advantage that few participants know any-
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thing about the others. ̂****** '#*&&*& »*o -j.W-*d* a* -.,at--T f^(:^,^

Each bank keeps a running audit of its game. To do this, it is staffed

by a few full-time salaried "adders," equipped with adding machines. It may

also subscribe to a racing wire service for prompt receipt of the race payoffs.

As controllers' envelopes arrive, bets are transferred to adding machine tape,

along with the controllers' codes. Lists of played numbers may also be made

for quick reference.

If a banker notices a particularly heavy play on a given number, threaten-

ing a loss for the day if the number wins, he may choose to cut his risk by

turning over some or all of these wagers to a layoff bank — a bank with suf-

ficient capital to cover large hits. If the heavily-played number wins, the

layoff bank provides funds to pay the winners. If the number does not win,

the layoff bank keeps the money wagered.

As winners are determined, the bank either arranges for controllers to pay

off hits through their runners or waits for money requests to come up through

the communications chain. The only records kept are the controllers' envelopes

containing runners betting slips and day's adding machine tapes. These are

usually held for a week, and are used to settle any disputes that arise.

Security is vital to banks, which are usually located in apartments, stores

or hotel rooms far from either the area of collection or the banker's own home

or legitimate business. Wherever they are located, banks do not usually remain

for long. In a time of intense police activity, a bank may move more than once

a week (See Figure C) .

This tedious but essential preoccupation with security is one of the

economic wastes in the illegal numbers game. Not only must outright bribes be

paid, but operating efficiencies are more difficult to achieve in an organization



FIGURE C

ILLEGAL NUMBERS GAME STRUCTURE

ORGANIZED
CRIME

. collects profits of the game
from direct operation and
tribute

. provides cash for large
bets through layoff banks
or loan sharks

. arranges protection from
the law

. divides territory and sets
payout levels

BANKER

. "central operator"

. finances payment of winners
and absorbs loss

. validates and pays winners

. hires controllers

. settles disputes

. pays for protection or
finances these payments
by controllers

. "district managers"

. hires and supervises runners

. collects bets and money from runners

. sends bets on to bank daily

. "sales team"

. collects bets and money from players
and transfers them to controllers

. formally pays winners
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constantly on the move. The commissions paid to runners, moreover, are dis-

proportionate to the effort they would need to make if their activities were not

against the law. A substantial portion of their commission must be regarded as

compensation for risks.

Estimates of the numbers game's annual handle in New York City range from

$240 million to $1.5 billion. The findings of the Quayle poll, supported by

the informed opinion of police officials, suggests that the game attracts be-
' i

tween $500 million and $600 million a year.

The Quayle group based its estimate on the responses to survey questions

about the frequency and size of players' bets. Almost 40 percent of cettors

played numbers daily, and another 30 percent two or three times a week. On

a day when they play, only 18 percenj: of numbers players usually bet less than

$1. Using a detailed breakdown, Quayle projects the game's annual volume as

$580 million. .1r: *

The game's profitability is more difficult to assess than its size. But

some reasonable calculations can be made from estimates of the probable costs of

operating a numbers bank. '.. , ; , ; ,

Most of the handle goes for two major items: sales commissions to runners

and controllers and prize payouts to winners. The runner's commission is 25
is

percent; controllers receive another five percent. Total sales costs, there-

fore, are 30 percent. Jj

Payout levels are 500 to one in some areas of the city, 600 to one in

others. The use of cut numbers reduces the actual payout, however. Most banks

are believed to cut between 25 and 100 numbers. The effect is to reduce the ;

net payout to winners by about 1.5 percent for banks paying 500 to one and

about 2.5 percent for banks paying 600 to one.
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r

In the present, illegal game, protection from the law is another unavoid-

able element of cost. Available data on this item are not entirely satisfactory.

Testimony in one trial showed that a Bronx banker paid about five percent of his

handle to the police. But he was the operator of a small bank, whose relative

protection costs are higher than those of a large bank. Five percent is pro-

bably an upper limit for protection costs. , - - - - ~ •••- i_i _____________ ____

A banker also has office costs. He must pay a pickup man, whose salary

in one documented case was $75 a week. The banker must also pay adders, at a

reasonable estimate of $150 a week, and office rent. There are ecomonies of

scale in office costs as there are in protection costs. Two percent for office

costs is probably a reasonable upper limit for a typical bank.

As tabulated in the table below, operating costs and prize payouts total

85.5 percent for a bank that pays advertised odds of 500 to one and 94.5 per-

cent for a bank that pays 600 to one. If half of the banks in New York City ~t

pay 600 to one (with a 5.5 percent profit on sales) and that the other half ~ -~

pay 500 to one (14.5 percent profit on sales), annual profits from the illegal

game are $58 million. . r. ::•:.•':..

TABLE B
ESTIMATED OPERATING COSTS AND PROFIT (AS A PERCENTAGE OF SALES)

Bank which pays winners 500 to one
. . . . * •" i W 'V rv-' " "* - *

Sales costs, runners 25.0%

Sales costs, controllers 5.0

Payback to winners, net 48.5

1. "People of the State of New York vs. Robert Stanard", Bronx County Supreme
Court, part 20, June 1970. p.533.
2."People of the United States vs. Raymond Marquez", Federal District Court,
Southern District of New York, December 1970. p.450.
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TABLE B - continued
-:'.;. : •- : . : .:n== i Protection

,..-,,,.... • * . . • ' - • , • • ; - office costs

Total costs

. ' - - . ? = . •. ••. :.. '•.. Profit .. ;

5.0

2.0

85.5

14.5

. Bank which pays winners 600 to one

Sales costs, runners 25.0%

..!..,..;•:•• •,•;.•.. , •_.. Sales costs, controllers 5.0

• Payback to winners, net 57.5
-.a •- *-'••

:.--..., - . ; Protection ; .-• 5.0 :-' Ir- -?v^- •

:•..'-":.'sf, :.,. -. -••'•.•.••;~>-^ Office costs . . 2.0 - • 3"

Total costs ' :: ' 94.5 ; ir; ?' -:J.

• •• - - • - • • Profit "- - - " 5.5 '

The current numbers game, as an illegal enterprise, is a protected market

for criminal operators, since legitimate business by definition cannot compete.

Individual numbers operators, moreover, require a number of illicit services

whose most efficient suppliers are large-scale, diversified criminal organiza-

tions . '

Illegal numbers operators need, most of all, access to large amounts of

money in case they are hit heavily. A banker's credibility depends on his

ability to pay winners within a day. Over the long haul, his receipts are sure

to exceed his payout. But on a given day — or even over a short period --

he may have to pay out in prizes more money then he takes in.

A banker can turn to a layoff bank. If he does not, and cannot pay his

winners out of his own cash reserves, he must borrow. Since he obviously can-

not call on legitimate commercial lenders, he must rely on loan sharks. Both

layoff banking and illicit lending in New York City are controlled by organ-



ized crime. r f; f,~V .-^i-rvr^s ' janirai^. .1 "- ' -'. > . , v/i,-. ,«,,- ̂  EA ''

l?aga] rrunbar 3 operators al TO need protec^i^n from th • .' av . Oigeaizet

:.i:,c;-. ,y . - y '-.leans f its capital and the contacts made through ..ts wide range of

•c •'• t 2S> Is in -.4-. p sition te provide protectioi . A li.re-2, diversified cii-

mir.al organization can influence the attitude of public officials, the posture

of the media and the practices of law enforcement personnel. A numbers banker

can buy some protection on his own. But low-level bribes are not likely to be

as effective as the multi-faceted connections of a more powerful criminal group.

An individual numbers banker may also need other forms of protection. If

he wishes to earn a steady living from the game, he wants to avoid the dis-

ruption of wars over territory. It is also in his interest to maintain a low
ijn

payout and to avoid having it forced up by price competition. Organized crime

is in a position to determine and enforce divisions of territory and payout

levels
' ••> -(Mi: . d ldnaUl t i l i i JtO ^VIOW D i f J 'IO.i -Jj ( i '•••-"•:.••-- : '-" J X O. ••.'.-• ,'19l JOtlJf!QO f,

Diversified criminal organizations also benefit significantly from their

close association with numbers bankers. The yield from numbers is substantial,

involves relatively low risks, and flows steadily. Such activities as im-
*.- * > £:>

porting drugs or selling stolen property may produce more income, but it is

intermittent. Organized crime does not receive all of the $58 million annual

profit that we estimated the numbers game brings in every year, but through

direct participation, tribute and fees from layoff banking and loans it cap-

tures the substantial majority.

The game also supplies steady jobs for members of large criminal organ-

izations. These members are employed more or less full time in numbers, but

are still available when needed for assignments in other sporadic criminal

enterprises such as hijacking or transporting shipments of narcotics.
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'*•• As the most highly visible of all criminal activities, the numbers game

is peculiarly susceptible to police interference and requires an extensive

network of contacts with public officials at several levels. Thus it provides

a convenient entry point to the law enforcement structure. Many agencies and

individual public officials wield decision-making power over the numbers game:

to arrest, to order a crackdown, to investigate, to prosecute, to sentence.

As a consequence, corruption related to the game is pervasive.

The pattern of corruption varies among overlapping levels of the numbers

organization and the law enforcement system. A runner faces the constant dan-

ger of arrest because of his exposed position. A uniformed precinct patrolman

may "score" with a runner by threatening an arrest unless he is bought off.

An individual incident like this may -turn into a formal system of periodic
1 »

payments. '

A controller, who is responsible for the work of his runners, may be in-

volved in a package deal with many precinct patrolmen. He may also have to

protect himself from plainclothesmen who have the authority to follow collectors

and pickup men across precinct.boundaries. A controller, therefore, may have to

establish a "pad" — a system of fixed, regular tribute — for the plain-

clothes force. :' 'i-;'v ''.ijis J"'" "Li" ";'"'"':" '•'•*• •"•"' ; ' ' •'•'•'• '•''-'•' ';-••••-"'• : . . . . • ,

Bankers require more sophisticated protection (e.g., advance information

on police activities or placement of sympathetic officers in sensitive posi-

tions) . At the top, large criminal organizations may use direct bribery less

than contributions to political parties or the influence gained through control

of legitimate business enterprises to buy protection.

One of the worst effects of corruption is that officials involved have a

stake in preserving the illegal activity. Corrupt police perform several ser-
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vices for numbers operators. They accept stand-in arrests (booking a substi-

tute with little or no criminal record for the real offender); settle disputes

between controllers over the services of a particular runner; and act as en-

forcers for protected operators by harassing their competitors. Some police

have been known to help secure financing for a numbers operation that had gone

bankrupt. . - . - , - U J M I o :>.«•• <,.••;«>.,.= j.;-.,--v
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' Betting on Sports
"•• '- ':.'.;; - j ' . . - . ' • • -.. •-.'„ . : . - • - . ; .-.: -, . - ; . . . . ' .•: • , •:-

According to police estimates based on known gambling operations, New

York City bookmakers accept about $1 billion a year in sports bets and an-

other $150 - $200 million on horses. The Quayle poll, which was limited to .»•

City residents, found that New Yorkers annually wager some $428 million on ;- i > -
1

sports with bookmakers. The discrepancy in the figures may be explained by

the fact that the total bookmaking handle includes a large volume of bets by

commuters and other non-residents.

The Quayle survey found that New Yorkers who bet on sports with book-

makers are slightly more likely to be white and upper income than the City's

population as a whole. Among respondents to the Quayle survey, baseball is

the most popular sport for betting. Eighteen percent of adult New Yorkers wagered

on baseball, compared with 15 percent on football and 13 percent on basketball.

However, of bets made with bookmakers, the most money is bet on football—

$189 million', compared with $118 million on basketball and $122 million on

baseball. Another $35 million is bet each year on pool cards—$25 million

on football games and the remainder split evenly between baseball and basket-

ball. Almost three out of four bettors on football and basketball gambled

most or all of the time on professional games. The others divided their

wagers about equally between professional and college contests.

Although most bets are made directly between acquaintances, the vast

majority of money wagered is bet with bookmakers. The bookie handles larger

1 The Quayle survey was also limited to betting on the three major sports:
football, basketball, and baseball.
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bets that cannot be made comfortably between friends. His role is that of a \b

broker between those who want to bet on one team and those who want to bet on

the other. For this service, he takes a commission on the total amount wagered.

The bookmaker's goal is to equalize the amount bet on each side, so that ,

the losses of one set of customers will cover the winnings (less his commission)

of the other. To attract the same amount of money to each team, he employs ___

either (in the case of baseball) betting odds or a point spread (football

a n d basketball) . . ' . . . " , • " ... _ . . _ . . . . • - ; - - . . , , . . . - T , . - , . . . , • - . , - , A- . - . ; - . ;._. • . •

The point spread is a handicap for the stronger team. If the Jets are

listed as a seven-point favorite over the Vikings, Jet backers win only if -

their team wins by more than seven. If the Jets win by exactly seven points,

it is a betting tie and all wagers are returned. To avoid this wasted effort,

spreads are frequently given in half points. Since the point spread is in- ;,̂ ,

tended to attract backing equally to each side, it must reflect bettors' ~.3-s<$

impressions of the contestants as well as the bookmaker's assessment of their fw

relative strengths. •- .,,.,';-.• •• ; ,, • - i..- ,.-.'-.,?, • •-,,!•<

Many bookmakers subscribe to a national handicapping service that pro-

vides detailed information, including field conditions and weather outlook,

the physical and even the psychological well-being of the players. A list of

point spreads can also be purchased, and some games may be checked as suspi-

cious to warn the bookmaker about accepting bets on it.

Bookies distribute printed point spreads of their own at the beginning of

the week. These are usually close to the point spreads that appear in the mass

media during the week. Bookmakers, however, change their spreads as betting

develops to encourage backing for a team that is being inadequately played.

A sophisticated bettor can sometimes make bets on both sides of a game at
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different spreads that give him an opportunity for large winnings at virtually

no risk. ( •'* ^'^ -;-- - • > • < . • . - : . ; -'--•-> >vr.^ --'^ ••' - J ' ' • - - • -: :!;-^' -•;.-•.--••'•' ; • "•'•'•'••• ^̂ '-'

To illustrate, assume that Minnesota is favored over Chicago by seven points

early in the week, but that later the spread increases to ten. If a bettor

wagers $10 on Minnesota at the seven-point spread and later puts $10 on Chi-

cago at the ten-point spread, here are his possibilities: if Minnesota wins ............._

by seven or ten, he wins one bet and ties the other. If Minnesota wins by

eight or nine, he wins both bets. In any other case, he splits his bets and

is out only his commission on one bet. ' . t '

This situation works to the disadvantage of the bookie, of course. Sup-

pose for example, that the opening spread brought in $1,000 in bets on Minne-

sota and none on Chicago. After the spread was widened to ten points, how-

ever, $1,000 came in on Chicago and no other bettors backed Minnesota. The :

bets have now been equalized, but the bookmaker is in danger. If Minnesota

wins by eight or nine points, he loses all the bets. In the terminology of

the trade, he has been "middled."

As the foregoing examples make clear, it is vitally important to the

bookmaker that the initial point spread be as accurate as possible and that

changes be minimized. If the point spreads are faulty, the bookmaker will

find himself risking his own money on the outcome of the game. He will be

gambling, in other words, instead of brokering. ':

Point spreads are ultimately set by a kind of supply-demand process.

But in general they appear to conform closely to the outcome of the games.

A comparison of the Friday point spreads printed in the New York Times with

the later results shows that a bettor on the underdog would have won about

half of the time. A bettor who could pick 55 games out of every 100 would



have a five percent edge on the bookmaker. The fact that bookmaking continues

to thrive demonstrates that point spreads are effective in equalizing the bets.

The use of point spreads increases the fear of some sports fans and offi-

cials that games might be fixed. It is easier, they reason, to persuade an

athlete to slacken his efforts and win by less than the point spread than to

lose the game outright. Many observers have remarked on the behavior of some

spectators at games whose winner is already decided but whose betting outcome

is still in doubt because of the point spread. Such spectators sometimes ap-

pear to be more interested in the contest as a gambling vehicle than as a

sporting event. ; - ...... t ., , ,...,,-, .... ... . . . . . . . .

Because of their reluctance to see gambling emphasized at the expense of

interest in the competition, as well as their fear of attempted fixes, profes-

sional sports officials strongly oppose legalized gambling on their sports.

Under the present illegal system, the bookmaking enterprise defends against

fixed games. Not only would the bookmaker be a probable loser on a fixed game,

but revelations of a fix could permanently damage business — as it has already

done to betting on college basketball and professional boxing. . .-,

If the point spread (or uneven odds, in the case of baseball) fails to

equalize bets on a given game, the bookmaker can simply refuse to accept any

more wagers on the favored team. He does this unwillingly, because it offends

customers and reduces his handle and potential profit. But he may resort to

closing his book when a sudden change in the outlook for a game (e.g., an in-

jury to a key player) throws the point spread and the betting pattern serious-

ly awry. He may also refuse bets that he senses are unusual or large bets that

he is unable to lay off.
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,3:?i The layoff process in bookmaking is considerably more complicated than in

the numbers game. It may take several steps to complete, working all the way

through a national system before equilibrium is established in the money bet

on each team. For example, in a game between the New York Knicks and the Los

Angeles Lakers, local fans might bet heavily on the home team regardless of the

point spread. Rather than change the spread or close their books, bookies in

the two cities can trade off their excessive bets through the layoff system or

through individual arrangements known as "marriages." J?'-':--i - ̂'-- v-s-. .....1.7;. ~:

The larger a layoff system's volume, the greater its capacity to even out

imbalances at lower levels. But if faulty point spreads skew the betting pat-

tern across the country, layoff bets may be accepted only at a high premium —

sometimes not at all. If a bookmaker cannot layoff excess bets, he faces the
«

unpleasant choice between gambling or curtailing his own business. 3^ if-j rv.r:

A bookmaker's success depends on his ability to generate balanced business.

He must be able to accept risks in the short run. Over the long haul, if he is

skillful, he is likely to come out ahead. The greater his ability to survive

losing periods, the more business he can accept. A bookmaker who is an agent

of a larger organization can expand more easily because of his access to the

layoff and emergency financial backing. 9/1' , —me ••rav- -n • ao i-lsd » • : , = •':.

""'"- If his books are in balance, the bookmaker keeps 4.5 percent of his total

football and basketball handle as his commission. The bettor must put up $11

to win $10. With one bet on each team, the bookie will take in $22 and pay

back $21. His commission on the transaction is $1 or 4.5 percent of the $22

handle. ''f'; '" ^ :'^^~:' "-^ •-•• -~~-*?.- -n *;.,-:* ~--\'•- ,• -*4 * - • • • • ' - •••..- -<•' ••• -. •.-'

His percentage on baseball bets is more complicated to calculate. Suppose

that the odds on a game between Baltimore and Cleveland are 7 1/2 to five.
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The bookmaker will list the game as 7-8 Baltimore favorite. This means that

the bettor on Baltimore must risk $8 to win $5. A Cleveland backer must bet

$5 to win $7. With one wager on each side, the bookmaker takes in $13. If

Baltimore wins, he pays out $13; if Cleveland wins, $12. Assuming the odds

are accurate and Baltimore wins three of five games, the bookmaker takes in $65

(5 x $13) and pays out $63. His commission over the five games is $2 or 3.1%.

In this example, 8 to 5 equals $1.60 to $1.00 and 7 to 5 equals $1.40 to

$1.00. The difference is twenty cents; these odds are known as the 20-cent

line, the line that is offered in New York. On large bets, or when taking lay-

off bets from other bookmakers, the bookmaker may offer the 10-cent line, in

which his percentage is correspondingly smaller. The most favorable game for

the baseball bookmaker is the even game. Under the 20-cent line, the bettor

must wager $5.50 to win $5.00 betting on either team. This yields the same '"'"""'

percentage of 4.5 as the 11 to 10 bet in football and basketball. The advan-

tage is lower on games that are not evenly matched. On the whole, the per- "."

centage for the bookmaker is less on baseball than on the other two sports. •

Bookmakers also offer a variety of complicated combination bets, some of
1

which can yield him as much as 16 percent of his handle. But they take more

1 Combination bets include parleys, round-robins, "if" bets, and "reverse" bets.
In a parley, the player bets $6 and chooses a team in each of two games. If both
win, he receives $20.20, but loses his bet if either team loses. The probability
is that one parley of four will win. The bookmaker will retain $3.80 for each
$24 handled, about 16 percent. The round-robin is a three-team bet which is really
three two-team parleys. The bettor takes three teams and bets $18. If all three win,
he has won three parleys of $6; he receives $60.60. If two teams win, he wins one
parley, loses two, and receives $20.20. If only one of his teams win, he loses
his $18. The percentage for the bookmaker is the same as in a single parley. In
an "if" bet, the bettor bets $11 on Team A at the normal odds and, say, $11 on Team
C at the normal odds, but the latter bet becomes effective only if Team A wins.
If Team A wins, but Team C loses, the bettor gets back his $11. A reverse bet
combines the "if" bet, "Team A if Team C." In the if and reverse bets, the
favorable percentage of the bookmaker is also 4.5.
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time to record and tabulate than normal bets, and are not encourged. On most

of his sports betting volume, a bookmaker normally makes only about 4.5 per-

cent on sales. , • • . . . .

Horse race betting is far more profitable. The bookmaker pays track odds.

But the track, the owners and the state keep almost 17 percent of the parimutuel

handle. So that if the bookie's bets are distributed in the same proportion as

those at the track, he retains that same high percentage. In terms of profit to

the bookmaker, $1 bet on horse racing is worth $3.80 wagered on football or

basketball. - - • . . . . . , . . .

These figures are important in any consideration of legalizing sports bet-

ting. The higher profit potential in bookmaking—legal or otherwise—is in

horse race betting, which OTB has already preempted. To clear $1,000 after

expenses, the sports bookmaker must handle from $50,000 to $100,000. OTB, to

make the same profit, need take in only about $10,000 and the state lottery a

mere $2,000. . . , . , . ..- - : . ., ... - .

,~X A typical small to medium-sized bookmaking operation in New York City

currently is organized and operates roughly as follows:

The office manager is either a low-level member of a diversified criminal

organization or an independent entrepreneur. If he is an agent of organized

crime, he will be paid a salary and a share of the profits. An independent

will pay tribute to a criminal organization based on the size of his opera-

tion. . ,. . . ..... ,, • - . , -,. - ., .. ,,, -, - • • • - , . . .

If the office is equipped with a protected telephone, it will be manned

by a salaried "writer" to transcribe bets. A "tabber" keeps track of the bets

and decides when to change lines or spreads and when to lay off bets. The

manager may well act as tabber. A salaried figure man keeps the accounts.

In an office that has no protected phone, communication of bets is slower and

more roundabout. It may require a call-back phone, an answering service or
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some other intermediary. The speed and skill of a writer is not needed. In-

stead, a clerk or two perform the duties of writer and tabber.

A typical office like the one described might have 22 runners who take bets

from clients directly or provide them with telephone access to the office by use

of a code word. Bets are recorded with the code word of runner and bettor. The

runner may be regarded as the bookmaker by his clients. Indeed, some independent

bookmakers who have been "organized" actually function as runners. A runner keeps

one half of his customers' losses. If, in a given week, his customers are net

winners, the runner is in the red to the office and must clear his debt before he

begins to collect his share of the profits again.

On the average, runners for such an office may collect $750 a day in horse

racing bets and $3,500 a week in football wagers. If there is no other action, the

office handles $99,000 on horse racing and $77,000 on football a week. If all bets

are in balance, the office retains about $16,500 from its horse racing action and

$3,500 from football—a total of $20,000. Half of this goes to the runners, who

average about $450. (There are wide variations in income among runners. Some may

have expenses, such as gratuities to good customers who are heavy losers.)

The office has a weekly payroll of roughly $1,500, including the manager's

salary. Rent and phones cost about $200. Another $1,000 may be set aside for such

contingencies as arrest expenses. The rest (less protection money) is profit—less

than five percent of sales. The office we have described has a far heavier horse

racing business than the average estimated by the police. If its $176,000 handle

were divided according to that estimate, only one-fifth ($35,000) would come from

horse racing and four-fifth ($141,000) from football. Commissions would be $6,000

from the former and $6,500 from the latter. The income of the runners and revenue

of the office would be reduced correspondingly. Runners would average about

$300 a week. Office expenses would still be $2,500 to $3,000, so that profits
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would be cut to $3,500 or about two percent. If all the handle were sports betting,

net profits would be less than one percent. •

In Theft of a Nation, Donald R. Cressey describes the organization of book-

making as a franchise or sharecropper system, in which there are advantages to

the sharecropper. In the late 1950's, he says, bookies in Suffolk County were

"organized" by a criminal organization that demanded 50 percent of their profits

to forestall violence. But the bookmakers soon discovered six advantages:

1. "A 'sportsman' or two provided absolute backing for all bets so that

the independent operator no longer needed to gamble or to reinsure his

bets through a 'layoff operation."

2. "This backing permitted each independent operator to handle more bets,

with the result that each bo6kmaker actually made a bigger profit."

3. "The bookmakers no longer found it necessary to do so much running

around the streets taking bets. They merely provided regular bettors

* ' with New York City telephone numbers. After the bettors had called in

their bets and had them recorded in a rather elaborate set of books,

the bookmaker needed only to go around and collect the money or, in a

minority of instances, to pay off."

4. "The bookies themselves no longer had to handle many telephoned bets,

thus making it more difficult for the police to determine by wire

tapping what was going on."

5. "The bookies had legal services and men with "connections' available

to them, so that the risk of conviction, even when arrested, was

decreased."

6. "Squabbles with other bookmakers were minimized — under the new

arrangement, each man was assigned exclusive rights to a territory."

'.-•.7.C2 ~t f t . i~ ;,;.,.... ,...-,..,..,-. .,..:-.•: ,•/..
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Some theorists hold that the independent bookmaker is the victim of I

organized crime because, as an illegal operative, he cannot turn to the police i

for protection from threats of violence. But the structural organization of

bookmaking, as Cressey's. account indicates, is based on economic logic as well >

as underworld power relationships. Certainly it is doubtful that a simple XTE";

repeal of the laws against bookmaking would undo the organizational ties that ?___

now exist. .., - - -,.*..-..v -,.. - -- . . ~..;. ,.-- -- . . - • M. . .".

::-si t
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Poolselling j s l i r rre ae . .or-ac/

If; The most popular form of poolselling in New York City is the football ioca

card, on which $25 million is bet annually. Another $5 million each is ;Lr.u; en

wagered on baseball and basketball cards. The games are not truly pools, :j,'vs

but parleys in which many games are chosen and the payoff does not keep .̂.-, wen

pace with the multiplying odds against winning.

In British soccer pools, a fixed percentage of the pooled wagers is

returned to the winners. It is theoretically possible for an American

poolseller to have to pay out more in prizes than he collects in bets.

But this is highly improbable in view of the very low payoff odds.

Football cards are distributed weekly during the season at such

places as factories, offices and schools. Each card typically lists

about ten professional games and 20 college contests, each with a point

spread. A bettor picks at least three (sometimes four) games and turns in a

numbered stub showing his selections and the amount of his wager (See Figure D).

If any of the player's chosen teams loses or ties, he loses his bet

(except for consolation prizes). Pool card point spreads are slightly, but

significantly different from those set by bookmakers for single game action.

The cards never list half-point spreads, and are usually fixed at the most

frequent margins of victory (e.g., 3,4,6,7,10,13). The purpose is to bring

about tie games and add to the seller's advantage.

Completed sets of football pool cards were not available for this study,

but a review of the point spreads printed during the season by the New York

Times showed that they brought about ties in six games out of 182 — an edge

for the poolseller of 5.4 percent.
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• TIO LOSE UHIESS PICKED

J WINS IN 3 4 lor 1 8 WINS IN 8 . 100 for 1
4 WINS IN 4 10 for 1 10 WINS IN 10.. 2W far I
5 WIW IN 5. 15 foe 1 12 WINS IN 12. . M.O tor 1
6 WINS IN 6. 25 lor 1 15 WINS IN 15. .JCTO fs. X
7 WINS IN 7 50 far 1 16 WINS !K 16 WC' 'or 1

CDNSOIA1ION MIZCS

9 Bet ot 10... IS tor 1 —— 14 Out »f 15.. 1«> fx 1
11 Out c: 12. ..25 for 1 —— 15 Out ft 16... 2X1 for 1
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16
1 Arkansas 2 Texas U. E
3 Wisconsin 4 Michigan St. E
5 Missouri 6 Okla. St. E
7 Washington 8 Oregon U. + 3
9 Clemson 10 Virginia + 6

11 Yale 12 Columbia + 6
13 Princeton 14 Colgate + 7
15 Oklahoma 16 Colorado U. + 7
17 California 18 Wash. St. + 7
19 Texas Tech 20 Boston Coll. + 7
21 Tulane 22 Pittsburgh + 7
23 PennSt. 24 Syracuse +10
25 Auburn 26 Ceo. T «h +10
27 Cornell 28 Harvard +10
29 Minnesota 30 Iowa +13
31 Dartmouth 32 Brown +14
33 Duke 34 No. Carolina St. +14
35 Air Force 36 Army +14
37 So. Carolina 38 Maryland +14
39 Alabama 40 Tennessee +14
41 Ohio St. 42 Indiana +17
43 Georgia 44 Vanderbilt +21
45 L.S.U. 46 Kentucky +24
47 Nebraska 48 Kansas +28

SUNDAY PRO FOOTBALL
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17

49 S. D. Chargers aw Den. Broncos + 3
51 L.A. Rams 52 Atl. Falcons + 4
53 Wash. Redskins 54 St. L. Cards + 7
55 Cl. Browns 56 Cinn. Bengals -t- 7
57 Mlnn Vikings J8 C. B. Packers + 7
59 Det Lions 60 Hou. Oilers +10
61 S.F. 49ers 62 Chi Bears +10
63 Bait Colts 64 N.Y. Giants + 1 0
65 Dal Cowboys 66 N.O. Saints +14
67 Miami Dolph. 68 N. E. Patriots + 1 4
69 Oak Raiders 70 Phil. Eagles +17

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

NAMI ... ,., . , ., .,....._..........-.. —— AMT. ______
No. of Picks ————— Oct. 16,
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Table C below demonstrates the enormous advantage to the seller in every

betting situation. The payoff schedule is shown in Column 2 and the true odds

in Column 3. '

The poolseller offers consolation prizes to those who bet on ten or more

games and correctly pick the winners of all but one. In spite of these

bonuses, which are designed to induce a player to pick more games, the odds
^•!iff.;ir.-' ji.V I i I

against the bettor rise rapidly as he adds selections. Assuming that each >

game is an even proposition, the poolseller who takes in $65,536 from bettors

picking 16 games will pay $5,000 to one winner and 16 consolation prizes of

$200 each. He will keep $57,336 or 88 percent of the handle. For the player,

the best strategy is to pick four games. This cuts the poolseller's probable

share to 37.5 percent. * <- • . «*r»d<:rA ••» *f ' i

The effect of tie games, which is not shown in the table or the example

cited, can be important. If ties occur once in 20 games, almost 15 of every

100 three-team bettors, 20 of every 100 four-team bettors and half of all

ten-team bettors will lose because of a tie among their picks. !-5 \

The game's very high profit margin greatly simplifies the poolseller's

operations. Rarely if ever does he need to lay off bets. He is unconcerned

about fixed games. Even if a player knew the outcome of one game, the odds

would still be against him on all but a four-team card. In that situation,

the bettor's edge would not justify fixing a contest. The probabilities are

that the fixer would have to bet $100,000 to win $5,000. .•*.>•-'•?* ar-*.;; '- ? .V '•

Two columns in the table indicate the effect of skill in picking football

card winners. A player who could correctly choose 55 percent of the games
I C-:; <t«> '

would still lose from nine to 55 percent of his wagers, depending on how many

games he selected (plus whatever losses were caused by ties). A player who

could pick 60 percent of the winners would still lose if he consistently bet

the three-for-three card, but he would be a net winner on other cards (ties i



TABLE C

ODDS AND PAYOFFS OF FOOTBALL CARDS

J

Number of
Games Played

3 out of 3

4 out of 4

5 out of 5

6 out of 6

7 out of 7

8 out 8

10 out of 10
(9-10)

12 out of 12
(11-12)

15 out of 15
(14-15)

16 out of 16
(.15-16)

(1)
Payoff on

$1

$4

$10

$15

$25

$50

$100

$250
($15x10)

$500
(25x12)

$2,000
($100x15)

$5,000
C$200xl6)

(2) (3)
*0dds Against Probable Percentage

Winning Retained by Operator

8-1' ... 50% ::

16-1 37.5% r

32-1 : 43%

64-1 ~ 61% '-.:

128-1 61% :
 :

256-1 61% :,., "

1024-1 80% /, ':
(1024-10)

4096-1 80% . :

C4096-12) : _ ::'

32,768-1 90%
(32,768-15) :

65,536-1 88% .:,'
(65,536-16) :, :

'-'-

(4)
: ** Odds Against

Winning .' ***

' 6-1

:.* ll-l
; 20-1

36-1 -

<r 66-1 :-.' ' ' '•

: ]•: 120-1 ..
,:: 398-1 . • ..

,;: 1,334-1 : „

:, 8,043-1

\ 14,638-1 : F

;.V:

••; (5) I '"
Odds Against Winning

•-• '"'-
', 4.66

7.78 ; "
;-- ' id ;:

12.99 . •-• !-
.•;

'; 21.69 : ;;:• :;

36.22 •'.

60.49 , .-• '"

,;; 168.70 ' ;:;

:- 470.49 : ;

>; .". r •
:, 2,191.29 : ' ''

~. 3,659.45 :,

* The advantage to the Operator of winning tie bets is not included. Assumes each game is a 50-50 proposition.

** Assumes the skill of the players allows them to pick 55 winners in 100 games.

*** Assumes the skill of the players allows them to pick 60 winners in 100 games.
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not considered). The seller's tie advantage would offset the bettor's skill

on cards of four, five and six games and would reduce the bettor's winnings on

the others. It is true, however, that an extremely skillful football handi-

capper can win playing football cards — a fact that helps account for its

attraction. ^ . . . • .-•• >

Very little is known about poolselling organizations. Operators are

believed to be organized; certainly they operate with the sanction of organized

crime. They receive their printed sheets from a central publishing agency.

Poolselling has a lower status in the illegal gambling hierarchy than book-

making. It is, in fact, disdained by police and bookies alike. Bettors are
3
regarded as suckers in the same class as numbers players, and sellers as small-

time operators. Bookmaking records seized by the police reveal no evidence

that bookies engage in poolselling, and there is a feeling among some bookies

at least, that selling pool cards would be beneath their dignity. ••••• •:".

c~ : In the aggregate, however, poolselling is a lucrative business. The

Quayle study found that football bettors make pool bets regularly. Only 28

percent bet a single three or four-game card per week. Most bet cards with

more picks which offer odds on which the seller retains an average of 53

percent to 90 percent of the bets. It is reasonable to estimate that a pool-

seller's markup is between 60 percent and 80 percent of the $35 million spent

on pool cards by New Yorkers each year. That amounts to $21 million to $28
t - •_' *' I?" i*.; ' >'.> '?•** '^ '.' C - '.

. n ., . . ,_ C o o jo.. ':• .!-• •; •- ' - •million, before expenses. > c ,-. ̂  s . ;-.

rr**~ r"•-&-••&-
i VI?-. r,'
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Section III: Which Forms

of Gambling Should be Legalized

In the Introduction to this report, we argued that gambling should be

legalized only as a means of denying its present illegal revenues to organized

crime and corrupt officials. Our reasoning is that legalized gambling — in

a form acceptable to the public — can contribute little to solving the

problem of official corruption until the control of organized crime is broken.

We also believe that legalized gambling cannot produce expected amounts of

public revenue without sacrificing the improvements in payout to winners

that are needed to give it a competitive edge over the present illegal game.

It follows that only those forms of gambling should be legalized that

can compete successfully with their illegal counterparts. In this section,

we shall review the reasons why we believe that:

-Bookmaking is inappropriate for legalization because there is little

prospect that it can be operated either by the government or by private

licensees on a profit margin as low as that of illegal bookmakers.

-Poolselling could readily be legalized, would pose few mechanical problems

and would have reasonable prospects for competitive success. But the profits

of the present game are not an important source of income for organized crime.

Neither does poolselling appear to contribute significantly to the problem of

police corruption. Therefore, legalizing poolselling at this point would not be

of significant social value.

-Numbers are the best vehicle for an experiment to test the proposition

that legalizing gambling can have an impact on organized crime and can, in

the long run, help to reduce official corruption.
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SPORTS BETTING could be legalized in four forms: -.:>;. "-('- .?o

1. Government operation (for example OTB) . :•.). .syz^^ vi^,u ...i.

2. Private operation, government-regulated and taxed (parimutuel betting ins

at horse racing tracks). -^J ',:-'. -sy* .\o^,-fc-is;qo j..:ii.->; /,.•': rood 1;:^<nirj.jv^p A

3. Government operation of central functions with franchised or licensed ', th

- £•. private sales outlets (the state lottery). '*"• '"">'"- >: '• *' ^'-"' •.' t- 1 p s> \ irnvv-i .-, no

4. Private operation subject to no more government supervision than any '<^'

other legitimate business. •. .->• -..^-i ra:. : : • . - • . • • - ' • • • ^;-...- • . _-.•.- ;-: t., :;-..•

In our opinion, the fourth is neither advisable nor acceptable to the < > . • : .

public and its elected representatives. As a practical matter, the best way

to legalize any form of gambling is to design a game that can be authorized by

the state legislature under a pending amendment to the New York State avcp B

Constitution. That amendment, approved once by concurrent resolution of the ">n&

State Senate and Assembly, must be approved once more by the next Legislature 'p®

and then by the voters in a popular referendum. '•. •-• ./• . ; '•>- > -*• v̂ 'i K -.> 5i.£>q

The amendment permits the legislature to authorize gambling "operated yj^L.^.':

by the state or a public benefit corporation created for the purpose of >.j erne . : :

operating such activities." This limitation clearly rules out privately-run

sports betting, whether supervised by the government or not. That leaves only

some form of direct government operation. .-..,. , ..:-... •:̂ .;
i
 .; -.,,-.,

c
 ;:...„. a... em. ... , ...•.• j

But the state cannot become a bookmaker, if only because it cannot take

the risks of losing. It cannot gamble with taxpayers' money. In parimutuel

betting or the lottery, the state takes no risks. It cannot lose. Prizes .;:.'..,

cannot exceed a fixed percentage of receipts — and this percentage can be

set at any level the operators choose, since there is no effective competition

to force a higher payout to bettors. - . - .

"Bookmaking has no such protection. Over the long haul, as we have . -.

explained, the skillful bookmaker is likely to turn a profit. But there is t̂.;. ••;.<>-;
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always the chance that he will lose, and some do. Even the bookie's long-run

success depends in many cases on his access to the nation-wide layoff system

and other devices that would not be available to a state-run bookmaking system.

A government bookmaking operation would face other serious competitive

disadvantages. Illegal bookies are remarkably efficient, apparently thriving

on a commission of 4.5 percent for' sports betting. Their commission charges

compare favoraoly with those of stock exchanges, which perform a similar

function of balancing buyers and sellers by means of shifting prices. The

experience of OTB suggests that the costs of a state-run betting activity -,"•

would be considerably above those of the illegal operation. » - • - - »•- r ';,'

Unless it could pay its costs with less than 4.5 percent of its receipts,

a government bookmaking operation could not increase the payout to bettors H<: a

and therefore could hardly hope to compete even if all other conditions were :

equal. In fact, they would not be. Unless bets were accepted and winnings -,

paid on a parimutual basis, all wagers would be subject to the 10 percent

federal excise tax. In any case, legal winnings would be subject to federal

income taxes. And it is unlikely that the government operation could accept !

bets on credit, as illegal bookmakers habitually do. . /:, : •*•.-. ..-. :• • _ • • • •

Parimutuel bookmaking on sports would overcome some of these problems. ,

It would make the game financially secure and would eliminate the federal - . -

excise tax. At the same time, however, it would raise other difficulties.

Bettors accustomed to fixed odds would probably not be attracted by a wager in

which the ultimate payoff is not known until all betting closes. Such a pari-

mutuel operation would not compete directly with illegal bookmaking as it is

currently practiced, and therefore could not displace it. *

Our conclusion is that bookmaking on sports cannot successfully be run

as a government-operated or controlled enterprise. Under present and any

prospective law, it cannot be legalized for private operation under government

regulation. Competitively successful legal bookmaking could cut off large
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revenues from organized crime, but we see no practical way to accomplish this.

If bookmaking is to be curbed, it will require a massive law-enforcement effort.

Legal bookmaking schemes that are technically feasible would be of little or

no assistance. >. • ' \-• '-• '•• ._ . - . - ,, . - : *••%*-/^m

POOLSELLING presents none of the problems of operating efficiencies that

make bookmaking such an unlikely candidate as a government enterprise. ^̂ .̂i >'»

Profits now are so outlandish that the government could sell pool cards j-̂ -j -

offering the bettor far higher returns and still retain most of the receipts

to pay expenses and provide public revenue. _____ _ _ _ _ .,,_,„.,,,,,. ._,; „,:.

.,,̂  There are a few obstacles. It would have to be converted to a parimutual

system, or a maximum payout established, in order to assure that the govern-

ment could not lose money in a given week. Neither of these alternatives is

impossible. Bettors typically are relatively unsophisticated about odds or ..„,•<,

they would not play the present game. And they could be offered a much more

attractive deal than they now have in either case. Nor does the federal roj.f{

excise tax tip the scales heavily in favor of a parimutual operation, since

the present margin could easily accomodate an additional 10 percent in cost.

Cards sold in $1 or $2 denominations, moreover, would rarely pay winners more

than $600, so that the government would not be required to report winners to

the Internal Revenue Service. , . -.- , ...., ... ...... ,• , .... ..,„ ...„..,,.. ...

The mechanics would be simple. It is conceivable that college games

would have to be removed from the cards, since some officials or citizens

might find government sponsorship of gambling on college contests distasteful.

But point spreads could simply be taken from the line published in the mass

media, and cards could be sold through retail outlets as are lottery tickets.

But if there is no particular reason why poolselling should not be run by

the government, neither is there any compelling reason why it should. As we

have noted, poolselling is not taken seriously by law enforcement officials,
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and there is no evidence that it contributes seriously to corruption. While

it is likely that some of its profits ultimately enrich organized crime,

the sums involved are small compared to these provided by numbers and book-

making. • - - - . - . . _ -

^ Even from a revenue-raising standpoint, government poolselling would be

disappointing. The state, to run a competitive game, would have to pay :'~.

substantially higher prizes. Thus, government revenues would be considerably

under the current profit, even if the legal game captured the entire market.

The best argument for a government poolselling is that a fairer proposition

would be offered to customers. Little or nothing would be accomplished toward

solving the problems of organized crime and corruption associated with illegal

gambling, and it would be misleading to promote government poolselling on : >:

that basis. '• * '

Perhaps most important, in our opinion, there is available a much better

vehicle for legalization — one that could accomplish the primary objective

that we seek.

NUMBERS is far more important by every measure: volume of business,

profits to organized crime and the burden on the police. It can be legalized

almost as readily as poolselling. Its customers are also relatively unsophisti-

cated bettors of small amounts. Its handle is substantial and steady . It is

played six days a week at an almost unvarying pace. While it is more

complicated to operate than poolselling, it is by no means as difficult as

bookmaking. Finally, its current payout level is low enough that a legal game

could improve it sufficiently to achieve a competitive advantage. If a govern-

ment numbers game proves successful, it might be worthwhile to move into legal

operation of the less important sports pools. •'--• - - • ••-•-•• •> *± • ••*••*• • ••-
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There are three major obstacles to a legalized numbers game. The first

is design of a mechanism to protect the game against loss, an essential feature

of its legal viability. The others are limitations on a legal game's

competitiveness: the current federal income tax laws and the resistance of

black and Puerto Rican residents to government operation of an enterprise in

which they perceive a strong community interest. These problems can be over-

come, and in the following section we shall describe in detail our proposal

for a legal game whose design and operation do overcome them.
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' * • - ' • - "•"''!•" ;(I "-' . - : •'• • ; Section IV: Design '"' " " ''-'' " '"i

:'!'-;:w • ' of a Legal Numbers Game

The central problem in designing a competitive legal numbers game is

the satisfaction of two somewhat conflicting requirements. First, the game is

a mass retail business that must provide wide access both to regular and

spontaneous players. Forty percent of present players bet once a day or more.

But many players — far more than those who patronize the lottery or OTB —

bet on hunches, on the spur of the moment. And they must be permitted to select

their own numbers.
, siatr'- JcpoJ. svi^iioqrnor-

At the same time, however, any gambling enterprise run or sponsored by

the government must be operated with controls and security mechanisms to

protect taxpayers from any possible loss. These design features must include

absolute guarantees, in theory and practice, that the betting pool never shows

a deficit. They must also include, insofar as possible, safeguards to ins.
protect the money that is collected from theft or from loss by runners or

other employees, and to prevent swindlers from cheating the game out of money

they have won.

Beyond that, a legal numbers game must be feasible under present law.

The Federal government levies a 10 percent excise tax on all wagers except

those in certain state-operated gambling ventures. The constitutional amend-

ment now before the State Legislature also restricts legal gambling in New
;. •,. • •

York to those run by the state or by public benefit corporations.

To meet these legal requirements and to provide the necessary security,

we recommend a numbers game that is controlled centrally by a government

agency. But to make the game more responsive to bettors, and to overcome
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possible objections of black and Puerto Rican communities, we propose that

operations be decentralized and be carried out locally by either profit-

making or non-profit corporations.

It is our opinion, buttressed by the advice of qualified legal counsel,

that the game we have designed could be operated prior to adoption of the
»

proposed amendment to the New York State Constitution legalizing gambling, T ~—

although implementing amendments to the existing State Lottery Law would

probably be required. In this section, we shall describe its organization

and operation and show how they meet the essential requirements for a

competitive legal game.

ORGANIZATION — A legal numbers game could be operated by the existing
.. •• , - * .--.-.••,'- rp-, » •. . • • • - •' ;'•;!-

state lottery organization or the city's Off-Track Betting Corporation. We

believe that either would have to revise its operating procedures substantially

to run a numbers game and that a new, much smaller government agency would be more

suited for the task. Our reasons for this view are as follows:

The state lottery has not been conspicuously well run. Its sales per

capita are only half of those of New Hampshire, a state with a much lower

average income. The lottery's operating procedures are cumbersome, moreover,

and would probably limit the responsiveness of a legal numbers game. This

would seriously damage its competitive prospects.

OTB was formed to run a much different sort of gambling activity.

Horse race betting is an office game. The effort required of the bettor in

picking his horse is great enough that he is not easily dissuaded from

wagering by the need to stand in line at a betting window. Numbers playing

is much more spontaneous, and many bettors could be put off by such obstacles.

Even more important, numbers players are accustomed to the convenience of

being able to bet with either mobile runners or at a large number of widely

scattered shops and businesses. OTB currently has close to 100 offices in
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New York City. A legal numbers game will need 7,000 to 10,000 outlets. t ,,Jbffl

More important, it is possible that operation of the numbers game by the -t̂ J

lottery or OTB — neither especially popular in black and Puerto Rican -»t«,rj

communities — will increase rather than diminish those communities' ;<J )^yi^'^

suspicion that white bureaucrats are out to take over "their" game.

At the top of the hybrid organizational structure that we propose, „,.,_

therefore, will be a new central policy board to exercise direction and

control. It will assure standardized policy and planning, as well as tight

administrative and financial controls. The board will make decisions on

game design (e.g., types of bets to be accepted and prizes to be awarded).

It will select local operating contractors and monitor their performance,

including their choice of runners and retail sales agents. The board will ,

also have responsibility for financial controls, will manage winning

number selection — a vital element of player confidence — and will arbitrate

all disputes between players and the game. . . ... ,,(., 4,

A number of operational functions should also be performed centrally,

either by a sub-agency or a private contractor directly responsible to the

policy board. These functions include ticket manufacture, distribution and

collection; daily financial and ticket accounting; computer processing and

winner validation. , . . . „_.,

Retail operations of the legal numbers game that we propose would be

carried out by private local contractors. Each would be assigned a specific

geographic area. While the precise number is subject to some revision, we

believe that twenty would assure complete coverage of the City and would give

each contractor a volume of business sufficient to allow a reasonable profit.

Selection of local contractors should respond to community and marketing

needs. Where there is organized support, the contractor can be a community,

non-profit corporation. In other areas, a privately-owned business enterprise
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may be more appropriate. Each contractor should submit an operational plan

that demonstrates his ability to run the game in a manner that meets local

betting needs. All operators, of course, must also prove that their

character, past record and financial standing qualify them for participation.

There are practical as well as social advantages to decentralized

operation of the game by local contractors. They eliminate the need to _

establish a vast, new government bueaucracy. They also give the game more

flexibility in responding to customers and in furthering community goals.

For instance, there is a wide variation in numbers betting patterns. Working

and non-working players in residential areas, offices and factories represent

separate betting markets. Individual contractors can establish procedures

best suited to the requirements of thei'r individual markets.

Every effort should be made, in launching a legal numbers game, to

capitalize on the degree of community participation and interest made possible

by a decentralized, locally-run operation. In particular, residents of the

city's black and Puerto Rican communities should be shown how much more of

the game's receipts will remain in the area — in prizes most of all, but

also in salaries of the game's employees, purchased goods and services and the
-,i- t-^-J'jiJ bi'ifa Atii«;it,,-;i :; '/.lî .c. ;:iOj.;.-;: tloo

revenues of local non-profit contractors.

Responsibilities of local contractors will include hiring and licensing

retail agents and runners; informing potential players how and where to bet;

making sure that winners are paid promptly; and maintaining a responsive

system for complaints. * * '

As a link between the central control agency and local operators, we

propose the use of commercial banks to perform some of the functions of

controllers. This will accomplish several purposes: it will minimize the

1 These functions are similar to the role now played by commercial banks in

some of the current state lotteries. • *•!
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need for cash handling by game employes, thereby reducing opportunities for

fraud and theft and it will take advantage of the banks' existing security

systems (See Figure E) . ..,..,-..r..,,*«.,,,, :

OPERATIONS — It is important to keep firmly in mind that the overriding

objective of legalizing the numbers game should be to supplant the present illegal

activity. Every feature of a legal game's design and operation, therefore,

should be measured against the objective and subjective appeals of the present

game. The legal game should be superior wherever possible. Specifically, it

is essential that it pay out more in prizes. This places constraints on the

costs of its operation. (Later in this section, we estimate the costs of
9

the game we propose.) At the same time, however, the game must equal the

present game in convenience. In any instance where the illegal game's "

competitive edge cannot be eliminated, it should be minimized and its effect I,

neutralized by an equivalent improvement. For example, taxation of winnings I

should be offset by an appreciably higher level of prizes. " Tawtii,
. I

The game we propose will equal the present illegal game in five major . 2
I

features. It will offer: *,„»,*,.,,:„, - t ' s

1. Free selection of a number. None will be cut, which is
• • • • • > . i

".'.,. in fact an improvement over the illegal game. • '-.

2. A wide variety of bets. Initially, the game will offer the three-

* ' digit bet, front and back bolida and combination betting. It may -"•

.-..„-.„.,.„ be possible to offer single action after the game has acquired some

operating experience and reduced its start-up costs to their normal

level.

3. Tickets priced to accommodate all but a handful of current bettors.

We propose to sell 50-cent tickets. According to the Quayle survey,

on a day when they play, 93 percent of numbers players now wager

50 cents or more. Once in operation, it may be possible to sell
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: .T- 25-cent tickets, but probable administrative costs seem to rule out

,v such a price level initially. ..... ;̂., - : . ; >/.,';.: L.;, •. ; ' .. vr- ••; a; <ip.ui

4. Fixed-odds prizes. With the protective mechanism described later,

-•;-•..<» it will be possible to retain this important feature of the present t

L game, except in the unlikely event of a prize payout equal to more -

.̂ _̂  than 150 percent of the day's receipts. ~ •..-....

5. Daily action and a fast payoff. The game will continue to be played

'•-i<I,J. ; six days a week, and winners will be paid the following day. Very

: •; : . few players now collect their winnings on the same day they bet, so

* ,.c V this will equal the present game's appeal. :,:.TD r ,;;. , ,.,........,

In addition, a payout of 825 to 1, offered by the legal game, would ifl,,,;

exceed what players now receive. The game we propose would operate as follows:

Once a week, tickets will be distributed to participating commercial Lr

banks. For security against fraud and theft, the tickets would be computer

printed with both serial and control numbers that are related by a mathematical

formula that is changed periodically. Licensed sales agents would establish

numbers game accounts at a participating bank in their area. On the first •!'.. :

week of operation, each agent would pick up a recorded lot of tickets on

consignment. At the end of each week thereafter, he would be required to

deposit all receipts and unsold tickets before receiving a new consignment.

Requiring agents to pay in advance for tickets would reduce their incentive

to participate and, especially, to maximize sales. • se, ' - ,-. . ..

By a specified hour each day, agents would return the stubs of sold

tickets to the bank, where they would be picked up by representatives of the

central operating body before the day's winning number is chosen. Agents would

also, if they choose, deposit cash with the banks on a daily basis.
^

Agents would be of two types: stationary retailers, such as the present

purveyors of state lottery tickets, and runners. The use of runners, it must
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be acknowledged, poses special security problems. The danger of robbery is

high in many of the neighborhoods where the game is played most heavily,

and a legal game will not have the protection of organized crime's ability

to retaliate violently. Protective devices for runners, their tickets and

their cash receipts would be needed. Runners are important, however, in

seeking to attract all customers of the present illegal game, and there are

ways to solve the security problem. -•:• •.£,•;..- ~; • ; „

Either of two alternatives could be used. Each runner could be provided

with a sealed and numbered box divided into ticket-dispensing and cash-deposit"

sections. The runner would put the price of a ticket in a slot and press a

number selection dial to record the player's chosen number on both the

bettor's receipt and a duplicate inside the box. At least once a day, runners

would return to their central collection point and exchange their boxes for

new ones. The boxes are, it is true, vulnerable to theft. But the runner it;

could immediately report the theft of a box and the number of tickets that he

had sold. This would make it impossible for thieves to falsify the remaining

tickets and attempt to cash them in. The boxes would also make it impossible

for runners to skim receipts or bank their own bets.

Runners could also work in teams, with pickup men rotating from team to r

team. That would substantially lower the number of tickets and amount of cash

that each runner would have to carry. Whatever system is employed, it would •

probably be advisable for runners to return to their collection points -. -.. ••,

frequently to deposit cash. The need for security will hurt runners' efficiency

and productivity. But there is a good deal of wasted effort involved in the

present game's illegality. Security, therefore, should not significantly

raise costs in a legal game. jA!i,4:,. -vaj ; ..-.., <y r-:., "j'Jfefr ,->'. .-'••f-yif^j '.••$

The use of runners creates still another problem. Commissions to station-

ary agents, whose overhead is already absorbed by their primary business .• • , .
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enterprise, need be no higher than five percent. Runners would be unable to

work full-time for that figure. At a five percent commission, a runner - , . /

would have to average three bets a minute to earn $8,750 a year. .. , . . .-

On the other hand, there are compelling reasons against continuing to ,̂,6., ,

pay runners at their present rate of 25 percent. There are now far more v>r,- ;,.,.. 1^3

runners than a legal game needs — an estimated 24,000, earning an average of ,,.,,. %

about $6,000 a year. Some of these men are low-level members of large ^̂  »*.., .,->

criminal organizations, or men regarded as available for other criminal activ- _ .

ities. A legal game's aim is to give the customers a fair break, not to ex-

ploit them as does organized crime. To continue to charge the bettors for such

high sales costs would be to continue the exploitation, and it would probably „ .,,

make a competitive game impossible. Moreover, the present commission rate is — .,«,.,,

to a degree that cannot be fixed with precision — a bonus for the risks involved in ̂

an illegal activity. It adds unnecessarily to costs. We would pay runners a base.,

salary, plus a commission of five percent on sales. • . . . '.-- ••<*••..-. .---

In some locations of heavy play (e.g., major train stations or large office

buildings) , tickets can be sold by computerized vending machines. Such a system

poses no insurmountable technical problems, and equipment is now available whose

use would be profitable TO both game operators and machine suppliers. ,̂,.j ... f.4. .̂;.,. ., .

Betting for each day's play would end at 2 p.m. At that time, agents would

place all stubs for sold tickets in sealed pouches to be picked up or delivered to

participating banks or other designated collection points. By 6 p.m., all tickets

eligible for the day's prizes would be in the hands of a collection official. Seal-

ed pouches would be picked up by truck from collection points and delivered to a

central data facility. Representatives of the central operating agency would then

feed all sold ticket stubs into a computerized validation system. Although this

represents a large movement of material, the cost of this movement is low. . . . „
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l3.e At 7 p.m. on each betting day, the winning number would be selected.

It would be possible, of course, to retain the present New York system of using

the payoff totals for the third, fifth and seventh races at a selected race

track. Another alternative would be to use a number selection procedure con-

trolled by the central policy board. To be exempt from the 10 percent federal ""'

excise tax, at least one digit would have to be established in relation to a ...._'_..!_

horse race. But the other two digits may be picked by a balance wheel that

assures an entirely random selection. Number selection should be performed

publicly to reassure players of its fairness "£"

Beginning at 9 a.m. the following day, winners could present their tickets

at neighborhood claims offices. Each office would be linked to the central com-

puter. When a ticket is presented, a call would be made to the computer center,

where all of the day's winners would have been scanned and sorted, winners deter-

mined and the data stored in the on-line claim validation system. The system would

answer the following questions: 1) Was the ticket distributed? 2) Do the serial

and control numbers correspond? 3) Does the agent stamp agree with the records

as to the agent who received this particular ticket? 4) Is the number a winning

number? 5) Has the ticket number been claimed before? 6) Is the prize that is

claimed correct? If the computer determines that the ticket is valid, it can also

automatically issue—through remote terminals in the claim centers—a voucher for

the correct amount. This would protect the system against possible fraud by claim

center personnel. Blank vouchers for pre-printed prize amounts could also be

filled out manually by claim center personnel. Vouchers would then be presented

to participating banks for cash payment. '" ci* -

J* The payoff for a winning three-digit number bet will be 825 to one, or

$412.50 on each standard 50-cent ticKet. Prizes for bolita or combination

bets would be the mathematically correct percentage of the full prize. This
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would be far superior to the prize structure of the present, illegal game, and \
t

should be attractive enough to capture substantially all of the numbers market.

It would also be high enough to make it practically impossible for illegal operators

to match it (See Figure F) . ,
I

Such a high payout level, in a game in which players select their own !

numbers, raises the unacceptable possibility that prizes on a given day might —1—
!

exceed receipts. Some financial protection mechanism must be employed to deal :

with this possibility. ?-'•' . oo^ ' ̂  kV->. • *• w •-. -,v--; ;

If all numbers were picked at random, the odds that bettors might break the

bank at any time would be so high that the risk could almost be ignored. For a ;

million players a day, random selection means that each of the 1,000 available
i

numbers would be chosen by 1,000 bettors. The statistical probability is that ']i
99.87 percent of the available numbers would have no more than 1,100 players. If

the game reduced the payout when more than 11 percent of that day's bettors won, • |

the chances are that it would have to invoke this limit 13 times in 1,000 days. }

But if the game set a limit only when the number of winners exceeded two times

the average daily total, it could expect to reach that limit once in many millions

of years. ?

Over a long period of time, it is possible that number selection would turn

out to be very close to random. There is no reliable data on this question. It

is clear, however, that we cannot count on random selection in a given day's play.

It is entirely possible that the prizes won on any one day might exceed receipts.

There are four ways to guard against this eventuality:

1. Establish an upper limit to total payout, with prizes fixed pari-

mutually when that limit is exceeded.

2. Fix an upper limit, but pay winners the excess (up to the normal
>

prize) in scrip that can be used for future wagers. '



FIGURE F
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3. Purchase insurance from commercial insurers.
"1

4. Set aside a reserve fund large enough to serve as a self-insurance

pool. ,

To consider these alternatives in reverse order, the argument for self-

insurance is that it would avoid any limitation of prizes and would probably

be less costly than paying insurance premiums. But some significant percentage

of each day's revenues would have to be set aside until an adequate fund was

accumulated. Until that time, the game would be in danger and another system

would have to be employed. Once established, the fund would be subject to

rapid depletion in case of repeated daily deficits. And there would be sub-

stantial costs involved in keeping funds idle.

Commercial insurance also has the advantage of permitting full payment

to winners. But premiums are almost certain to be prohibitively high: the

risks for the insurer are theoretically low, but should a payment be required

the cash demands would be difficult for the strongest financial institution

to meet.

The use of scrip would not guarantee the bettor a high cash payout. It

would involve the player in a confusing and complicated transaction that

would likely jeopardize the legal game's competitiveness. And by providing

winners with free tickets it would increase the likelihood of betting pool

deficits in the future.

We propose that an upper limit be set and that, when it is exceeded,

prizes be established parimutuelly. However, in order to make this possibility

even more remote, we propose that a modest reserve fund of two days' normal

sales be established. Only when the day's payout exceeded double the normal

payout, or 150 percent of that day's receipts, would the parimutuel mechanism

come into play.

It must be acknowledged that even this limit, which would rarely be

reached, would pose a public relations problem. It would have to be explained

o

I<;, 3V
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persuasively. One telling point that can be made is that a very large number

of winners in the existing game sometimes drives banks out of business. In

such cases, winners are not paid at all. Bettors in a government game could

be assured that prizes will always be paid, even though they conceivably could

be somewhat smaller than usual.

The high payout that we propose' would also help to overcome the tax-free

advantage of the illegal game. Federal law requires that payments of $600
• • - . . - • ' ' • ' v • ' - •

or more be reported to the Internal Revenue Service. Since the standard

$412.50 prize would be exempt from this regulation, responsibility for declar-

ing winnings would fall solely on the winner. But even the player who diligently

reports his winnings would usually realize a higher net prize after taxes in the

legal game than he now does in the untaxed, illegal game.

The following table demonstrates this fact. Players may subtract their

gambling losses in any one year from that year's winnings, and must pay taxes

only on the net winnings. The probabilities are that a player will win no more

than once every three years. If a player bets $1 a day, six days a week in the
!
year he wins, his losses will total $311. On the day he purchases two winning tickets,

he will collect $825. His taxable winnings for the year are $514. The chart shows

the after tax net winnings for $1 bettors in four tax brackets. Only for a player

earning taxable income of more than $25,000 does the present game offer an advan-

tage over a legal, 825-50-one game.

Federal Tax Rate Net Winnings After Taxes

15 percent ($2,000-8,000)

20 percent ($8,000-10,000)

25 percent ($10,000-15,000)

30 percent ($15,000-25,000)

so • '• . • " >:. > . • ; ; ! .

$748

722

696

670

fel ;
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COSTS — As we have previously emphasized, we regard revenue-raising as

a secondary and relatively unimportant objective of a legal numbers game. But

we believe that a legal game should strive for some profits to encourage its

efficiency and responsiveness to the market. The game that we have designed

can,we believe,operate for the convenience of its players,pay out much higher prizes,

provide modest but worthwhile returns to its operating contractors and still

bring in appreciable public revenue.

Forty-five percent of the respondents to the Quayle poll said they would

play a convenient legal numbers game. This included 98 percent of those who

now play the illegal game. The goal in legalizing numbers should be to attract all

current bettors. Therefore, we have based our cost calculations on a game

with the present handle of $600 million a year. If the legal game ultimately

attracts a larger betting volume, public revenues and contractor profits

would increase, since many of the game's costs are relatively insensitive to

changes in the betting level.

. If there were twenty local contractors, each contractor would require

approximately 50 employees at an average yearly salary of $10,000. Employees

would include accounting, licensing and marketing managers, claim center per-

sonnel, and runners. Each contractors' payroll of $500,000 would be supplemented

by another $250,000 in facility and overhead costs. Thus, roughly $750,000

represents base costs for each contractor that are insensitive to volume.

At the $600 million-a-year level, each contractor would average $30

million in sales and his costs should rise to approximately $800,000. Contrac-

tors would be paid a fee based on a percentage of sales. On sales of $30

million a year, contractors would receive 3%,,which if they operate efficiently,

should allow them a 15% pre-tax profit on costs.
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The following table shows the breakdown of other costs for a legal game

of $600 million a year that pays a standard prize of 825 to one:

TABLE D

ESTIMATED OPERATING -COSTS AND REVENUE . " ̂ .."' ^''^"' "'.',- ' " ' "' '

Prizes

Central Operations

Advertising

Agent Fee

Local Contractor

Bank Fee

Total Costs

Government Revenues
i.1'1 J ' -: i - Lk'OV? '':

Dollars

$495 million

$ 42 million

Percent to handle

82.5

0.5

1.5

5.0

3.0

0.5

93.0

7.0

We believe this game would be competitively appealing enough to capture

the market from the present illegal game. Our analysis has convinced us that

such a game can be operated at costs that will give it the maximum opportunity

to drive the illegal game out of business — our primary objective -- and still

produce modest public revenues.

,OOC ,«.'.'OK '
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A WORD ABOUT THIS SURVEY
n I

This is a report on a study conducted among a cross section of the

New York C.ity population age 18 years and older, done for the Fund For The

City Of New Ycrk0 Its objectives are to determine (a) what percentage of

the city's population now bets money on various games and sporting events,

including t.he numbers or policy game, (b) how much money is presently being

bet on the members, (c) how many people would bet if numbers were to be

legalized in New York State, and (d) attitudes toward legalizing the numbers,

i To gather data for this study, trai.ned members of our field staff

conducted personal interviews with 500 adult residents of New York City

representing an accurate cross section of the population., After the cross

sectional interviewing was completed, an additional 100 interviews were done

with numbers players, by going back to those areas where substantial numbers

of numbers players had been found in the cross section. Interviewing was

conducted between February 26th and March 7th, 1972. " * -

The Sample The sample used in this study was drawn by statis-

tician Leon Rcseribluth. The design used was a modified area probability

sample. Under this system, the number of sampling points is controlled by

the cluster size (the number of interviews taken at each point). To obtain

the best representation of the population, the cluster size was kept as small

as possible so that points would be widely spread throughout the city. The

more points sampled within the city, the greater the probability will be of

obtaining a completely accurate representation of opinion. Our experience

shows that cluster sizes of between four and six. interviews per point yield

accurate representational samples and still provide an efficient sample design.

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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In this sample, a cluster size of five was used producing 100 sampling

points for a total of 500 completed cross sectional interviews,

•Mf 1? Citywide sample points were selected in two stages:

''~*: - ' 1. The city's 77 Assembly Districts were ranked according to

•;.-:• -g-t?.j • • the total vote cast in the 1965 General Election for Mayor

' - ' :?- between John Lindsay, Abraham Beame, and William Buckley,

'•:?•:" '--^'"-'.'• "•>-•"•'• Then sample Assembly Districts were selected at random

•M : ,•. proportionate to size as measured by total, votes cast. " '"'

' :•-"-'• ; Results from Assembly Districts selected were stratified -*

•'- •••-' --•••:' against the 1965 results and were also validated against

v*-": • the results of this election. This procedure assures

; =aj proper representation of differing size Assembly Districts.

' ' 2. Within each Assembly District, election districts were

-*••••''•'•>-'•'• '-"••'• then selected at random also proportionate to votes cast

i.-;., ... . in them in the 19̂ 5 Election, and the total results from

all of these districts were also stratified and validated

•??;:Tjf" against the 1965 results. ' : ':...- " ,,-;:_„.,"^

\3LLi All interviews were conducted in the homes of respondents, and each

required approximately 20 minutes to complete. Interviewers met age and sex

quotas, assigned to each sample point based on census tract information,

Interviews with men were done after 6:00 p.m, or over weekends except i.n

a case of a man working a night shift. All respondents were assured of

complete anonymity. '•'•'] *'-" ^,"«- -^ ;.r.- , -,r • -, *•••' < •-..:.-''<•• :.. -,a-»f.-,. • • : • . - • ,, '>-r:\>

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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To boost the yield of numbers players in the cross section, all

sampling points that were predominantly "D*8 or lowest economic level (house-

hold incomes of under 5000 dollars per year) were interviewed at twice their

normal strength„ -In tabulation,, numercial weighting was done to bring all »J-"

economic levels (A or upper, B or upper middle, C or middle, and D) into '*3's

their true proportions. . • . îâ tSI-ElSî  «=>•*•"«*

In interviewing the oversample of 100 numbers players, no sex, age,

or race quotas were applied in view of the study's limited budget (although

weighting by economic level was done in tabulation). These oversample

numbers players are excluded from all total columns, except those showing

betting behavior of numbers players,

The Questionnaire A specifically designed and field-tested

questionnaire was used. It comprised 22 closed-end queries (those in which

the respondent selects from among multiple choices offered him) and 8 open-

ended questions (those in which the respondent answers in his own words and

which must be coded later).

Coding and Computation All coding was done in our Bronxville office

with a minimum of 100 take-offs required for each open-ended question before

actual coding could commence. After completion of this process, all responses

were tabulated, cross tabulated, and percentaged on an IBM 360/50 series

computer.

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY



I; Analysis The bulk of this report bonsists of a presentation of

the data and accompanying explanation. These eaeplaaations are given, in. v,,

double-spaced paragraphs and are objective in nature <, On occasion we will

comment on implications drawn from the data, and give our opinions« These - ; A

comments are subjective in nature and appear in single~spaeed paragraphs ..<;..,..,

marked Observations . „,,,.,,. . -iis/'t-
- ' ' •' - • - = * - " < * < • . > • - '» --A-- .**

Monition; As in all Quayle studies, should any portion of
this report appear in the press or any other public medium,
Oliver Quayle and Company reserves the right to make public
its entire contents including the wording of questions, a
definition of the sample, its size, the method and timing

^ of interviewing, and the identity of the client. •••

. - . • . • • • ' . . ',a'<9v*Iq t̂«situfi 'i *

I
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ANALYSIS

BETTING BY THE PUBLIC

What the Public Bets On . ... " , ., , ,

As our opening question in this study, we asked New York City adults

the following; ,_„«,,„,.. ....*.-• ^-- .,,,.,.-.-,

"Most people bet money at one time or another on something.
Here is a list of different kinds of things you can bet on
(HAND RESPONDENT CARD), As I read each one, please tell me
whether you ever bet on it or not."

The results to this question are shown in our first table, for all

adults, as well as separately for those who bet money on one or more of the

listed games or events, and for those who play the numbers.

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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ADULT BETTING IN NEW YORK CITY; SU*®*ARY TABLE

Beta_0n- ̂  ̂  .,.yi!W.-<i -̂̂ ...k

Bingo

Garde > f ; _,4lit v..- _> ;.j , .
,. i

The New York, New Jersey,
or New Hampshire
Lottery

fOOtbali — Kjj. ,.-r'V -:v o:

.Basketball ;̂?- :-i :->•.

Baseball

Horse racing

Other sports

The numbers game or
policy

All
Adults

*

«i,x*]jfc -

22

33

T*

'IB
30

>t

All Numbers
Bettors Players

, .1 - -,,,̂  -,-

, -̂.v.*p.-. --:"i,:is>js-' - -!%f̂ -

27 23 4

,. - - Jl.V - •-. vr- JL3 -̂ -~;-: .. .*!* , ̂ - J *fĈ i'.

:"-£~ •••••^•*y

22 32

37 5^

5 9

30 100

Nonbettors

Bettors

Sports bettors

Nventers players

19
81

36

2k

On an "ever bet" basis, the New York, Ne«r Jersey, or New Hampshire

State lotteries are earned far more often than anything elsej 7** percent of all

adults say they hâ e bet on one or more of these legal lottery games. In

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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second place, named by 33 percent, is betting on card games, followed by

betting on horse races (30 percent) and playing the numbers (2k percent).

Somewhat more respondents report having ever bet on baseball games (18 percent)

than either football or basketball games (Ik percent each).

At the bottom of the table we list four important subgroups in the
"v,K,. ,-! -„•-, •••in,'" :i.nx>!ĵ  ts.rm-

population. Let us describe them now:

Nonbettors:

Bettors:

These respondents say they have never bet money
on any of the games or sporting events listed
above. Nonbettors constitute 19 percent of the
city's adult population, ,-:.:.„ • . . ^ t-»j;;iv

Fully 81 percent of the city's adults meet this
definition — they report having bet money on one
or more of the listed games or sporting events.

Sports bettors: These respondents report betting on one or more of
the five listed sporting events. Over a third of

' •,;'<!- the population (36 percent) are in this subgroup
. of bettors .

Numbers players: These are the 2k percent of all adults who say
they have bet money on the numbers game. '••:••.

In summary, then, betting on the lottery (again on an "ever bet" basis)

is an easy number one in terms of frequency (7̂  percent have bet), followed

by betting on sports (36 percent), cards (33 percent), the numbers (2k percent),

and bingo (22 percent). More people say they have bet on an illegal game

(the numbers or policy) than on a game which is legal (bingo).

Looking back at the table again, in the upper right hand corner we

compare numbers players with all bettors „ Numbers players are not sharply

different. They are slightly less apt to bet on bingo or the lottery than

all bettors, and more apt to bet on sporting event s
0

 The only real exception

is in the case of betting on the horses. Far more numbers players (5̂  percent)

say they bet on horse races than do bettors as a whole (37 percent). In terms

OLIVER QUAYUE AND COMPANY
flti
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of betting then, numbers players resemble bettors in general, except they ,

have bet more frequently on sporting events, and in particular on horse
•* - " -• ' •• * ,"i -X '• -'. - .' t "a - *"' - s(ff races. ; ;•».,•.-..-.• ...:..•.-•:"•.:, -? . . , ; •:• .•-./.•• " '"••"••'•'• • •• • '•-'•''•''•' —'•-•-•••.-- •••- • • ̂ : •*:•.-•• •

Legalizing The Numbers Game -- Would Respondent Play

After taking numbers players through a detailed series of questions

on how and where they play the game, and the kind and amount of bets they

place, we asked all respondents (including all those who do not play the

numbers) this question:

"There's been a lot of talk about legalizing
„§ the numbers game here in New York State. If

the numbers were legalized, and it was easy
and convenient for you to play, what do you
think the chances would be of your playing a
legalized numbers game? Would you be almost
certain to play, or would you probably play,
or would you probably not play, or would you
almost certainly not play?"

Their answers distribute as follows.

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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WHETHER RESPONDENT WOULD BET OR NOT ON NUMBERS IF NUMBERS WERE

LEGALIZED AND IT WAS CONVENIENT TO PLAY

All Adults: _______

With Undecided In With Undecided Out

Almost certain to play

Would probably play __ _^

Would probably not play

Almost certain not to play

Not sure __ _ __. __;_____

* * # # # ;

26 30

13

Summary

;f Would play ' ; : : 5̂

Would not }\ 55

Over a third of all adults (39 percent) say they would be almost

certain or probable players, U8 percent express contrary opinions, and 13

percent are not sure whether or not they would play if the numbers game

were legalized. With the "not sure" opinion distributed, we find k5 per-

cent of those with a view as likely players in a legalized numbers game,

and 55 percent who say they are not likely to play.

Observation: If respondents would do what they say (play in a
legalized game that was convenient for them) there would be an 88 percent
increase in the percentage of the city's population playing the numbers —
from the 2k percent who now play in the illegal game to the 1*5 percent who
say they are almost certain or probable players in a legal game.

Reasons Given For Not Playing Legalized Numbers Game

We asked all adults who say they would probably not or are almost

certain not to play in a legalized numbers game why they feel this way, by

asking them the following question:
"* "What are the two or three main reasons you

don't think you would play in a legalized
numbers game? Are there any other reasons?"

Their reasons and objections are presented in our next table.

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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REASONS WRT WOULD VOT PLAY LEGALIZED NUMBERS GAME

"•< All Adults Who Say They
Probably Or Almost

Would Not Play
Numbers And Are;

v ; . . ; • • f •; • • *.' (^ •; • 1 Certainly
•j ^ :-;- ;- ':': ' - . • •'I'j •'• ••] ' Legalized

• A >~'-? .i

-. .; '."'' <••• " ' . • ] . ; . :•-

Never play numbers s numbers don't interest me,
don''t like the numbers

Need to use my money for more important things,
can't afford it, a waste of money "

Don't- Lite to gamble, not a gambler
The odds are too great, a fool's game, impossible

to win ::,
Don't, know anything about the numbers, don't know
how itss played

Against all gambling -«= it's wrong
It's a bad habit == don't want to get involved, '
get hooked

Prefer the way it's run now °- more convenient, . i
money stays in the community , ?

Don't like to lose " ; '1
Too much cheating would be involved - '•'
Prefer the horses • • : ••• • ''
All other •••

H
• '!

Would Not Play
Numbers Game
d --" '*« J;

" . ;
1

23 • ;• „-; •
22 :

21 '' :; •;

20

12 :

5 " """";?'
-4 •-

5 • " ,.: .'

3 ' * • • ": '
3
2 ' ~' • . i
1 • - , • ' - '"
1 - -.; IK

i.': '• : \..' i

Non-
betters

^
^

18 
Â

25
26 -

12 ;.;

16 :*
10 t-i

3 jT
- aj
3 '-'
2 '""

S
' » ̂

0
"H

Bettors
d

:

' 26

. 21
19

2k

' 10
; 3

, 5
k
3
3
2

' 1
t

*o Sj
i -"' V3

'C i . ;o
*' : ._

t; *~j
•'. ^ f

•> . •'*

'\ '.. '?i

• • - - i t
tCj

}

•4 '-i ;:

0 „'•' uri ,f >fj
••i O
' .! ^ *3

•- . r
;i '":;
'. -* e

;n O•-•' '•• yfl?
£"

«'

1«i
a.0
Ŝ •;
o»•> !
4.3
O
rj'

i.
r.

w :
•fi '
i
T

î
ILJ

O

•'

i
•»x
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Those not interested in playing a legal numbers game play back more

than anything else variations on the same themes "I'm not a gambler, I have

better things to do with my money, I don't want to get involved". Very few

say that all gambling is morally wrong (5 percent) or that too much cheating

would be involved (2 percent). Where the two "I'm not interested" groups

differ sharply is on the chances of winnings those who bet on other events

are twice as apt to say the odds are too great against you in the numbers

game. - , ^ n;G

Attitude Toward Legalizing The Numbers

To determine New Yorkers' attitudes toward legalizing the numbers

game, we asked this questions

"How do you feel about legalizing the numbers
game — do you feel strongly that it should be
legalized, or do you slightly favor legalizing
it, or are you slightly opposed to legalizing
it, or are you strongly opposed to legalizing
it?"

• . - - , . s-j ,.-„ ^ ; r ';•• r-V -
How New Yorkers feel about this is shown next:

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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WHETHER RESPONDENT FAVORS OR OPPOSES LEGALIZING
NUMBERS GAME IN NEW YORK STATE

9V3£f :" i '

•if ' ? !• •--• '

All Adults: All Adults Who Are;
With Unde- With Unde-
cided In cided Out

Favors strongly

Favors slightly

Opposes slightly

Opposes strongly

Not sure

* * * * #

Summary

Favor

Oppose

15

19

18.5

18.5

79,5

Bettors

65

18

**'"*•" v-

15

U*)

;vi«.'. •••.-••;
.. ji_; ..̂ .̂ .v

83

17

Numbers
Players

90

8
._

2

( 3)

!«-.. V : :. -.-,'•';?

,"- '̂  J ; : " i.f

98

2

Non-
bettors

30 :

28 ^
, ̂ ,-i

37

(39)

•^ <• .s
•̂̂ .̂  ,.„ ,_

58

U2

Among all adults, 6k percent say they favor legalizing the numbers,

while 17 percent are opposed, and 19 percent are not sure. With the unde-

cided people taken out, we find 79.5 percent in favor of legalization,

while only 20.5 percent are opposed. Those strongly favorable to making

the numbers legal far outnumber those who strongly oppose doing so -- by

almost four to one. •, ••'.

In the right hand side of the table we show results to this question

among all bettors, numbers players, and nonbettors. In all cases the unde-

cided opinion has been prorated out and is shown in parentheses. Virtually

every current numbers player with an opinion (98 percent) favors legalizing

the game. Support is also high among bettors as a whole (83 percent), while

nonbettors also are favorable (57 percent), even if not so strongly.

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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Reasons For Opposing Legalization Of The Numbers Game
- - - - - - - - — _—• —.-•>. — - - , ^ L ^ ,, ,- ,̂ ,̂ '„, ft nmt\- n — i- 4-

Less than one in five residents of the city (17 percent) oppose making

the numbers legal. We asked them this question to find out why they feel the

way they do: ,.. -•- - --.^ _ ; -• . • ; , :_ '"'_
.A

"What are the two or three main reasons
J .&!.-?£•* v'i.?, a..j. why you are opposed to legalizing the 3sol- ol

numbers game? Are there any other reasons?"

REASONS FOR BEING OPPOSED TO LEGALIZING THE NUMBERS GAME

All Adults Opposed To
* Legalizing The Numbers

Poor people would bet more than they could afford —
would lose their food and rent money '•.. Jt

Don't approve of gambling -- believe it is morally wrong
Would encourage more gambling, make it too easy
State would be the only winner, only the government . •>•
would get rich

The odds are too great -- can't win on the numbers, it's
a fool's game

Money wouldn't be used constructively -- what is the
city doing with OTB money? .tns-

There's enough legalized gambling now
Bolieve the numbers would still be crooked
Not interested in the numbers
All other

Not sure

35
16
16

12

8

8
7
6

"\

6

•JA

Those who are against making the numbers legal are most likely to say V>

poor people would bet more than they can afford, that they would lose their -,- :

food and rent money. • • • - •• -^ .-:•..• = .-'> •..'-.« .•••-••• " • < • ..
;

m ,-)r,'n.;:?

Observation; It is &. popular myth, and one this study will shortly
dispel, that the numbers game is confined to the black and Puerto Rican residents
of the city's ghettos„ Nevertheless, the feeling that the poor would be hurt
by legalizing the game is the single strongest objection to doing so.

Tied for second place as objections are that gambling is morally wrong,

or that it would make gambling too easy (both 16 percent), while just under

10 percent question what the city or state would do with the proceeds. In

/ER QUAYLE AND



addition, some 8 percent of those opposed to the numbers feel the odds are

too great, while 6 percent say they think a legal game would still be crooked.

Summary On Whether People Would Bet If The Numbers Were Legalized,
And Attitudes Toward Legalization

: r"; /**n ;

To close this section of our report, let us show one summary table.

SUMMARY TABLE

All Adults

Total Ever Play Numbers
f-~ - •: f. .•'' - K . <

Total Who Would Play If Numbers o
Legalized

> ••: '-tit -~,'"i •"*» *' f tfj'-H f\.f,- vv

Current Numbers Players Who v.
Would Play

Total Favoring Legalizing Numbers

Current Numbers Players Favoring

- • ' • . r D '^TW
,,.,.„,,.. + »..„,.

98

79.5

98

At present 2k percent of the city's adult population reports it has

bet on the numbers. Almost twice as many (U5 percent) say they would play

the numbers if it were legal and convenient for them. This "would play" per-

centage among numbers players rises to virtually all who now play the game

(98 percent). -c.cf .-.! .'•:..-'•' ..".--,.•.:• , •/,.'. •• .-.'.- ;

Eight out of ten adults with an opinion are in favor of making the

game legal, with this approval figure even higher among current numbers bettors

(98 percent). ,-,r '•' •- :' •••-'>" ''"• -*-~: "-' ' 'l

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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NUMBERS PLAYERS AND THE NUMBERS GAME * ' ;V; '""''- ' '"' ' " * ^ ' ' "'""'"' "'" ̂

Frequency and Amount of Betting .A.-.»'. * ->.<-. »..«*.. -

Let us turn to these results next, starting with a table that shows

how often numbers players usually bet, and what they usually wager in total

on the days they play the game. *-\#v -='•.-. ̂ o -JS.L:. *.. - v..... -• j \^~ •

fcib a
FREQUENCY OF PLAYING NUMBERS AND TOTAL AMOUNT

USUALLY BET ON DAY PLAYED

~>*tB 0? c* •t' f f ' Usual Amount
All Numbers Bet On All Numbers
Flayers Day Played Players**

Frequency; " " : ̂ '"' i! '

More than once a day

Every day

Two or three times a week

About once a week

About once or twice a month

Less than once a month

30

18

>"0

8

..„:,•„, .„„

^ ™V

-Ur '5° «rO

"f!-; f'^li wc-n 1C

1.00
V.3iJ .

, ^^ i nol

2.50

3.00

U.OO

5.00

Over $5.00

Not sure

7I „. „"?•.
.»t>O i

10

e^.aa
35

Jl'TOi WSr ,

,Am«.

*

9

3

6

6

1

*Less than 0.5 percent
**Includes oversample of numbers players

The most frequent or modal bet is made every day (39 percent)s followed

by placing a bet two or three times a week. (30 percent). An additional 18 percent

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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say they bet about once per week. Few bet more than once a day, or less

frequently than once a week. '..t

The most popular amount bet per day is a. dollar (35 percent).

Relatively few (l8 percent) say they usually bet less; nearly half report .

they usually bet more than a dollar on the days they play. There is no

straight line distribution of these "more than a dollar" players. Only

k percent say "$1,50" compared to 18 percent who usually bet two dollars.

Only a handful say they usually bet $2.50, while 9 percent are three dollar

a day bettors, and 3 percent are four dollar bettors. Some 12 percent in

total say they bet more than this --6 percent reporting their average bet

per day as five dollars, and the same percentage as more than five dollars.

Total Dollars Bet On The Numbers • i. ,fe .: *".-,

One of the major purposes of this study was to arrive at an

estimate of how much money is bet on the numbers per day and per year in

New York City. To do so required some assumptions on our part, and an

explanation to the reader is in order.
o • :j c- •" -:u" The next table shows our necessary cross tabulation analyzing

frequency of playing by usual amount bet per day. ! • •

™»

!

OLIVER QUAYUE AND COMPANY



Frequency;

Every day, snore than once
a day

Two/three times a week

About once a -week

About once/twice a month

Less than once a month

- 17 -

FREQUENCY OF PLAYING B!f AMOUNT USUALLY BET PER DAY

Amount Usually Bet Per Day Game Played Iss
Over No1

$.25 ii5_0 $ ..75 $1.00 $1 . 50 $2.00 $2.50 $3.00 $4.00 $5oQO $J§> 00. Sui

in 51 60
20 40

31 lk
-

28 15

i • -•, " ; - !"
39 53 24 50 65 100 31 100

35 47 43 50 10 - 31 ; - . 1C

19 = 1 7 25 - 19
2 - - - - 19 : • .

5 . 16

i)̂

100 *
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What this table shows, for example, is that among those who usually

bet a dollar on the days they bet, 39 percent do on a daily basis, 35 percent

bet two or three times a week, and so on. V - <4-•'• • •? ]
^—^ * •> *B -

In our next table, we convert these percentages back to the weighted

number each percentage represents. '£'•• P:^-K • "**''••• i^ '\

Gi

}0
; -O

v.....* '..*•
! ' • >

**
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Frequency;

Every day, more than once
a day

Two/three times a week

About once a veek

About once/twice a month

Less than once a month

- 19 -

FREQUENCY OF PLAYING BY AMOUNT USUALLY BET PER DAY

Amount Usually Bet Per Day Game Played Is;

u»
o

La
#

£SL

to
-

3U
.

31

<k KC\ <t 7H* OU s* _«./_?iliii r r r n i .J -j. .!— ̂ ,,

# #
l^t ik

85 8

32 6

23
-

2if

4n on *3>JL « VJU »
.L. — -, , ,.,i i g

#

551

217

195

K*

13

25

Over Not
Iii52 $2° °° |2.50 $3.00 $^,00 $5 = 00 $5.00 SureLTT__....AL»I • T.rvr... irj^ta, iJnc-.̂ m .̂Bi L .IT3g~r —— —— ,T. ...... i „ i Ji&; JirgrTfTT'rj ^£0— CK»» n r i

# # # # ' # *

61 280 6 1^3 ! UT_, *
>v

33 65 3 92 i 1+7 u

28 121 3 lU .' - +

U9 37 - ?
. ;

U5 - - -;.

# # #
§8 88 OA.

28 88 lU

27 - " -

1 7 • • • - : -
16 - !; -

o

.

>q

w
Hi

I
'O
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The U.S. Census shows that the 18 years and older Hew York City

population totals 5,636,325 residents. We have already seen that 24 percent

of all-adults play the numbers which is 1,352,718 total numbers players. If

we divide this figure by our weighted total of 1,572 numbers players, the

dividend is 860.5, or, rounded off, 86l. If we multiply each figure in the

preceding table by 86l, we should arrive at a total of 1,353,̂ -92 numbers

players. This we have done in our next table, which shows the total pro-

jected number of players who bet different amounts of money, and how

frequently they bet. - • - - . .

.a. J?
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I

J FREQUENCY OF HAYING BY AMOUNT USUALLY BET PER MY

Amount Usually Bet Per Day Game Played Is;___________________

$ .25 $ .50 $ ,75 $ 1,00 IJU5J) $ 2.00 Ig^O i_3_?pO $ k.OO

# # # # # # # # ;: #
Frequency; H",

^5

Every day, more than
once a day 38,7̂ 5 73,185 6,888 186S837 28,Ul3 55,965 2,5̂ 3 79,212 W,U67

Two/three times a week - 27,552 5,166 167,895 2̂ ,108 10if,l8l 2,583 12,05̂

About once a week 29,27̂  19,803 - 92,127 - .. 2̂,189 - 31,857 , -

About once/twice a
month

Less than once a month 26,691 20,664

11,193

21,525 38,7*5

Ll?og
#

24,108

23,2(47

1U,637 '.
j>

13,776 ,

Over Not

75,76$ 12,05*1.

Q,
-I-

It

''.p

O

'4-

o,

' •: ^

1 O

•i'u

;i
COtcsu

OHa,
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Our final table converts all our data to dollars per day, with

results based on these necessarily arbitrary (but reasonable) assumptions:

1. Those who bet two or three times per week average 2.5 bets
per week. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . *~ •, •;••

2. Those who bet once or twice a month bet every 22 days, or
the midpoint between every 15 and 30 days. , .

3. Those who bet less than once a month bet every two months.

k. Those who say they usually bet more than five dollars per
day bet $7.50. . & [•" -j

5- Those who are not sure of what they usually bet wager the
modal bet of one dollar.

To arrive at a daily figure, we have applied the following weights;

Usual Bet ~,T .- Weight K

Every day, more than once per day 1.0 (__

Two or three times a week - . . 'A <"'

Once a week .lU -;

Once or twice a month '•?• ".". ,06 ' J'

Less than once a month ,*•:, ;c

•fc-a/o/

t- <-y
:.'.' ? -1

,:n cr

k*

.Jt/S

. - . » r,

o, o

=c
T>

b
Sfr

<*,-ta. a
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i fe

.'• b-

1*
"5,

ESTIMATED DOIIARS H/JJD Of NUMBERS PER DAY AHD IJR YEAR'

Amount Usually Bet Per Day Is;
Over^5oOO Not Sure

$,.25

Frequency of
Betting;

Every day,
more than
once a day # 38,71*5

(1=0) $ 9,686

Two/three
times a week $

( « 4 )

Once a week # 29,27*+
$ 7,319

(.11+) $ 1,025

Once/twice
month #

(.06)
Less than•* *" ** V ***'W"* y j _

once a month # 26,691
$ 6,673

C.02) $ 133

$ .50 $ .75

, •

73,185 6,888
$36,593 $5,166

27,552 5,166
$13,776 $3,875
$ 5,510 $1,550

19,803
$ 9,902
$ 1,386

_ _

20,661+
$10,332
$ 207

$ 1.00

186,837
$186,837

167,895
$167,895
$ 67,158

92'S127
$ 92,127
$ 12,898

11,193
$ 11,193
$ 672

21,525
$ 21,525
$ 1+31

•;•>
<v :'.t

';,,,•
•.*/

$ 1.50 $ 2.00 $ 2.50 $ 3.00 $ 4,00

f, "' *° :

"'• '" >X '

^ "..:. s-y.

28,1+13 55,
$1+2,620 $111,

2l+9108 10l+,
$36,162 $208,
$14,465 ? 83,

42,
.„ $84,
g $ n,

»
~ --T" ;'. -

h '

•;,' "
*.«,

' - 3 38,
n f 77,

;, M ? i,

• -1 £4 - ̂ "
'" <T Ci

rl (4's a,
•'4 0(3
i — i M:, ;-. (j
0 -1IT a

"'*• •.!**

•'w •.' *%

'a . '
''̂  ' " I-

; ;. i* I .

965 2,583 79,212 40,467
930 $6,1+58 $237,636 $161,868

1B1 2,583 12,054
362 $6,458 $ 36,162 u H
345 $2,583 $ 14,465 e T

189
378
813

745
490 y
550 s

g
o
Ct
H

n V

b ' '
io

... • ^
31,857 C€

j $ 95,571 !!: 6
-: $ 13,380 r r.

fej H
, fs O

• ~ ' ' "^ <C "Is-.- •;•• " t:

•'• is "• i?
JM _

-... f.v -^ ;.. ' ; '
S, j? r < g jr >t • .':-

H S"*' • • • •
i-t, '"' ;"X : » o :"• .'

f.^ . • t'S ..' - i.;
!.,.».. V. W '" .V*

'- t'"* C ' ! "': .*-'

$ 5,00

;?. . &
;••*_ . ' **"i ." r."*

2*+, 108

($7o50) (11.00)

>1~' t .' - !*
•*• . '

< ' f ' •":

75,768 12,054

$120,51*0 $568,260 , $12,054

23,21*7
$116,235

1*6,491+

14,637
$ 73,185
$ 10,246

13,776
$ 68,880
$ 4,134

:•-",-
;'; j-

"T '.c1'
;-J ;-'i

". -

v:.; -•-:'

t" ' ' • - ' *'" '
19 . . ' /;. : . "

'" ' ! ' n - t ;

1- . . '• v.:
Es j* »: : . -

•'is* ..' ' ' • -• '
"£: , ' - •*•.Sfc r, . • >

•- . . ',,. ';

"î  '*V. 'v: _

tt , •• '" " ' : *

' '*.
3; Qy Total Per Day ,j.J
i -' '* . ^~

S fi ;•., ?...c I d* -^ Total Per Year J'g
P. .>

^: c" ; •' ,.- r .3 '•
FJ of K S c' « :i

(-1 'r- UJ ;.-» b fa H ;;- i
•1$ /*:j »^4 *V '0

" 'U'"!* c
.-.; 3

! .̂ - v!l-!

H- i J3, rf « In (f > ^ , • : i>«* !*; o t- ?t c. Hi -< -p' ^

- <•*!

'*;' '_ ^ ;: ̂  ' . ,' *" *

O fa t ! i ' , • •
B •''-.. " •:. ' •

• fc. ': • ^

.rjj *i..' '• " ' ''

Total

*+. - ; . •-.

~*' ' - • " i;'

* " ' '.̂
' jjj!

.' '.. *""

1 i^99,6W
IK?

* '

$ 235,570

$ 50,71*8

Vs

$ T: 4,806

i
$ 2,321

$ 1,793,093
$65!*, 1*78, 945

<x
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This projects out to a total of close to two million dollars a day

now being wagered on the numbers ($1,793,093.00), or a total of over half

a billion dollars per year ($65̂ ,̂ 78,9̂ 5.00). As we understand it, the

numbers is really a "six day a week" game, which means that we should

probably adjust our figures downward for those who say they play every day

or more than once every day. This results in a daily projection of almost

1.6 million dollars ($1,578,6̂ 3.00), and still over half a billion dollars

per year ($576,20̂ ,695.00). ̂  --f"^ -^ ?' ^ »* '
'•'t I

Observation: A word about these projected totals. These are the
most accurate estimates we can make, but they are just that, and nothing more.
There are margins of error around each percentage figure on which we have
based our projections and we have made some further assumptions explained
earlier. In our judgement, however, it is reasonable to assume that at least
1.5 million dollars are bet by adults on the numbers in New York City daily,
or more than half a billion dollars per year. .. •»• ,

Where and How the Numbers Are Played ^ _ fe
.---, -•»', • - : .-- ! ô

In our next table, and those that follow, we show results to addi-

tional questions, both in total for all numbers players, and by those whose

average bet is a dollar or more per day versus those who average less than a

dollar per day. In this table and those that follow, we will limit our comments,

since the information has been gathered for those responsible for design of
*£.. >

a legal numbers game, should this come about,, ;

a.
o*-.-

frs fc
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WHERE AND HOW NUMBERS BETS ARE PLACED, AND

LENGTH OF TIME HAS PLAYED NUMBERS
R) S " O J

All
Numbers

How and Where Placed;

With Runner
Runner comes to home or place
of work

Player goes to meet runner as
he goes from place to place

Player goes to special place
where runner usually located

Friend places bet (volunteered)

Usually places bets in own
neighborhood

Usually places bets at place
of work

Usually places bets in some other
neighborhood;
Because no game in own
neighborhood

For some other reason

34

13
2

55

35

10

4
6

All Numbers Players Who Bet:
$1,00 or More Less Than
Per Day $1.00 Per Day

*
,..-,• <,, <*j!j>?['"•* boOi't
r>j svsrf • ££;/'OW

H
1

52

42

i

rro

28

54

15
2

57

6
6

s .00.0

Years Played Numbers;

Less than one year

1-2 years
3-5 years
6-10 years
More than 10 years

23
18

3
7

IB
23
49

4
18
26
15
37

** Includes overseanpleo
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Observation; The two most significant findings in the above table
to us are (a) that virtually all numbers bets are placed in person with a
runner or collector (98 percent) as opposed to betting by telephone, and
(b) that in most cases the player goes to meet the runner somewhere (62 percent
in total), either at some spot where the runner is making his daily rounds,
(k9 percent) or at some particular fixed place where the runner sits (13 percent),
We feel it is also very significant that players don't seem to have any trouble
placing their bets. Over half say they play in their home neighborhood, 35 per-
cent say they do so at work, while only 10 percent say they have to go out of
their neighborhood to make a bet. Playing the numbers game now is. convenient,
and a legal game wouM have to be convenient, in our judgement, to be successful.

" •- Most of the three tables that follow next show the distribution of

usual amount bet on days played, highest and lowest total amounts ever bet in

one day, and highest and lowest single bets ever placed on the numbers. We

will not comment on this information. * - f̂UM"?* £$ .'^'M-'-f'smfS:^' ss>:.ts 'MT

***

d
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USUAL AMOUNT BET OH DAY HAYED AND HIGHEST TOTAL
• • - - - • > • AMOtJHT EVER BET ON ODE DAY

Usu?
Bet

n,r., . -..^-"Kk *-*.:*i 10 f V . i . i ' r f i

,*i

ll AmOUnt - <,:#,; ;>,-<* ;f • ' . . rVtO

Per Day

$ /->C , ^.25 -•$ •*«
t\
<
i
<t,
(
1
<
t

4,
<
«

*

4

; .50 ^ ^ :"
* 'TC> o f P -*-'-' " -t7-;I

.1.00
ilo50 *,v
12.00
•2.50 , , -
53.00
;U.OO "' '"":""" ' "" " """" "': r '"*
>5oOO • • ,.,-i, ? p ••;•.

Over $5.00
'»'-. ;"• i ' . ' fi

Not sure

Highest Total Ever Bet In One Day

$ .25 , >j.
$ .50 * ^^ •; , . r ; . , :_i> ..-.;.£,.,
$1.00 £:.. / : / . . . .. ;- - ; .... ^ ,:,.-,,
$1.50 ,;,... • , . - .- .-.. - , -,?.,-:
(4

t

<
4

t

4

c

52.00 r • • - " - •" -" : " ••""•*"
52«50
53.00
;ii.oo ,. ,-..
>ver $5.00

All
Numbers
Elayer***

• footfall

v**y
10
1

35
k

18
*
9
3
6
6,.,
^
j ,

H
5

20
1

20
1

10
k

20
15

All Numbers Players** Who Bet
$1.00 or More Less Than
Per Day $1.00- Per Day

o cr ,», t.

l.
36
16

,^.i: , ^ j-jp ^
'""""•"""'"gX"*""''

6
5
9»>'*»
-

w

1_
1̂_
16

_
12
2

t ;-
: *VC

i-scrc-I

11jy6
{X,")" f^l

' • ' • ' - ^^
r,A <;..-, .. ^,^3^..y ..-.^

j«fi6 jr^r-."' '
*"**"""""'* 2

1
'"^'yr, $6V^' :&

2

: .' I ' • •

6
</. 8

/-. rifi:" 24
1

..-.^i 22
2
8
6

,-f,.t/? 13

*Less than .5 percent.
**Includes oversample.



LOWEST TOTAL
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EVER IN ONE DAY, HIGHEST SINGLE
BET EVER PLACED IN ONE DAY

All All Numbers Players** Who Bet;
Numbers $1«00 or MoreLess Than
Players** Per Day____ $1.00 Per Day

Lowest Total Ever Bet in One
Day

Under $ .25 *
i«
<i,
(
t,
<
1

i .25
i .50 -f
11.00 . , . . .. ^. - , .
12.00 9i

Over $2.00 , , ,

Highest Single Bet Ever
Placed
tt
C*
(t
<<
(«

i
<

<i
<«

i .50 or less
11.00
11.50
12.00
12.50
13.00
lU.OO
15.00
110.00

Over $10.00 '

15
27
28
2k
k
2

10 ,
25

2
28
1

11
2

11
5
5

• •• &
26
29
22
5
6

5
11
1

35
2

Y/fi arr8_J[I tf«. _.._..__.

17
8
7

' ' ; ' _ " • _ ' ; _ _ '"^^
- -^gp^1

27 <!-v
• • ' ' jjB ^?

. . . ...» |j>
* o^..

00.
00.

13 'r'--
"JOjJ-*. ?••-

2
2S-^ 5
1

»a T9T-3 X§t|T ^8

2
7 ?s.
3 c-:;-

*t ~

1•••?
:l

i¥
j

f*

?$

sxi
1*-$•i

•' 4'

Not Sure

SI

* Less than .5 percent.
** Includes oversample.
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LOWEST SINGLE BET EVER PLACED, AND EXTENT TO WHICH RUNNERS OR

COLLECTORS EXTEND CREDIT FOR BETTING, OR LOANS FOR
, _ ,„ ,_, posES OTHER THAN BETTING t

of- -,(3r»: v
,- . ̂ --y,-.. c-. ,»s Uas All -̂  All Numbers

*.'-.'•• ::» ;:• - ; r*H~fl*v ^>-;.;'r : - - " - ' Numbers
."on ti.f ;;•,-• "-, ',I.D ̂ ta-t-sqv. ;•• Players**

Lowest Single Bet

Under $ .25
* .25 " '<? . orf

$1.00 xi s»f;* :m <-.f
$2.00
Over $2.00 ^ja-8

Whether Runner or
Extends Credit

Ever Placed

18
ncr.tn^-io.1 -315 .*»vJs

25 .
T rriTT-) ̂ i; f p ,!" T *7 i "-.. -J *̂  JX.CJ I- J_^

3.̂ itxr en? *oi. ;g« ,.v.:;j

Collector •:- - - • -: -•"•'• ̂  "-si.

Doesn't Bet On Credit 82

Does Bet On Credit: 1§

Frequently 5
Occasionally R"to r.'~/*9 '••• 7 « ' J
Very seldom 6

! ' T '"• 7 B

Whether Runner Or Collector Has .: :1\
Ever Loaned Money For Something - j — -•
Other Than Betting On Credit

No, Never Has ^

Yes, Has Loaned Moneys j?

Once 3
TWiCe V-r- .-;-v ;;. ...;-.-; ";-• 1 ....-,;

3-5 times 2
6-19 times 2
20 or more times *
Not sure how many times 1

PUR_ ; 3'idc.-ai:.a iO

Players** Who Bet: -P»i'i
$loOO or More Less Than 'i*c
Per Day $1,00 Per Day ^̂ .v-

%

18
, ̂ Xd 30

27
"fl*;i 17

rL", ' ». a ' v.1 .'.-

8

7

,/.' AJ'̂
.-. ,-•- - • - • ! . ' - . ' ..*• rj .

3
'V
1
1

-^•———
18

. - *~* ••••• f* '- -• * * "jP j"<v''? -'•
l̂i

2

,.' .!̂ ifc.. ̂ wht.^-. . . ,. ,3

.5;:q, .,• .-.:^,- ,'.,.:...:'..,:, j:t.js

3

1
1

*

* Less than o5 percent,
** Includes oversample0
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Observation; There is a substantial body of belief that operators -
of numbers games extend credit for betting, or loan money for purposes other
than betting to players. The preceding table does not support this, as 82 per-
cent of players say they do not bet on credit (only 5 percent say they do
frequently), and an even higher percentage (9! percent) say no runner or
collector has ever loaned them money for purposes other than gambling on the
numbers. If the numbers game is legalized, those who operate it should not
have to worry about extending credit to players to attract the vast majority
of current players. ^ ,f

The Key Groups; Betting On Legalized Numbers "~™"~~~~̂ ~~ ------
^̂"""" •——Ĵ «̂̂ ™̂.*«————«l̂ fc««««iM̂ «̂ -̂ ^̂ ™̂ ^ _- - -̂ fc——̂ M̂̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ Jfĉ ———— - .-__I-L1T J l»̂ «̂—— ^ ___ _. _ ,. i. - " • > « .

For our next to last table, we analyze intention to play (or not M

to play) in a legalized numbers game by different subgroups in the population.

Here is how to read this table. Across the top, as underscored

percentages, is how the city's adult population distributes on intention to

play if the numbers game becomes legal -- with the undecided opinion in, and

with the undecided opinion out in the two extreme right hand columns. Down

the side of the table we have listed various important subgroups in the

population, and shown immediately to the right of each subgroup in a paren-

thesis how large each subgroup is as a percentage of the entire adult popu-

lation. Thus we see that bettors are 8l percent of all adults, and that

among those with an opinion, 5U percent say they would play the numbers if

the game were legalized. Let us now proceed to look at the different sub-

groups. To make our comparisons more meaningful, we will limit our comments

to those with opinions, or the "with undecided out" columns on the right.

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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KEY GROUP ANALYSIS: PLAYING LEGALIZED NUMBERS ' j

All Respondents Who Say Their Chances O.f flaying A Legalized Numbers Game Are;

With Undecided In: With Undecided Out:

-.!*••:•¥ lo
Almost Certain Probably Probably Almost Certain Not
To Play Play Not Play Not To Play Sure

Would Would
Not

Over-all

Respondents Who Are;
Bettors (81)
Nonbettors (19)
Sports bettors (36)
Nonsports bettors (6k)
Numbers players (2*0
Nonnumbers players

26

32

k9
13
73
11

15
3
15
11
13
12

6
k
6
5
2
7

3k
81
16
58

57

13
12 It
ik ""
13
12
13 "

5k
3 ;
Tk
28
98
26

k6
jt 97

26
72
2
fk

26-34 (23)
35-̂ 9 (28)
50 and over (33)

Sex
Male (̂ 9)
Female (jl)

Race
Whit;e (69)
Black (20)
Puerto Ricaa (ll)

30
22
29

38
15

23
33
33

13
13
1%
n

13
12

13
13
13

6
6
6

6
5

6
5

to
1&
35
50

32
53

k6
31
31

11
15
17
9

1*1
52
39

( 52
59
kS
61

n
15

n
17
18

57
32

55
56

PCI'.

68

60
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GROUP ANALYSIS; HATING LEGALIZED NUMBERS - Cont'd.

• *-;*/•,i f /*s

Over-all •• ' • : ^

Economic Level f̂e
Upper, upper-mldU*. (13)
Middle (58) *'C! '
Lower (29) 6* i

Residents Of s t 9S; -;
Queens (27) ' f
Brooklyn (36) * -
Manhattan (20) fĉ
Bronx (17) r.#

it
T«

!5 Occupation
t White-collar (28)

Blue-=collar
Unemployed/student (10)
Housewife

All Respondents Who Say Their Chances Of Playing A Legalized Numbers Game Are;

With Undecided In:
Almost Certain Probably Probably Almost Certain Not
To Play____ Play Not Play Not To Flay Sure

•3
26

:15
.* 26
*:l30

18
21

38

30
>9

it 10

18
12
12

14
16
4
12

13
15
10
13

•{i
'JL

5

6

3
10
^3
i
j
6
6

«9

52
42

51
39
42
38

35
19
32
6l

10
15
11

14
14
14
9

16
11
16
12

With Undecided Out;
Would Would
Play Not

* *

34

37
43
48
55

51
72
51
26

66
55
53

63
57
52
45

49
-28
49
74

5-1ftVO

!' a *

&:' •

»*>..

« * f ? S ,:.
V* -• ft.' « '•• -
C K' t.' t t • > . ,"
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.,.„- Let us analyze intentions to play in a legal numbers game based

on those people with an opinion -- the two right hand columns of the pre-

ceding table o ...™ : , _ii

Betting Habits , 3^ .̂^

Just over half the population with an opinion who bet money on one

or more of our events or games are probable or almost certain players in a

legal and convenient numbers game. This figure rises to 7̂  percent among

sports bettors, and includes almost all current numbers players (98 percent).

Over a quarter of those who do not play the numbers now are probable players.

Most sports bettors are also likely legal numbers bettors — lk percent of

those with an opinion.

Age '. • " "

Intention to play a legal numbers game is higher among those under

50 years of age.

Sex „ .. „

Betting on numbers is much more attractive to men than it is to

women.

Economic Level

The more affluent upper and upper-middle class New Yorker is least

interested in playing the legal numbers game
0

Area .. -

Interest in the numbers is highest in the Bronx (55 percent would

play), with Manhattan slightly above average, Brooklyn is just below average,

and Queens well below average with only 37 percent in the last named borough

saying they would play.

OLIVER QUAYL.E AND COMPANY



Observation; Despite less interest in percentage terms, there are
far more people in Brooklyn (and Queens) than the Bronx, and hence there are
more likely numbers players in total in either Brooklyn or Queens than the
Bronx.

, ii.- trî c;*--*:? •:. .ĵ/ • ,.i,s^ •'<•..••;""••« /'••"•<•'-,, ";• &'•'"<••''- ~H'. :- ''- :-':> -.. '••'•'•••''•-• --- - -

Occupation

Those living in blue-collar households are much more interested in

the numbers than white-collar people are. but even among the latter half

say they would play. , " * '
c J/u 'l Observation; Most white-collar employees are also white in terms
of their race. Very few live in nonwhite ghettoes. Yet half say they are
probable or almost certain legal numbers players.

Race - - . . , , - . , . - «-- • -~ ..- -,-

i--i Higher percentages of blacks and Puerto Ricans say they would play

the numbers than whites (about 55 percent to kd percent). **"- '"- v '*'"'..*'*"

Observation; Even though a lower percentage of whites express
interest in the numbers, there are far more whites than blacks and Puerto
Ricans combined (69 percent to 31 percent). This means that there are far
more potential legal players among whites.

'"~:-.i *" ''C-. • V--1' fr'--̂  • " - '"""-' • - -'*

•JSNV •:"• "*

Demographic Description of Bettors, Nonbettors9 and Numbers Flayers

For our last table we present a demographic profile of the above

subgroups as compared to the population as a whole.

OLIVER QUAYLE AND
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3f«r^— , DEMOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

N ̂

OF BETTORS, . .
NONBETTORS, AND NUMBERS PLAYERS "-''^ " '^^ c*?1 -̂:' -f - c ^-^^>-<^J

aTAf.fo-4 W W ,8^2LKo *&$ ^y o-

v Is^j?nol*TCcrc~ .-••-" if . *)>:« ?••> -?\- n ?<-s' . - ' • ' *."*-. --V-- ?

1 18-25 -• ' -
* : • 26-34 ':-_>, „

~;i0o -siTr-a 35-49 V"vi*,;ra
5 ,™ ., 50 and over| . . . •"•:•' " JEJ X v ««-*%* w v S.-.A.

1 " , M-ilMioO
j ~V>MXa „ Sex

' • ,.-T«- * Male .. . ,.,v^v .-..,
n.,. Female "'~l ... ; ;; "•Irf'^r ,J^i--
— « * • - - • ,^ y .̂ _ tf= JB44 |W, „. , • ̂  ^ .̂ j*^ • " Jv -

• - ^fi' 1 ,, // ' . tD >-T-,? '',,-aM" - ' i -

I Race
White

&sct-9q;::v,u; Black4 • Puerto Rican

.-t. <•.<!.„. T:-^ Economic Level i.,,.
1 , . " Upper, upper-middle , ""

Middle
Lower

'#>•••->• • H'tQi w .¥. ' 'c;, Occupation , ;i ,„...„.;, 5 .
White-collar
Blue -collar , ,
Unemployed/student
Housewife

_ • " Residents Of ; T ' '"
Queens " „ .*"„„',/',*"'
Brooklyn

.,.,.-, -, Manhattan . . . . . „ • • . . . . . , , . ;• • : ; • ' -J. , - • * • . /,S.. ,- . iO-.' I. .;.% !.

_.., j.^:,^.,. ,. Bronx , , ' ( . . ,- t, ".̂  < > . . , , .
*"•"* ' Tj. - ' """ ! -*- -i--'^> ,'-•-. -'- •» v f * .:-. •• • ;

All >:" 3T'£ v&;':' Non- Numbers 'v>^ f

Adults Bettors bettors Players
. _ ; .&• 'is

^"i^f :A ..:) ~x.e"; ̂  jV'o ,(:;•:-• .^- ...w .-:-..-'. ,^- ••• "i-^r;-{

::16 17 • " • • M " ; 15 *^tr%

, xj^ 2%, , 20 2k
"si^r'^fintl^f5.^^^!^' ' ^ -n ««.-35 _|2 ^3Sr j**

™^^ * '-^fv^ "* "^ *̂  = ̂ ^ ' lij-t ' -** *""- ^' "f'/"i "-''-JV
" . . - . ' . - : , , - '"""*', "'',...' ••'-•-1' -••-'

49: 54 27 73 r ft f

'̂St'" • " ' ' " " ""lî ' ""»- "v- ' i*f$] " -^27- ' -;../•>.-
••"< i f ' " ; ,-'"••-• i1* *«•;?•» i „.-* rte r f^f* ''f ;'•, i -« ' *- f, t ; i- X^" '• '• »-*y ifc < • -

* T«' •-.(?•*,.;• ^ ri.-..'5-^. « *»V«JK.' *«&***•''-•'"-*-'•' - ^ -,V*~»j' i, . '..- i^i^.^.''..

'"'-".•~f: '•"„• '" : 7""^ j ' ' ' i i i ' ,C"i ' f 5 i ,> ' '' trl"J ":"ISa*;-
69 •;;"----'-i^*^tr;. ' utf: s.Hj£f ' -f ! •'^•^STyiiiUJii
20 20 20 30
n 10 13 15 i,• . - • . . , Jwi/u:v£>i,- tV.;i^" 3itx.fca.ii

. . ..„ ' . • ^
"'JLjL!..^ -̂•--̂ 4rl£:i:4|iJ^2,::4: 5

"58" " " " ' .-%.-,-,".'. -'^,:- |2 "l-^^^^ir^* ^f29 26"' " 'k l i ' 40 " "'-1- i351JJ-1-'1 ."
S ; . .SOi 8St J.; :•',/•.. ;-•),* i'; • ' '•/^. r S .J.

"2o"'* ' ' "'r3i ' ' ' " • " " '';"'ij5''." -'t; 29
. 20, 23 f 7 w ^5
- «jTQ-..-A-i ^•"••^Q---: --• -.,;j^|;i,j.* ^Q

3^ 29 " 5 4 ""' 'J-t 12
<^?s : s;tocr ;i.r cs'C3:: t:' '.^ '-',:' *nti3 • :

 ;

, 2^ :,. .:,,;^;i2^- ;..t, ; .•.•^..•..gQ, ,*.-; 20

'•'•36 - "4^3 ' - ' • • -- J^'^0'' 34
20 . 20 , IB 23
It ; i& :"." "':;.'f.;li 23

- • " - • ' • • '• ' '-' >-" -- ' - •"--• _ - - - " -• ." -• '" .-*^.i*..<,;'us

i-. • • ••- ,-:-^ v/'," {,x"nf-^q c>}

Bettors are 8l percent of our sample 9 and thus are very similar to

the population as a whole in most respects, although more are men than women

(5U percent to *t6 percent), Nonbettors (those who say they never bet money on

anything) are mostly women (73 percent), and also above average in terms of

age. Numbers players are a predominantly male group (73 percent). Only
s ̂  » - ————— ———r, .., . ,_

.* «•» «<% ~J-.'i ' , ." ̂  ,

5- percent of numbers players are upper or upper-middle in terms of income.

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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Conversely, a higher percentage of numbers players are in the lowest economic

level --33 percent, and they are more apt to wear blue collars, or no collars

at all when they go to work. While numbers players are disproportionately

black and Puerto Rican, over half (55 percent) of all numbers players are

White. •-. ::- -,. , > - ' --'-

Observation; A majority of numbers players are white. This is
one of the most important findings in "the study, because it refutes the con-
ventional wisdom that the numbers is a black and ghetto game. There are
considerably more white numbers players than blacks and Puerto Ricans combined.
This does not mean that higher percentages of whites play the numbers, since
this is not the case (19 percent of whites are players, compared to 32 per-
cent of Puerto Ricans and 38 percent of blacks). What it does mean, since
there are so many more whites than blacks in New York City, is that the
numbers game (at least in terms of who the players are) is more a white and
middle class game than a nonwhite and lower class game. Those working and
planning for legalization of the numbers must take this major and unexpected
finding into account„

A Summary Observation; Let us close this report by presenting what
in our judgement, are the most important findings in this study, and in no
particular order of importance.

1. Eight in ten adult residents of New York City report betting
money at some time on games of chance and sporting events.

2. Three quarters have played the New York or other state
lotteries. r 's *-.•" ' a'ucwsau-riK

3. Some 36 percent in total say they bet on sports such as foot-
ball, baseball, basketball,, and horse racing. Betting on the
horses is most popular -- 30 percent of adults have bet.

U. A quarter of the city's population plays the numbers. If the
game were legalized, almost half of all adults with an opinion
(1*5 percent) say they wculd be probable or almost certain legal
numbers players. Virtually every current numbers player would
play the legal game if it were convenient for him to play.

5. Very strong support also exists for legalizing the numbers • • '?-"
game. Close to two thirds of all adults, and over three
quarters with an opinion, say the numbers should be legalized. I

6. Most numbers players play the game frequently. Over 1*0 percent '"•'
play daily, and an additional 30 percent play two or three
times a week. The most popular or typical amount bet per day
is one dollar (35 percent),, with far more of the remaining bets
over a dollar (U? percent) per .day than under a dollar (18 per-
cent ).

OLIVER QUAYUE AND COMPANY
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We estimate that at least 1.5 million dollars are befc on the
numbers per day by New York City adults, or more than half a
billion dollars per year0

Few numbers players have any difficulty placing bets -- either
in their own neighborhood or where they work. Most of them do,,
however, have to go someplace to meet their runner or collector.

9. Very few numbers players are extended credit by operators of
the game. Even fewer are extended loans for purposes other
than playing the numbers .

10. The numbers game is not the exclusively black or ghetto game
it is so frequently portrayed „ More whites (55 percent) than
blacks and Puerto Ricans combined (̂ 5 percent) are numbers
players at present. The numbers game is more white and middle
class than nonwhite and poor in terms of who the players are.

11. While higher percentages of Puerto Ricans and blacks both play
the numbers now and are probable players in a legalized game
more whites are likely to play legalized numbers because whites
are by far the largest racial group in the city's population.

•t̂ a'l iBri o 3 JB.

I
oai&
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'• ';-": >7"-- < • : - . •?••'- A WORD ABOUT THIS SURVEY '' ~ ;

In late February and early March of 1972 Oliver Quayle and Company

conducted a cross sectional study for the Fund For The City Of New York of

the New York City adult population. The primary purpose of this research

was to determine how many people now play the numbers and how much they bet.

Some adciitional information was also obtained on betting on other activities,

including sporting events. The primary purpose of this second study for the

Fund is to determine how much money is bet annually by New York City adults

on three major sports -- football, basketball, and-baseball. In addition,

the study has also been designed to measure how much money is wagered on

these sports in three different ways -- private wagers with friends, betting

on cards or sheets, and betting with bookmakers.

The Sample The sample used in this study is explained on pages

1 and 2 of our Study #1̂ 58. The 100 sampling points used in this study were

selected in an identical manner. However, the quotas established at each

point were different, and should be understood. In Study #1̂ 58, all sampling

points that were predominantly "B" or lowest economic level were interviewed

at twice their normal strength (to boost the yield of numbers players), with

numerical weights applied in tabulation to bring all economic levels into

their true proportions. Study #1̂ 58 revealed that betting on sports (a)

was not disproportionately frequent in any particular economic level, but

(b) was disproportionately heavy or frequent among men'. Therefore, in this

study all economic levels were interviewed in their actual proportions in the

New York City population, but four times as many men as women were interviewed,

with all females weighted up in tabulation to bring the two sexes into their

correct proportions.
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A total of 2000 men and 500 women were interviewed in this study,

from May 20th through June 7th, 1972. All interviews were conducted in

respondents' homes averaging about 20 minutes for sports bettors. Inter-

viewers met age and sex quotas, assigned to each sample point based on

census tract information. Interviews with men were conducted after 6:00

P.M., or on weekends except in the case of a man working a night shift.
 ; ;

,,,»-

All respondents were guaranteed anonymity.

Results of this study then are based on 2000 men and 500 women, F, ,,;,:,

weighted up to a total of 2000. Since a major purpose of the study was to

determine dollars bet per year on the three major sports by the adult popu-

lation, one additional weighting step was performed in tabulation. There

are almost 5.7 million adults 18 years and older in New York City. Each

respondent was assigned a numerical weight of li)-09 to project to the total

population. All tables show percentages, with those relating to dollars

also showing the projected dollar amounts to the nearest 10,000 dollars. A*8 ~
.. •.. ' • • - • . . •• •• '•' i -••'. •• ' -•-'•' '• '-'̂  -^X^S '

'"; , _ Definition of Terms In Study #1̂ 58 we defined a "sports bettor"
.-•\t . .'- ,-i- - : «;. " --i

as anyone who in response to Question #1 said he had "ever bet" money on any

sport (horse racing excluded). In this study, a tighter definition has been

used. To qualify as a sports bettor (again in Question l) a respondent

must have bet two or more times in the past year on football, basketball,

or baseball. In this study, most questions are analyzed by three subdivisions

of sports bettors, as follows: _ ^ _ . „_. . •

Heavy Sports Bettors: These are the 5 percent of the population

who report betting 500 dollars or more in

„.,...,,,. . . . . . . . , "the last year on football, basketball, .and

baseball combined.
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Moderate Sports Bettors: These are the 8 percent who report

betting from 100 to 1+99 dollars last

' >;j •-.„--,,. ... ;.;,,.;, W
A

 .-?.!,; year on the three sports combined.

These are the 12 percent who report

i,, bets totalling less than 100 dollars

J:«* last year on the three sports combined.

Light Sports Bettors:

d 10 . L

Non-Sports Bettors: , These are the 75 percent of the popu-

H-tiO;-;, :. .... •:,-,, •
 r >

 , -.-u, •-.••• «-:^ lation who report no betting, or fewer

-:!.-,"••;, i.-jv.' IK id-"?"; .-or. ;"r-crt ,- than two bets last year, on football,

tfrti'VSv. . aJ To-f- -f*s»5;dt -rt'4"ro ,, basketball, and baseball combined.

To provide an accurate measure of dollars actually bet, all those

betting more than twice during the past year were first told how long the

seasons actually are in terms of weeks for football, basketball, and base- to

ball. For each sport bet, they were first asked how many weeks during that

sport ' s season they bet . They were then asked to think of the most typical

or average week in which they bet, and asked how much they bet the three c-j.'

,, basic ways — private bets with friends, bets on sheets or cards, and bets »:

rwith bookmakers. Each figure was entered on the questionnaire, and multi-

plied by weeks bet, to arrive at a yearly figure for each of the three fp-iiy-

sports. In addition, a "total sports" figure for the year was also computed

and entered on the questionnaire, with all these dollar figures punched ,,& .

into the respondent's IBM card.
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Some questions are tabulated by a two-way grouping of sports

bettors: • . - ^ . . . . . . . .

Bets With Bookmakers: These are the 18 percent of sports bettors

."•.'•.:-. . . . - , ; : , . . , ; wno report that some or all of their

' '•-" ..-.".'.': • .. ., sports betting in a typical week on foot-

' jv-<; ;. ;i; - : . ' X.^vn,* .. ? ball, basketball, or baseball is with

~ " . • bookmakers. .-. ,;:;'v̂  ' "V-•..;• .'•*•• •--'.:"

Does Not Bet With Bookmakers: These are the 72 percent of sports
;'' • bettors who report no betting with book-

-;5rf? ''" '- '! :̂  :?:'•:•" makers on any of the three sports during

•"?<•>'-'•- ~ '•'••'.•> ''"""•"' x* - -: B« 3̂ :r the typical week they wager. , -•-

••*' The Fund For The City Of New York felt that additional information

of value could be obtained from sports bettors who also bet on horses two or

more times a year. All such sports-and-horse bettors arc divided into three

groups, based on their responses to Questions 20 and 21 (weeks bet on horses

per year and average amount bet on horses during weeks bet). The subdivisions

of horse players are again heavy, moderate, and light, with the dollar groupings

the same as heavy, moderate, and light sports bettors. It should be noted again

that these horse bettors do not represent all New York City adults who bet on

horses — only those who in addition bet two or more times a year on one or

more of the three major sports studied in this survey. i - .; jc;- z-~.s_
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The Questionnaire A specifically designed questionnaire was used

on this study. It comprised 28 closed-end queries, 10 queries regarding
;- •- -f X-**

dollars bet which were multiplied by weeks bet, plus a three-sports yearly

total computation, and. three open-ended questions which the respondent
- -• • • -•.:•: - -, -•. •- -•-. • . - . - . - , . '.' i';3f",

answers in his own words and were coded later.

__.....-..-.—_ Coding and Computation All coding was done in our Bronxville __;,.;_:

office with a minimum of 150 take-offs required for each open-ended question

before actual coding could commence. After completion of this process, all

responses were tabulated, cross tabulated, percentaged and projected to the

nearest 10,000 on an IBM 360/50 series computer.

. , . Analysis The bulk of this report consists of a presentation of _1:3

the data and accompanying explanation. These explanations are given in double-

spaced paragraphs and are objective in nature. On occasion we will comment on

implications drawn from the data, and give our opinions. These comments are

subjective in nature and appear in single-spaced paragraphs marked Observation.

Monition: As in all Quayle studies, should any portion of
this report appear in the press or any other public medium,
Oliver Quayle and Company reserves -the right to make public
its entire contents including the wording of questions, a
definition of the sample, its size, the method and timing ; >

of interviewing, and the identity of the client.

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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ANALYSIS

Total Setting By The Public

For our first question in this study, we told respondents that most

people bet on something one time or the other, and then handed them a card

with the events listed in our first table. For each one we asked whether

the respondent had bet on it two or more times in the past year, or not.

ADULT BETTING IN NEW YORK CITY: SUMMARY TABLE .... . .- • -

Sports Bettors Who Are; Non
" • ' - • •''/•' • All Heavy Moderate Light Sports

Adults Bettors Bettors Bettors Bettors_
5,699,400 260,700 474,800 649,500 4,314,

• Bets On: •,; — • : < •

Bingo

Cards

The New York, New Jersey, or
New Hampshire Lottery

Football

Basketball r- ..

Baseball :> '-

Horse Racing ,

Other Sports

The numbers game or policy

Sports bettors (bets on
football, basketball, or
baseball)

15

27

68

W":
13, ;

)

& ,\ '

•$r3^':'

10

25

15

63

85

87

82

89

76

59

62

19

59

83

72

63

73

60

36

54

16

42

77

43

38

70

:i 42

20

43

14

19

64

-

.,-.;<> '-4-'1. _"*-"l

"" -T
i -' -, - ' ̂  =

21

2

17

25 (1,403,400)

One or the other of the state lotteries (New York, New Jersey, or New

Hampshire) was named far more often than anything else as having been bet on

two or more times the past year; two thirds of all adults mentioned the

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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lotteries. Horse racing was a distant second, named by 29 percent in total,

followed closely by playing cards for money (27 percent) and playing the

numbers (25 percent). A somewhat higher figure said they had bet on baseball

(l8 percent) the past year than said the same of football (15 percent) or

basketball (13 percent).

A quarter of the population reports betting the past year on one

or more of our major sports -- football, basketball, and baseball. These 1.4

odd million adults are our "sports bettors" as -we define them in this study.

Some 19 percent are "heavy bettors" (500 dollars or more per year in total

on these sports), while 2k percent are "moderate" or 100 up to 499 dollars

a year, and 47 percent are "light bettors" as they report less than 10O

dollars per year bet on. the three sports combined-. Of the three sports, the

261,000 heavy bettors mention baseball slightly more often than football as

bet on the past year (by 89/87 percent) with basketball not very far behind

at the 82 percent bet-last--year level. Heavy sports bettors are also highly

likely to bet on almost everything else except bingo. Over 80 percent bet

the lotteries, three quarters play the horses, and almost two thirds play

cards for money and wager on the numbers. . '

The almost half-million moderate sports bettors report some betting

on football and baseball with about the same degree of frequency (just over

70 percent), but are a good deal less likely to bet on basketball (63 percent).

The almost 650,000 light sports bettors are far more apt to report betting on

baseball (70 percent) than either football (4-3 percent) or basketball
:

(38 percent). '• •" '•'-= iJSi ',-.*,,..:

Observation: Those who bet on sports (and not just heavy bettors), are
a good deal more apt to bet on other games, or games of chance, than those who do
not bet on sports. To put it another way, sports bettors have catholic betting
tastes; they do not limit themselves to sports by any means.

OLIVER QUAYL.E AND COMPANY
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V

In our next .table we show a demographic portrait of those who bet
'?;

on the three different sports. Across the top, as underlined percentages,

are the total adults who bet (two or more times) last year on each sport.

The size of each subgroup, expressed as a percentage of the adult population,

is shown in a parenthesis immediately.to the right of each group.

DEMOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF THOSE WHO BET OH -,
THE THREE DIFFERENT SPORTS —

All Adults Who Bet On:

Over- all

Football Basketball Baseball

18
'• -'• -' --" - .4,̂"" •--•

Sex
Male (50) Ko-v -:aat - a
Female (50)

Age
18-25 (17) • - .-, ,- -•
26-3̂  (21)
35-!+9 (31) .;-̂ -/ ,: ' .-o
50-6U (23)
65 and over (8) :

Occupation of Respondent
Business and professional (6)
White-collar (2*0
Small business owner (2)
Blue-collar (19)
Unemployed/ student /welfare

(10) ,__ _ .
Housewife (30) -taoc,«
Retired, widowed (9) ,

Economic Level
Upper, upper middle (23)
Middle (52)
Lower (25) :

Race
White (68)
Black (21)
Puerto Rican (10)
Other (l) .;

•ô tav

86
ik

28
21
33
15
.3

10
3U
3
33
11
5
4

23
62
15

66
25
8
1

""'" '•" ' '- "̂  ' 'L' U'K •-

c .-^ •••"&$"-:': •-"

17

- ...-,' t:J&i'.'-.-, :

21
" • ' ' •" 3£- " '•

18
/ •. ... a •-.-

8
. _32. _

33
16

r , . , „. .• ..̂., . .,

. .. . J* .-.

• ' .'•• i-9' •• •
60
?1 '- .:

58
33
9

/i 3v. •'••

80 4?<s- *.'k
20

. '.c-.- 'lt>̂  3t,

21 -^a •:->
22
3̂  .,,-r-V -
19

• .4 ' . ̂  ap »,

7 *•''.' "••* "v,
32 ?«1-
3̂ -

f* -erf* ;

11
9 ''̂'-''

a 5... • ,._.,,..,

19 -'Ŵ
60
21 ;•.-.:,•..

62 :/ '""*''-
25 -.,,.,.,.
13

-
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., It is best to read this table, laterally. Tn oar sample (after

weighting) 50 percent are men and 50 percent are women, Hoivevtr . more r. ... ,

than 80 percent of the men bet one or more sports so they a,re much heavier-

bettors than the ladies. It is important to compare betting wltn the size of

the group.

Let us go through the subgroups one by one.

Sex " "" "'

Observation: As just noted, fully 80 percent of all bettors on each
of the three sports are men. Sports betting is still then pretty much a man's
field, which is not surprising in view of how many millions of American boys
grow up playing all three of these sports, and how'few girls do the same.
Women who do bet are more likely to bet on baseball than either basketball
or football.

Age Bettors on all three sports are found at all age levels, but

are disproportionately more numerous among adults under 50 years of age than

50 and older.

Observation; While baseball now has more bettors than football or
basketball, the latter two look to be the growth sports as far as betting goes,
a 28 percent of both football and basketball bettors are 25 years of age or
less, compared to only 21 percent of baseball bettors.

Occupation of Respondent aud Economic Level In general, it is the

middle class that contributes more of its proportionate share of bettors to all

three sports. Just over half (52 percent) of the population is middle class,

but 60 percent or more of all bettors on each sport are middle class. As a

corollary, we see that those with either white-collar or blue-collar jobs

(primarily middle class people) constitute almost two thirds of bettors on

the three different sports. The more prosperous economic levels and occupations

do not bet to a much greater degree than their strength in the population,

while relatively few housewives, or those retired and widowed, bet at all.

OLIVER QUAYL.E AND COMPANY
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Observation; Social class does not appear to have much bearing on
sports betting. Football is a little bit more upscale than either basketball
or baseball, but not to any substantial degree, -*;'- - ' ! •' "

Race Fully 68 percent of the adult population is white, but a lower

percentage than this makes up the white component of each of the three sport
"•'•J =>";f

betting groups. Blacks bet in greater numbers than their strength in the

population (21 percent), and most noticeably in the case of basketball, where

a third of the bettors are black. This is not surprising, since basketball

is the "city game", and played more by blacks in New York City than any other -

Sport. - -~--3 "~- •••--' ""<•"• ? '-•*. i'-'M- -.t,;.*.^ ,••_ y - ' U i j .i.j.,0 £}"j-l*j-SL i±ii Wtrlji
_-3nK.'fl

To summarize, with the notable exception of women, and to a lesser^ "I0

degree older people, we can say that betting on all three sports is wide-
»

spread in terms of income, race, and occupation. The similarities in those

who bet on the three different sports are much greater than the differences.

Football Betting———————————

Over 850,000 New Yorkers report betting on football last year. For

our first question in the series devoted to this sport, we asked them how

much of their betting was on college versus professional football
•JLLs ci aiod-jad "io aiarfs.. 9*jaaoi:dT.oqoriq i 1.0 s-roni ?,-3^uo".=.i-JHOD

.'2.

fc SBA£O

cA , aasls. t-lhblsn. o-at J-'î qa rfo^y n,.,

soc bh& slaval

i!C.G 10 -*H9313C[ Od

i w jdii- ^93 -sw

;iaai.D Dlixoim

rf.j sri

d"on
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WHAT FOOTBALL GAMES ARE BET ON

1

I

All
Football
Bettors

858,100

-..=. L : x

2

2U

18

13
red) kO

1

All Football Bettors Who Are:
Heavy
Bettors

233,900

, v;a." '

i
27

19

15
36
*

Moderate
Bettors

3̂ 1,000

•- .:^. •..-.:

2

,>,»;,...,-.
19
lh

39
.... -2 . ; .

Light
Bettors

283,200

•' ."*..•"'..'.'
1
24

16

10

45

• ---1

All College (Volunteered)

Almost all college ";

Most college

50-50

,..•.•• Most professional

Almost all professional

All professional (Volunteered)

Not sure

. _,.... SUMMARY , , ,,,., , . ,., ; ,m- 4

.:;'•• -;-••• All or mostly college 4 .,.. t,,3 ,_,- ;- 4 ,- . -,̂  f*r -.-?- '̂;

50/50 — college and _,
' *' \' professional 2k : " Off "22 "!fin 2¥ '"'

All or mostly pro- .-, ; ,,
fessional 71 70 72 71

*Less than 0.5 percent.

Whether-heavy, moderate, or light sports bettors, those who bet on

football report that all or most of their bets are made on pro games (71 percent

in total) than split equally between college and pro games (2k percent) or all

or mostly on college games (only 4 percent).

Observation; Those working on the marketing aspects of legalized
sports gambling should note how pro football has taken over in New York City --
at least as far as gambling goes.

OLIVER QUAYL.E AND COMPANY
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The next question in this series obtained an estimate from each

football bettor of how many weeks during the 20 week football season the

past year he bet. This was obtained primarily to be used in computing

total dollars bet on football for each bettor.

NUMBER OF WEEKS BET ON FOOTBALL
DURING 20 WEEK SEASON

All
Football
Bettors

: 4 or fewer weeks : •• 15 "̂

5 - 8 weeks ^ ik ̂

9-12 weeks " rv- '- 23 -u

12-16 weeks J 22 ̂

More than l6 weeks 26

,•,::».vUii- Almost half of all bettors say they bet 12 or more of the 20 weeks

football was played last season. Among heavy bettors, almost half say they

bet more than l6 weeks. For most football bettors, then, bets are made re-

gularly rather than occasionally. • •-"" ,---.—.•" r;\*

All Football Bettors
Heavy
Bettors

1o

2

7

22

23

1+6

Moderate
Bettors

%

11

13

30 *?

26

20

Who Are
Light
Bettors

-—%

29a?-

22

rjajjfao*

'-"if-1
:̂ 3 -tf

nc
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We next gave each bettor seven different descriptions of how he

could bet on football — ranging from all bets being strictly private ones

with friends to all being bets on cards or sheets or with bookmakers. We asked

each respondent which description came closest to his own pattern of betting.
• -

"'"'' ":"'"'; :-'-?rv HOW FOOTBALL BETS AEE MADE ' " ""*;

All" ' All Football Bettors Who Are^_
Football Heavy Moderate Light
Bettors Bettors Bettors Bettors

All bets strictly private between
friends and acquaintances k7

Almost all bets strictly private 16

Most bets strictly private 3

Half private -- half betting sheets
or cards or through bookmaker 19

Most betting sheets or cards or
bookmaker 6

Almost all betting sheets or cards
or bookmaker 1

All betting cards or sheets or
bookmaker 8

Not sure *

17

8

2

38

22

20

18

69

18

SUMMARY

All or mostly legal (private) 66

Half legal/half illegal 19
All or mostly all illegal 15

27
38
35

73
18
9

90
k
6

* Less than 0.5 percent.
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Almost half of all football bettors say all their bets are strictly

private ones with friends. If we add in those who say almost all or most of

their bets are made this way, we see at the bottom of the table that two thirds

are all or mostly legal bets. Some 19 percent are half legal/half illegal,

while 15 percent are all illegal in that they are bets made with bookmakers

or on betting cards or sheets. There are very sharp differences between

heavy bettors versus both moderate and light bettors. Just over a quarter

of heavy bettors report all or most of their bets are legal ones, which

jumps to 73 percent among moderate bettors, and accounts for fully 9° percent

of bets plated by light bettors. Correspondingly, it is the heavy bettor

who is far more apt to say that all or most of his bets are made illegally

(35 percent), with less than 10 percent of either moderate or light bettors

saying the same. . ''• .-»;,.;./;, : .;{s^-: . . • * • --• ajiso-TO

Observation: The great majority of bettors say all or most of their
bets are legal ones with friends and acquaintances. Let us note right now
that this does not mean dollars bet, but purely bets alone.

', „' HOJ1 'i <.
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-•;*•*.•<..«• ye next asked football bettors to think of the most typical week

they bet on football last season — both in terms of how much money they bet

and how they bet. We reminded them that a typical 10 dollar wager on a game

with a bookie actually required betting 11 dollars. We then handed them a

card listing the three possible ways they could bet on football, and asked

them to tell us how many of the total dollars they bet that typical week

were wagered each of the three different ways. Each dollar figure given

was then multiplied by weeks bet, and then projected in tabulation to a :

yearly figure for New York City as explained in the forward to this study.

YEARLY AMOUNT BET ON FOOTBALL . . .. . .... : ,,

for

All
Football
Bettors
( Cf \/o i

All Football Bettors Who Are:
Heavy
Bettors

(*)

Moderate
Bettors

( %}

Light
Bettors

(*)

Strictly private bets with
friends

Betting cards or sheets

Bet through bookmakers
(including all bets on
single games, parleys,
round robins, reverse
and if bets)

$ 68,680,000 $ 37,730,000 $25,220,000 $5,730.000
(16) (70) (86)

$ 2̂ ,960,000 $ 19,050,000 $ 5,070,000 $ 8Uo,ooo
(9) (8) (Ht) (13)

$188,590,000 $182,890,000 $ 5,660,000 $ IK),ooo
(67) (76) (16) ( i)

TOTAL $282,230,000 $239,670,000 $35,950,000 $6,610,000

% of Total lOO/o 85/0 13% 2$

Over 282 million dollars were bet on football by New York City adults

last year. Two thirds of this amount (over 188 million dollars) was bet with

bookmakers, with private bets with friends accounting for a quarter of the

over-all total, and bets on cards or sheets only 9 percent. Why is so much

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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of the action going through bookmakers? The answer is the betting habits, and

dollars bet, by heavy bettors. As the bottom percentage shows, h^avy bettors

account for 85 percent of all dollars bet on football, and they report that

more than three quarters of all the dollars they bet on football are placed

through bookmakers. Only 16 percent of their football dollars are bet with ,,.

friends, and only 8 percent on sheets or cards. _ , i ... ,,._ ̂  , _. ..̂  r r^ - • ̂ ri.

Observation: There are three major findings in this table. The
 ev

first is the total amount bet on football: close to 300 million dollars.
The second finding is that close to 200 million of these dollars are bet
with bookmakers. The third finding is that our 500-dollar-or-more-a--year
bettor, the heavy sports bettor, accounts for 85 percent of the dollars
bet, even though he constitutes a distinct minority of all football bettors
--27 percent.

Based upon interviewer reports and examination of the questionnaires,
it is our judgement that most of the people who bet with bookmakers had no
reluctance in admitting it during the course of their interview. To the ex-
tent that some people who do bet with bookmakers will not own up to it, it
would seem that if anything we have understated the amount bet with book-
makers on football.

One in ten football bettors says he bets on cards or sheets during

a typical betting week. We asked these bettors how many sheets or cards

they usually bet on per week. If they said just one, we followed up by asking

them how many games out of twenty they usually bet on. If they said they .̂

bet on more than one card per week, we asked if they typically picked a few

--TOT

to #

S8S T9VO

.'I -••:

,-. v-,_ r(*r- -•*•-. -J r-' • • -

no 1
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games on one card (such as six or less) and a lot of games on another card

(such as 12 or more). Our next table combines results to these tnree : t

questions. . . . .. , . ,. ft :

FOOTBALL BETTING SHEETS OR CARDS: HOW MAM BET OH
IN TYPICAL WEEK, AND IF MORE THAW ONE, HOW

MANY BET ON AND HOW FILLED OUT * -*-*'

All Football
Betting Sheet
Bettors

Usually Bets On; .._
One card, and:
Bets 3 or k games
5 to 9 games

10 or more

Two cards

Three cards

Four cards

Five or more cards

Not sure

28
11
2

2k

15
b
h
12

More than one card or not sure, and:

Usually bets a few games on one
card (six or less) and a lot of
games (twelve or more) on another

Bets differently from this ,. -,,<.*,.

Not sure --' "•'•-' • »,•-;--'•.;.• .-••

29

16

About four in every ten card bettors usually bet only one card per

•week. Most of them are conservative bettors in that they bet three or four

games. Some six in ten card bettors say they bet on more than one card

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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in a typical week, with betting on two or three cards accounting for a

majority of this betting. Half of these bettors say they usually bet a

few games on one card, and many on another card, while the balance split

about evenly between saying they bet differently from this or aren't sure.

All football bettors were asked what their typical or average bet

was on a football game. "
"• '->'-." .'. { V •' *'lf'l. - • .." f ' ' - - • - ' -'

TYPICAL OR AVERAGE AMOUNT BET PER FOOTBALL GAME

All
Football
Bettors

11

^
. k
28
#

Ik
5
1*
6
2
6
3
3

All Football Bettors Who Are
Heavy
Bettors

(Ji
JQ

1

I

12

11
10
12

18
5
21
8

1

Moderate
Bettors

1

7
7
5̂
1 «,.-
27
6 '
l
3
*

#

-•r*', 2

Light
Bettors

,,J«.
/sV

5
23

' .5 •

l
*""••"' '••"#

-
-
—

-
5

$ 1.00

2.00
3.00 - U.oo
5.00

6.00 - 9.00
10.00
11.00 - 19.00
20.00

21.00 - 29.00
30.00 - 1*9.00
50.00 - 99.00

$100.00 or more

No typical bet, not sure

* Less than 0.5 percent.

This table shows us why heavy sports bettors account for 85 percent

of all dollars bet on football. Over a third say they average 30 dollars or

more per bet, while over a quarter say 50 dollars or more per bet. Only

5 percent of moderate bettors, by comparison, say their average bet is 20

dollars or more, while no light bettors report an average bet this high.

I
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Our final question in this series was to find out the highest

amount, ever bet on a football game, ; ••- ,;-- i-:;,ftG • :• ,̂ :30±»:y >/ .->A'l

HIGHEST TOTAL AMOUNT EVER BET IN
SINGLE MY ON FOOTBALL

All
Football
Bettors

k
1
15
*
17
7
S
10
5
11
I
•T
5
2

All Football Bettors Who Are:

$ 1.00 or 2.00
3.00 or 4.00
5-00
6.00 - 9.00
10.00

11.00 - 19.00
20.00
21.00 - 29.00 -j;/^v:i
30.00 - U9.00

50.00 - 99..00 ~

100.00 - 199.00 a
200.000 - U99.00 ,,
$500.00 or more
Not sure

* Less than 0.5 percent.

Once again we see that heavy bettors are quite different from moderate

and light bettors. A third report a highest-ever bet of 200 dollars or more,

with over a half saying 100 dollars or more. Among moderate bettors, only

14 percent say they have ever bet 100 dollars or more on a single game, with

no light bettors at all in this category. Almost half the highest bets made

by light bettors are of the five dollar or less variety.

Heavy
Bettors

•*..

-4
• -a

.~Z
2

, "•%• ••••
2
10

23
21
16
17
2

Moderate
Bettors

I*
'

8

21

9
15
16
5
10

7
6
1
1

Light
Bettors v

11

2 •'•
35

27
8
2
9
1
1
- • ' •

- -, V "*̂  T"' ," ''->

r r .•-»". " . - -L-L4* ..-•'-'."S
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Basketball Betting *t .'. on*:-- •(.•••* GJ*« :;-:;.•<-.** fe r~rr n YJO.-̂ ;̂̂  xasi r

The 13 percent of adults who bet on basketball games two or more ~,

times a year were asked essentially the same series of questions asked of

football bettors, except that we did not go into betting on basketball

sheets or cards in any detail. Let us turn to these results next.

It has been years since New York City boasted any college football

teams of real stature. Basketball is a different story, as the city still

has a few strong college basketball teams. But when it comes to betting

on basketball, we find almost the same pattern as we did for football --

about three quarters of those who bet say all or most of their wagers

are on professional basketball games. •- >J-
' -'' / -A? •• •. AJ - 1J-

WHAT BASKETBALL GAMES ARE BET ON

All

All College (Volunteered)
Almost all college
Most college
50-50
Most professional
Almost all professional
All professional (Volunteered)

Not sure ,..„,.... , ,..„ .......

,,:•:.,- SUMMARY -:,,-̂ :-.n ,,,,,.; :

All or mostly college
50/50 -- college and

...-s professional

All or mostly
professional '"

3

22

All Basketball Bettors Who Are:
Basketball Heavy
Bettors Bettors
765,100 217,000

Moderate Light
Bettors Bettors
297,300 250,800

( : - 1*

1
22
17
13
UU ""•
.0.. .=, ,-

3
23
lU "*"-
18
la *•• '•'

....._- _ '-,'i-j-

-
16
19
lU
U9
2

1

28
16
9
la
i

3

23

73

5

28

66
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"~" As in the case of football, we asked basketball bettors how many

weeks they bet this past season --in this case over a 22 week basketball

season.

NUMBER OF WEEKS BET ON BASKETBALL
DURING 22 WEEK SEASON

All Basketball Bettors Who Are:All _______________________
Basketball Heavy Moderate Light
Bettors Bettors Bettors Bettors

i)- or less weeks

5 - 8 weeks

9-12 weeks

13 - 16 weeks

More than 16 weeks

30

17

31

12

26

10

25

12

49

±5
to

16
22 10

Almost half the football bettors said they wagered on games more u

than half the weeks during the football season. Basketball betting is not

as frequent. Some 8 percent of the basketball bettors told us they bet

12 or more weeks out of the 22 week season. This somewhat less frequent

comparison holds true for heavy, moderate and light bettors as well. Note,

however, that half the heavy bettors report placing bets on basketball games

more than l6 weeks last season. ~ , : . • •*,

Basketball bettors (in total) report that all or most of their bets

are strictly legal. This is higher than was the case with their football-

betting counterparts. Three quarters say all or most of their bets are with

OLIVER QUAYUE AND COMPANY
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friends (football was 66 percent); 12 percent say about half were private

bets and half were card or bookie bets (football was 19 percent); 12 percent

say all or most were of an illegal nature (football was 15 percent).

HOW BASKETBALL BETS ABE MADE

All All Basketball Bettors Who Are:
Basketball Heavy Moderate Light

' Bettors Bettors Bettors Bettors

All bets strictly private
between friends and acquaintances

Almost all bets strictly private

Most bets strictly private

Half private — half betting
sheets or cards or through
bookmaker

Most betting sheets or cards
or bookmaker . : .,,„.,.... ... - .;i-

Almost all betting sheets or cards
or bookmaker

All betting cards or sheets or
bookmaker

Not sure

SUMMARY f< -•• -^ .•'-.-. ̂ -A%

All or mostly legal

Half legal/half illegal

16

12

3

8

1

75

12

All or mostly all illegal 12

19
9
2

3fc.

62
18

3

6

3

a eta- i

3® 95

2

2

The reason that illegal bets (again in total) on basketball account

for a lesser percentage of all bets than is the case in football is because very

few basketball bettors who are moderate or light bettors report card or bookie

betting. Heavy bettors, however, bet illegally on basketball just as frequently

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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as they do in the case of football. .-•-«•. .-. • .-.-;,.,

We projected dollars bet on basketball last season, in total, and
" r •»-.

by the three different ways one can bet.

. • . YEARLY AMOUNT BET OR BASKETBALL • Il&icroot lot nolIIIrs

tl̂ dd-afesd Tsg ;}• All ,p ^P.***™- AH Basketball Bettors Who Are:
Basketball
Bettors

Heavy
Bettors

Moderate
Bettors

Light
Bettors

<n':.fi%& sonu .lisaJoel' dziv $3j.,
Strictly private bets
with friends

Betting cards or sheets

$ 69,51̂ 0,000 $ 36,880.000 $27,090.000 $5,570.000
(3&5 (2̂ 5 (875 (965

$ 5,780,000 $ 4,670,000 $ 930,000 $ 180,000
(3) (3) (3) .** ( 3)

Bet through bookmakers
(including all bets on
single games, parleys,
round robins, reverse _
and if bets)

3*1
fc

.
$118,200,000 $115,110,000 $ 3,060,000 $ 30,000

ao*^ci (61)
,

(73) (10) (l)

$193,520,000 $156,660,000 $31,080,000 $5,780,000TOTAL

% of Total
' *A*..

i- f s;' uw,,- «- oo,£
Our data show almost 200 million dollars bet on basketball, with some

6l percent of this sum (ll8 million plus dollars) being bet with bookmakers.

Once again, heavy bettors account for most of the betting on basketball

(8l percent), with the great majority of their bets being placed with book-

makers -- 73 percent. This is over 115 million dollars. Very few moderate

or light bettors, even fewer than is the case with football, report any

betting with bookmakers. In these groups, for every ten dollars bet, about

nine or better are accounted for by private bets with friends and acquain-

tances.
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One final note on basketball betting compared to football betting:

cards and sheets account for far fewer dollars bet on basketball than is

the case with football -- under 6 million for basketball, but almost 25

million for football. .̂TAST̂  :".,VI !-',";• ?&•' Twu>'*!r. ' ;'r>A. "

Our next table shows the average amount bet per basketball game

by heavy, moderate, and light sports bettors. In general, the amounts -̂~—.-

bet per game are slightly less than is the case with football. Once again,

a significant number of heavy bettors report a quite substantial average bet

per basketball game. One out of four say they average 50 dollars or more

per game. •. '•'-.' •: *•

TYPICAL OR AVERAGE AMOUNT BET - • --c ; ^:^--'!: ;*,
PER BASKETBALL GAME '::: "• p ̂ ;rK?i 0;'!U

All
Basketball
Bettors

All Basketball Bettors Who Are:

$ 1.00
2.00 *'>:.
3.00 - U.OO

.g 5-00 : ,, ,-.,,; ,
6.00 - 9.00

:* -' ^i'^J (
10.00
11.00 - 19.00 .*•*•.-.:

. 20.00

21.00 - 29.00
•: 30.00 - U9.oo "•''•'' ;

50.00 - 99.00
$100.00 or more y,.,«..,

No typical bet, not sure

10
16
2

S&.

Heavy
Bettors

*
1

Moderate
Bettors

2
8 to
2

Light
Bettors

28

37
3
25

12
21 '

1--' TO

1

1

* Less than 0.5 percent.
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The table showing the highest amount ever bet on a basketball game

which follows next is quite similar to its football counterpart on Page 19.

A third of the heavy bettors say they have put down 200 dollars or more on

a single game, while half the light bettors say their top bet was five

dollars or less. • : - • • - . : -.>-- / -•,-'• : •:. -;• ;:•- •'' 'AT - ' - • - •••..

HIGHEST TOTAL AMOUNT EVER BET IN
SINGLE DAY OF BASKETBALL c,o.

$ 1.00 or 2.00
3.00 or 4.00
5.00

6.00 - 9.00

.10.00
11.00 - 19.00
20.00
21.00 - 29.00
30.00 - 49.00

50.00 - 99.00
100.00 - 199.00
200.00 - 499.00

$500.00 or more

Not sure

All
Basketball
Bettors

All Basketball Bettors Who Are:
Heavy
Bettors

Moderate
Bettors

20

5
6

12
4

ik
8
6
4

k
1

& r: •.*':•
: 6

5 ,
-"• V 'a** "'

20 .,,
19
13

28
6

;u--Jft:
,;.o/" '̂
-:-5

li
l!

1

1

Light
Bettors

10

7
32

26

7
2

2
6

1
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Ba s eball Bett ing ,; -~,j ;; ,L, ̂

This study finds more adults betting on baseball games than on

either football or basketball games. This would be some one million

baseball bettors in total. We did not ask them about betting on college

versus professsional baseball games since there is very little interest

in betting on college baseball. The first question in the baseball series

is familiar by now -- to see how many bets are legal. .- -

•3 ••
' ~-">E.

HQW BETS ARE MADE -^ ... , . . ,

All All Baseball Bettors Who Are:
Baseball Heavy Moderate Light
Bettors Bettors Bettors Bettors

All bets strictly private between
friends and acquaintances

Almost all bets strictly private

Most bets strictly private

Half private — half betting sheets
or cards or through bookmaker

Most betting sheets or cards or
bookmaker

Almost all betting sheets or cards
or' bookmaker

All betting cards or sheets or
bookmaker \

Not sure '

SUMMARY

All or mostly legal

Half legal/half illegal

All or mostly all illegal

* Less than 0.5 percent.

57

16

3

9

3

23
8

2

30

9

62 71

, 2

7

3

76
9

12

25
1

33
30
36

2

' 3

, 86
*

] 5
6

l

k

91
*

5
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;;: 7"' r *•'' . f> ':-.£ k t'\ --?-•-•-."• ••-*.* M- , E » W f i'- si *f»s -* *%*-=' • •**.,-:-•£.- rf* r, .*. J- -•_ & L :'.-.,; -̂  ̂  j- _. -J

As was true in the case of the other two sports (let us again

emphasize that we are talking about bets and not dollars) the great majority

of baseball bets are between friends — 76 percent in total. And as was

also true in the case of the other two sports, heavy bettors were the only

ones who report a significant number of bets that are completely or mostly

illegal -- 36 percent in total. _____(?...)__________________.___........___._.

„•,••;;• j/ ,;
 To summarize let us show results to this question asked about all

three sports:
.V',.- -s, -•-...>':'•''. •;' -.".•":."•.•'/-.' ;i,.- v - . ' ' . - . ' ' " - - •?; ' . i - v - ^ - ' in a;,-";;,- ;-;/K..' •-

\ •',-. •. , ,
Total Bettors On:

Football Basketball Baseball

Type of Bet :"'':r' •'""' " - ' f ': °'

All or mostly all legal bets 66

Half legal/half illegal" '"""*1$"

All or mostly all illegal 15

.;» PftXOO'I Bffi/OT

'. •" "0 ~~ "f 'r. f1;'*̂ ;

75

12

12

76
' JAJC?

9
12

Observation: There is a slightly higher percentage of illegal
betting on football than either basketball or baseball.

noj..;,' fin.

w
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—,..,.....,- T]ie year]_y projected total bet on baseball by New York City adults

is shown in our next table.

YEARLY AMOUNT BET ON BASEBALL

All
Baseball
Bettors

All Baseball
Heavy
Bettors

Bettors Who Are:
Moderate
Bettors

Light
Bettors

(

$ 86,390,000 $ U2,8?0.000
(27)

Strictly private bets
•with friends •' "'<•'-

Betting cards or sheets $ U,670,000 $ 3,̂ 70,000

n̂ ,~-,t*" ( 2) - ( 2)

Bet through bookmakers - •...:..'•-.
(including all bets on i§ it̂ Ŝ StC:
single games, parleys,
round robins, reverse
and if bets) $121,570,000 $llU,980,000

(57) (71)
.,"'~r • ' PV '- ••' -,'.-• i ••

r. . . TOTAL . . v. $212,630,000 $l6l,320,000

••.«,:.: - % of Total ,, , , 100$

$30,210.000 $13,310.000
(81) ^ _ (95i

$ 880,000 $ 320,000
(2) (2)

$ 6,170,000 $ 2̂0,000
(17) ( 3)

$37,260,000 $1̂ ,050,000

r .„ _ 17̂ 6 7%

iv.-i,. Once again we see that baseball betting with bookmakers accounts

for a majority of all dollars bet. This would be 57 percent or over 121

million dollars of the total of 212 million-plus wagered.
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Baseball bettors -were also asked their average bet per game, and the

highest amount they had ever bet on a single game. We present these tables

next without comment, except to note that the average bet on a baseball game

is a lower amount than the average on either a football or basketball game.

TYPICAL OR AVERAGE AMOIMT BET
PER BASEBALL GAME

V '

rs

$ 1.00

2.00
3.00

,. . . 5-°0
6.00
10.00
11.00

20.00
21.00

30.00
50.00

$100.00

. All All Baseball Bettors Who Are:
Baseball Heavy
Bettors Bettors

'/ ' T
- U.oo

T

- 9.00
' *

- 19.00

- 29.00
- 49.00
- 99.00
or more

*

il
12
u

% , ̂  312 . ;,
*•

•>: >,.•>*&•-•

-•*..*$«
t̂ v̂

5
*'"

%

1
. ir
-
15
1
15

*- 9v
23
f
18
1

Moderate Light
Bettors Bettors

%

*

8
3
46
*
28
3
2
5
*

3
*

%

27
22
6 :

29
- •
^ '"

2
-•a*

"' " 1 "̂

:-. *

1

-

No typical bet,
not sure

* Less than 0.5 percent.

8
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HIGHEST TOTAL AMOUNT .EVER BET
SINGLE DAY ON BASEBALL

IN

All
Baseball
Bettors

All Baseball Bettors Who Are:
Heavy
Bettors

Moderate
Bettors.

Light
Bettors

$ 1.00 or 2.00

3.00 or J4.00
5.00

6.00 - 9.00
10.00

11.00 - 19.00
20.00

21.00 - 29.00

30.00 - 1*9.00
50.00 - 99.00
100.00 - 199.00
200.00 - U99.00

$500.00 or more

Not sure

*

2

21
6
5

15
k

»'
7
b.•'* - '
H

- • 3 ,
2; :• •

V
10
6

22
20

,' . M
^ *' .J t t / • : ,

15

25
9
7

22

3
18
6

- A
i

18***

*

1
8

* Less than 0.5 percent.
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Sports Betting Summarized

To conclude this section on dollars bet on the three sports, let us

show two summary tables. The first shows the distribution, in dollars and

percentage terms, of all bets made by heavy, moderate and light sports bettors.

YEARLY AMOUNT BET ON FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL
AMD .BASEBALL COMBINED

'All
Sports

..,.,._,, ., , . . . . . . . Bettors

All Sports Bettors Who Are:
Heavy Moderate
Bettors Bettors

Light
Bettors

Strictly private bets
with friends $224,610?000 $117,480.000 $ 82,520.000 $24,610.000

(33) (21) (79) (93)

Betting cards or sheets $ 35,410,000 $ 27,190,000 $ 6,880,000 $ 1,340,000
( 5) ( 5) ( 7) ( 5)

With bookmakers $428,360,000 $412,980,000 $ 14,890,000 $ 490,000
(62) (74) (14) ( 2)

TOTAL ' $688,380,000 $557,650,000 $104,290,000 $26,440,000

V ' ; T % of Total 1'>i~r " 100J& Ql% 15% '-•'"' 4$
.•;...-•' .-v.is #j> '••:••'-o. • '!...-• ;. 'ife $

In total, we project to some 688 plus million dollars bet the past

year by New York City adults on these three sports. Over 60 percent of this

amount, or over 428 million dollars, was bet with bookmakers. A third (almost

225 million dollars) were strictly private wagers with friends, while only

5 percent, or some 35 million dollars, is accounted for by betting on sheets

or cards. Bookies account for so many of the total dollars bet for one

primary reason: heavy bettors account for 8l percent of all dollars bet,

with 74 percent, or over 400 million dollars of their bets being placed

with bookmakers. The contrast with moderate bettors (less than 500 dollars

OLIVER QUAYL.E AND COMPANY
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total bet per year) or light bettors (under 100 dollar,; per year) is striking.

Among moderate bettors, eight dollars in ten bet on sports are private wagers,
'-:'r>3 ! .' -..-i • ' " /:>5"f^ ^ ' f'; -'•

while among light bettors the figure is even higher -- more than nine out

of every ten dollars are just bets between friends.
• - . - . • • :̂ , o-,.#,

Our next table shows dollars bet per sport, again in dollar and

percentage terms.

HOW BETS ARE MADE

•-•" All Bets Made On:

All Bets Football Basketball Baseball

(*)

Strictly private bets
with friends $22̂ ,610,000 $ 68,680.000 $ 69,5̂ 0,000 $ 86,390,000

(33) " (2*0 (36) (in)

Betting cards or sheets $ 35,̂ 10,000 $ 2̂ ,960,000 •$ 5,780,000 $ h,670,000
( 5) ( 9) (3) ( 2)

With bookmakers

TOTAL

$^28,360,000 $188,590,000 $118,200,000 $121,570,000
(62) (67) (61) (575

$688,380,000 $282,230,000 $193,520,000 $212,630,000

'-,- 100$ hi% 28$ 34% of Total

d/ 'f tQ' arid' "»„} ET.fc, i
More people bet on baseball than football, as we have seen earlier. "' **':y~/

But when it comes to dollars, football is the leader, with hi percent of

total dollars. Baseball is in second place at 31 percent, with basketball

close behind at 2ti percent of the total dollars. Football is number one for

two reasons. The first is that about five times as many dollars are bet on
,• 'TO

football cards as on either basketball or baseball cards — some 25 million

dollars in the case of football cards, and around 5 million each on baseball JA,

and basketball betting sheets or cards. The second reason is that considerably

OLIVER QUAYLE AND COMPANY
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more money is bet with bookmakers on football games than on the other two

sports — some 6? million more than on baseball games, and about 70 million

more than on basketball games. J ,.

Where and How Sports'Bettors Bet

We asked all sports bettors how often they bet on credit, by tele-

phone, and going to or from work or at work itself, with these results:

'""••' '. HOW AND WHERE SPORTS BETTORS BET '"'.. '"' ]'*'"

.-,-• , . v • .., .

How Often Bets On Credit
Always 'i'-:* ;->--•

Almost always
More than half the time
50-50 (Volunteered)
Less than half ' :"
Very seldom
Never .•• - ;-.• -... •:.; v.v.tc
Not sure

All
Sports
Bettors

,*.
3
3
3
2 w% +

2
k
79
k

All Sports Bettors Who Are:
Heavy ' Moderate Light
Bettors Bettors Bettors

* % .- .A ;
•10 2 ' "-'r ; !•'' -:

Ik _ 2^ _, . 1̂ ..
7 k I
Q • , ••&•>.

•-.->,-%. ,-p -•**«•>*- - * "'.-:*, . r™ -- 7̂ ' '-": ?-..:.•(•- ,-;./'•"

"3"...' 2V *
7̂ .,.? v.r̂ .; ;,,, ̂  , ;)

1̂ 9 ' ;,'fev:>". -̂  ."9i:'iv
1 l;r- -:̂ ;. ' .̂ Â-:;' '

v**'

How Often Bets By Telephone

Always
Almost always

More than half
50-50 (Volunteered) . 1
Less than half 2
Very seldom k
Never • . .. . Ok
Not sure 3

6
8
7
6
5

10

1
1
i •
1
i
5

*
M»

• - - • : ' '* •-•:• '

• I •
*

.-. "f ..Hy -Y*"" t ' - -."T ; •
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HOW AND WHERE SPORTS BETTORS BET - Cont'd.

Sport s
Bettors

All Sports Bettors Who Are:
Heavy Moderate^ Light
Bettors Bettors " Bettors

.8
11

k
6
3 ^5 :r*1

\9 >I*

14

18
8

12

k

9
33
2

15
9
k
7
k

5
53
3

22

10
2

3
2

2

53
:-.:,.;^ 6

How Often Bets At Work Or
Going To And From Work__

Always
Almost always
More than half
50-50 (Volunteered)

Less than half
Very seldom
Never >
Not sure

* Less than 0.5 percent.

The great majority of bettors say they never bet on credit (79

percent in total). Only 9 percent say more than half their betting on ,.

sports is on a credit basis. Heavy bettors are the only group in which

a substantial minority report betting on credit more than half the time --
%ir?H

31 percent say they do. . . ^,

An even higher percentage of all bettors say they never bet by &

telephone -- 8̂  percent in all. Under 10 percent of bettors say that more

than half their bets are placed by phone — with this rising to 21 percent

of heavy bettors. , , , ̂n . , ; . . ... ,v., -

Observation: Our hunch is that far more bettors, and in particular
heavy bettors who bet with bookmakers, would use the telephone to place their
bets if the phone were a safe means of doing so. We would speculate that too
many bookies have had their phones tapped over the years for them to encourage
this practice by their clients. .. .„ r;_, „. .,,..., ,

i
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Betting at work, or going to and from work, accounts for well

under half of all bets made, since 49 percent of all sports bettors say they

never bet under these circumstances, while an additional 8 percent say they

do so less than half the time or very seldom. This is not surprising, since

we saw earlier that two thirds of all bets .are strictly private ones between

friends. Heavy bettors say half or more of their bets are made at work or

going to and from work (36 percent in total). f " j ̂  "r — f"T3:> t-^rraiA
" .''.. '. .. < • :-,-f,v-i.-.-fq

Observation; From a marketing point of view we see two major
findings emerging from this table. The first is that if sports bettnre is
legalized the extension of credit should not be necessary (even if legal),
to attract most current bettors. Secondly, since so many bettors do not
bet at or going to or from work, a widespread number of legal betting estab-
lishments would have to be set up throughout the city to maximize the poten-
tial that exists for legalized sports betting. As far as potential goes,
we have shown the huge sums now being bet illegally. Let us turn next to
how sports bettors view legalized sports betting — both their attitudes
toward it, and their own estimated chances of participating in it.

ATTITUDES TOWARD LEGALIZING BETTING ON FOOTBALL,
BASKETBALL AND BASEBALL IN NEW YORK STATE,
AND CHANCES OF PARTICIPATING IF BETTING

4 - . . ON SPORTS IS LEGALIZED

sd.WJ: no

yyib(,*K. st-roW ow.i (',•

Attitude Toward Legali-
zation________________
Favor strongly
Favor slightly
Oppose slightly ._ } •: ;

Oppose strongly
t in "\

Not sure

Favor

Oppose

Total Sports Bettors:
With Unde- With Unde-
cided In cided Out

76

6
1
7

. •
82

Sports Bettors Who Are;
Heavy Bettors With
Bettors Bookmakers

93

1
2

93

7

(

-ad 90

%>
5

( 6)
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ATTITUDES TOWARD LEGALIZING BETTING, ETC., Cont'd,

Total Sports Bettors: Sports Bettors Who Are;
With
cided

< * ~

>et

-'o i-r!

- ' >'Y

Unde- With Unde-
In cided Out

I,,,:,*,

, . ̂  -.,. , . . „ . .. , .

59 V-:,:- ,,. 6?

29£i.>; v:Jii,pK:7: ,
*» . . - . . • . ... , •* „- .

6 -:v ;;V:, ft;;

,TMt~*Krs»d 3-'-H9w5. ?*'•'•

Heavy
Bettors

.,, '.V
,: s 86

n
> ^

" ,. 2

" Z ( 7)>• ': \ 1 /

,̂,, 3

Bettors With
Bookmakers

m,,-V $5 •' y.;

.^^..9
\ ': '

: ; _"•* -'= ̂  i ' £?- ••-•'.-• --. .'.... '- -;-

( 8) ^
. 4,̂  -j, Q!|

'•»<•'•*'

••'3

• f* •
: ', i
•: *< ',
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Chances of Betting . .. .._,
If Legalized____ - 3*

Almost certain to bet
Probably bet

•••- w.-t.
Probably not bet
Almost certainly not bet
Not sure r c^0. " *w^ ~r

,a-r>>*, _• Would Bet -%

\:•:!:!' Wouldn't Bet

Sports bettors are highly enthusiastic about legalizing betting

on football, basketball, and baseball in New York State. With the unde-

cided opinion prorated out, we find 92 percent viewing the idea favorably

-- and 82 percent favoring legalization strongly. Fully 90 percent with

an opinion say they would bet on legalized sports, with two thirds saying

they would be almost certain to bet. .. ,,-iJ IV",TT ' •

Heavy bettors, and those who bet with bookies, are even more

favorable to legalizing betting than sports bettors in total. Fully 90

percent or better in each group with an opinion say they are strongly for

the idea. Probably more important are their intentions if the betting on

these games becomes legal: 86 percent of heavy bettors, and 85 percent of

those who bet with bookies now, say they would be almost certain to bet in

a legalized operation.

I
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i

' We asked all bettors — whether favorable., unfavorable or uncertain

about legalizing sports betting -- to tell us in their own words why they .̂ c.

feel the way they do. -,r « , ; > " > . • .»,, ,-. •->• >-"- •: -?

I

f

REASONS GIVEN FOR ATTITUDES TOWARD
LEGALIZING SPORTS BETTING

orsv
All Sports

Favorable
•:>rfj tits

Would bring more revenue to city and state — money would
be put to good use

It's being done anyway -- why not legalize it?
There would be fewer bookies around -- why should they make
all the money?

Would stop people from breaking the law " ••'•- :

Would stop money from going to organized crime --s.ro-! &
Would lower taxes *" * "~ '"''
Since they legalized off-track betting, should legalize
all gambling

More convenient to place bets, would be easier, simpler ~
than now

You know you'd get paid off Mroria *••
Money would benefit the underprivileged, slum areas
Money would go toward education
Would make the game more interesting
Could get better odds
Would stop the fixing of games
Other favorable

17
1U

31Ofi

or- is>V

2
2
1

,t.t

Unfavorable
Would cause more fixing of games, corrupt sports
Government always mishandles everything -- they'd mess it up
Would encourage more betting by people who can't afford it
Where is the OTB money going?
Takes all the fun out of betting ' ... \, '̂  . /." " l'
Would only benefit the politicians
Would lower attendance at games .. . ̂ .. „ „ .,., „ -, -

3

Not Sure

*##•*#

, ;:£>r.;U.>Gci"

•" =»fi-J 11 i! 1C

Favorable

Unfavorable

v,
91

'9

* Less than 0.5 percent.
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in total, 91 percent of all answers gjven were favorable to

legalizing sports bettingo Over a third of the bettors feel that legali-

zing betting would bring more needed revenue to the city and state. Other

variations on this same theme came from the 17 percent who feel the bookies

shouldn't make all the money, the ih percent who say it would stop money

from going to organized crime, the U percent who say the proceeds would

benefit the underprivileged, and the 2 percent who feel the money would

go to education. Three quarters of all answers then are of the "the city

and state would benefit financially" kind. '• .......... -,.. • -•• -• *

The second most frequent reason advanced for legalizing betting

was simple: it's going on anyway, so why not legalize it? Some ih percent

gave a closely allied reason --it would stop people from breaking the law.

Half this number feel that since off-track betting has been made legal for

horses the same should hold true for other sports, with the same percentage

saying they think taxes would be lowered if legalization were to become a

reality. Well down the list of favorable reasons given ̂ ere the 5 percent

who think betting would be more convenient than it is now, and the one

percent who think better odds would be available.

Observation; Proponents of legalized sports betting favor it for
one over-all reason that can be summed up as "society would benefit -- parti-
cularly financially". In our judgement, those advocating and planning for
legalized sports should take heart from the fact that almost no bettors feel
legalized betting would give better odds than bookies do now. It is our
understanding that a legal operation would in fact probably not be able to
offer better odds than bookies.

Only 9 percent of all the reasons given to explain attitudes toward

legalizing sports betting were negative in nature. Mentioned most often,

by only 5 percent, were feelings that it would tend to corrupt sports.
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In total though, as many bettors expressed reservations or doubts about "•-"•

what -would happen to the money; 3 percent charge that the government would

mess up the operation, 2 percent question where the OTB money has gone, and

one percent say legalization would only benefit politicians.

In the table on pages 35 and 36 we saw that 90 percent of all -,-rrviSz

bettors with an opinion say they would be almost certain or probable bettors

in a legalized sports betting operation., These bettors, plus those taking

the contrary •<" °w and those not sure were asked to explain their position,

again in their own words. ..";''••.:•• "'•<.:.••,'-< ,-ib --.-La ••=••••: " , -,- • •• ••• -'••: = ,; "•„ . '.

REASONS GIVEN FOR CHANCES OF PARTICIPATING
„ .,,= .: .IN LEGALIZED SPORTS BETTING
- $ * - • p •"'

single .ct.^tor • • - • • . ' . "."•••* • • • • • -::•. • • • • ".•:,••--•-; ? -™" - '
Total Sports
Bettors

I

Favorable
Why not? I. enjoy betting now
Would be more convenient than now
Bring more revenue to city and state
Would stop people from having to break the law -- bring it

out in the open, make it more safe
You know you'd get paid off
Would make the game more interesting
There would be fewer bookies around -- don't like to bet
with bookies

Could get better odds „,*„,,.„.> ,-.„,__,..... ;--r.-t., .--a ,.;,t
Would stop money from going to organized crime
I like to win . .. -;- • - ; _ - jjt-
Money would benefit the underprivileged
Since they legalized off-track betting, should legalize all
gambling

Money would go for schools and education -.:•••, 3cf -Jr-I>'0ii
Would stop the fixing of games

29
25
12

12
10
10

6
5
3

un vgti

TO!
-c lo

rr'i
1
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REASONS GIVEN FOR CHANCES OF PARTICIPATING IN
LEGALIZED SPORTS BETTING - Cont'd.

Total Sports
Bettors

Unfavorable ^'"^ y/jst;- 'ax •-..£ z..nui /,;., .•.r\:ry-.rr ,.' v- ... :c;:-..
I only bet with friends
Couldn't afford it. myself , - h:.

;

:̂ f ^rv-i» -,-«•, .qorr.:-,̂
You'd have to pay taxes on your winnings
Government mishandles everything -~ money wouldn't be put
to good use

Legalizing would cause more fixing of games, put too much
pressure on players

Would encourage betting by people who can't afford it ;. •' -
Where is the OTB money going?
Would only benefit politicians
Would depend on how it was run -- have my doubts how they'd

do it - , . , . ...
Takes the fun out of betting
Other unfavorable ,•-.,-•;,.-. - •* ' : ;--r.:

Not sure . . . . . , • * : . ..,. . . . ...

•x- -x-

Favorable

Unfavorable

2
2

1

1
1
1
1

1
*
*

86

a..:

I
* Less than 0.5 percent.

More'than any other single reason, sports bettors say that since -»

they bet now and enjoy it, they would bet in a legalized operation. Next

most frequently advanced, by a quarter of the bettors, is their feeling that

betting legally would be more convenient for them than it is now. *

Observation; We have seen that many bettors bet with bookies, but
that very few use the telephone to bet at all. Our hunch is that for some
unknown but substantial number of bookie bettors, placing a bet this way
entails a certain amount of inconvenience, which a legalized operation could
overcome.
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Just over 10 percent of those explaining their position said they

•would bet legally to bring in more revenue to the city and state, with the

same number saying it would stop people (translation "me") from breaking

the law. One in ten say they would bet legally because "you know you'd get

paid off", while the same percentage of bettors feel a legalized operation

would make the games themselves more interesting. Some 6 percent said it

would eliminate all or most bookies — and that they disliked betting with

bookies — while 5 percent think the odds would be better if legalization

were effected. ,-> .„.,.'..,
* ? < '

Only 13 percent of all reasons given could be classified as un-

favorable, with the most frequent single answer "I only bet with friends".

No other single objection was given by more than 2 percent of the bettors.

OJ UffK11

JOfl l':lt ?•:••''•
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..:, „.. We followed these questions by projecting seven agree-disagree

statements, some of which are favorable to legalized betting and seme of

which are not. We show these next;

S b'uov. womC trov"

t£ ts.fc.sa

ilBSSl s lasl

K? 3.07?

"People are going to bet on sports
anyhow, so you might as well
legalize it"

£,— * - e _ ,-..,* r f-. #' . .... - ,^-, , . * ..

"A legalized sports betting operation
would pay off just as well as. •"•»•»• '•
bookmakers pay off now"

"Legalizing sports betting would
raise state revenues without new
or added taxes"

"If sports betting were legalized, it
would tend to corrupt sports like
football, basketball, and baseball"

"The police would be able to spend
more time on important crimes if
sports betting were legalized"

"Legalizing sports betting would do
away with a lot of political and
police corruption"

"Legalizing sports betting would
cause a lot of poor people to bet
money they can't afford"

q croda blue*'

All Sports Bettors;

v$dnztn.

rfi

With Undecided In With Undecided Out
Dis- Not

Agree aaree Sure Agree Disagree

tfst !•$• %
'

89
'

Ht<>itpyt1
79

78

13

70

68

_25

11 11

76 11

18 12

18 Ik

92

88

15

80

61* 11 28

8

12

85

20

20

72

Since the not sure or undecided percentages are low in all cases,

let us look at the responses among those with opinions for direct comparability.

By a 9̂ /6 percent margin bettors agree that people *are going to bet on sports

anyhow, so you might as well legalize it. By an almost equally overwhelming
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margin. (92/8 percent), bettors subscribe to the belief that a legal

operation would pay off as well as bookmakers do now. By an 88/12 percent

margin, bettors believe that state revenues could be raised without addi-

tional taxes if sports betting were legal. • • - • •-• >«• • • • •

_ . ;_ , By an 85/15 percent margin, bettors reject the statement that

legalization would corrupt basketball, baseball, and football. By almost

as great a margin (80/20 percent) they feel legalization would do away

with a lot of political and police corruption. By an identical margin,

they agree that the police could spend more time on important crimes if

the legal stigma were remo- 'd from sports betting. Finally, almost three

quarters of all bettors rejt 't the idea that legalization would cause a

lot of poor people to bet mor. »y they couldn't afford.

Observation: Sports oettors are clearly enthusiastic about
legalizing betting on football, basketball, and baseball. The great
majority say they would bet in a legalized operation, arid give convincing
reasons for backing up their stated intentions. Would they in fact do so?
We have additional evidence, to which we will turn next. a AV̂ JSĤ '. . u -i*

Betting On Horses By Sports Bettors u ,;A\; 3388011 «• H

Over 1,6 million adults, or 29 percent of the population, report

that they bet on horses two or more times the past year. Some 766,000 of

these horse bettors also bet on one or more of our three major sports.

We asked these sports-plus-horse bettors a series of questions, the first

of which was to find out how much they bet on horses per year, which was\
arrived at by multiplying weeks bet per year times average amount bet

per week. ' - : , ;* vUp-^
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TOTAL YEARLY DOLLARS BET ON HORSES
BY SPORTS BETTORS

All Sports Bettors Who Bet On Horses
An(LWho§g_Bgttlng On H_orses_Isj____

Total Heavy Moderate Light

" i : '•'•'-''--•• # 71+2,500 # I93,ooo # 3^8,000 # 201,500

Total Per Year $337,967,000 ' $25̂ ,327,300 $75,711,200 $7,928,1+00
.«-f. .':.;: fcl.sv: v/ ".;:.? t-jBx , _ .;=Ti«i> \,.' •-»•'"? fH;<*''-: J'fftK .v̂ *; -..C-'̂'i •.' • f-:::,i'S??f rr--§88211: s«

$ of Total lOO/o 75$ _ 22/0 3%

''•.: In total, these bettors project to a sum of almost 338 million

dollars bet on horses the past year. Heavy horse bettors (500 dollars a

year or more on horses) account for fully 75 percent of this sum, so we

see again the importance of the heavy bettor here just as we did in the

case of sports betting. :
;. .--, c .: ;̂.-j;,

Next, we asked these horse bettors how much of their betting was

with bookmakers before OTB came into operation. •-•••• > —~- ...-.*». -.--'

HOW MUCH BETTING ON HORSES WAS WITH BOOKMAKERS PRIOR TO OTB ".

Sports Bettors Who Bet On Horses
And Whose Betting On Horses Is:

J«ix:ji 9n,r , ;.;-- ;.;:
Before OTB

sot All with bookmakers 13
Most - ----- -0-
About half r.
Well under half
None

r '"' Not sure

Total Heavy Moderate Light

*''•" % " ~ """
'-'/" t :" 2:* ;'l 'J! " B P.

• *.->-, - • ' ; , t ' V

ers 13
... 15 -:i-,-

17
5

U6
u.

•>•-""" ' "'"
TO' •-"*"*'" ~* j "5 " " " "v "•

22
f, ... :,--.:

23
6

17
1

*T.~
.. .'* • " TTO^-S **8'

.. .„ ^^ ^-"- ^^ 4
ll L ••: O.V

13
13
20

, .5' ,, ,
1+8

. 1 -" m •

%
§f

7
5
8
3

73
^

9»

'to
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. '- a In total, horse bettors report that before the advent of OTB

a great deal of their betting was with bookies. Almost half say 50 percent

or more bets used to be placed with bookies. More importantly, over half

of the heavy bettors say that most or all of their betting used to be with

bookies.
.~;—T." y ,°; .̂rrrr.- v. ••„ -" *;r :*:. -TM"; - 7 ' r°7^p rv7"--' ,: J;-~\;;T •:.{?¥;]':•.; -'.•'''•.''" ' . ' " .' '
-f.!'* / r**^ ~4Ji^ *,' > i.V,_:. --' - ™ "• .,- • '• J.i>'̂ . -,^.'*- • ,;. ̂  .'^*;"'' - - - - . - . - i .t.W^''. -:'.. ^

Next we asked horse bettors to tell us out of every .10 dollars they

bet how many are bet at the track, how many with OTB, and how many with

bookmakers. A percentage distribution of dollars bet each way was made

for heavy, moderate and light horse bettors. These percentages were then

applied to the total amount bet per year on horses by each type of horse

bettor, and the resultant sums added to produce this estimate of dollars

bet different ways on horses: .„

At Track

With OTB

d £B With Bookmakers

Total Horse Bettors

( *) ' '

-» $117,023,000
(3U)

$137,301,000

Total

$ 83,6̂ 3,000
(25)

$337,967,000

Observation; It should be noted that these estimates are not
based on all adults who bet on horse races in New York City. They are de-
rived from sports bettors who, in addition, bet on horses. Nevertheless,
they indicate that while bookmaking is still a thriving business, betting
with OTB has taken a very substantial sum of their former business away
from them, as our projection shows Ui percent of dollars now going to OTB,
compared to 25 percent going to bookmakers.
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Our final question on horse races -was put just to those horse

players who report current betting with bookmakers. We asked them how much

they were betting with bookmakers now compared to how much they bet before

the advent of OTB. - ; . . . - . . • - :., ";•, •, ~- .;,...-.. ,-.-,.. .,-.; - . . • . ; - . , - . , ,.™,; . - • . • • -

HOW MUCH THOSE WHO STILL BET WITH BOOKMAKERS SAY THEY
BET WITH THEM NOW COMPARED TO BEFORE ADVENT OF OTB ,

.-•• ; ;;...•; ?;•>•: t\'r? r'-s ;v* ^-~\f,~: vv ! Total Horse Bettors >
Who Still Bet With

. • •. ;;•.;• :••:•.<•..•: .*•.'•' .-••.?: r-.-h "\c ;;.••• .:'. Bookmakers ;

29

30

Bet much less with bookmakers now

somewhat less with .ĵ --
bookmakers now

About the same as before OTB

Actually bet more with
bookmakers now

' V

Not sure

2

5

Almost 60 percent of current bookmaker bettors say they are

betting less with bookmakers now than formerly (29 percent much less, 30

percent somewhat less), while 3̂  percent say about the same as before,

2 percent more than before, and 5 percent aren't sure.

•• • > • . . :'• Observation: All the foregoing data makes it clear that OTB,
with all its teething problems and occasional computer breakdowns, has
taken a great deal of betting money out of illegal channels. Those who
fear that the advent of OTB has whetted an appetite for betting that can
only be satisfied by wagering with bookmakers can put their fears to rest.
Our data show that of those still betting with bookmakers now, only a
handful say they are wagering more with bookies now than they did in the
past. This data also demonstrate rather conclusively,, in our judgement,
that while legalizing sports betting will not do away with bookmaking on
sports like football, basketball and baseball, most of the money now bet
with bookies on these sports (which is also most of the total money now
bet on sports) would flow into a. legal operation.
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Our last table presents a demographic profile of heavy, moderate

and light sports bettors, non-sports bettors, and sports bettors who bet with

bookmakers versus those who do not. , . . .

DEMOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF SPORTS BETTORS AND NONBETTORS

Sports Bettors Who:
Sports Bettors.Who Are; Non- Bet Do Not

-. " - .;-'•• "All Heavy Moderate Light Sports With Bet With
____.———————————Adults Bettors Bettors Bettors Bettors Bookies Bookies

Occupation of Respondent
Business and profes-
sional

White-collar
Small business owner
Blue-collar
Unemployed/student/
welfare

Housewife
Retired/widowed . '

A e

26-34 .. . .
35-49
50-64
65 and over

Sex :"- "'•'"" :'
Male
Female

Race
White
Black
Puerto Rican

Economic Level
Upper, upper-middle
Middle
Lower

Type of Sports Bettor
Heavy
Moderate
Light

6
24
2
19
10
30
9

17
21
31
23
8

50
50

68
21
10

23
52
25

12
34
4
39
4
2
5

16
24
38
18
4

96
4

71
22
6

25
61
14

7
28 -
o
4i

14
5
3

28
22
31
16
3
U

89
11

59
30
10

17
61
22

7
"~-3fc~-
• " • 2 '
;'"V.;23L '

17
12
5

25
22
31

,v, 19
3

IOD- f-.r; , :.• ' • .
71
29

57
29
13

20
57
23

5
22
1
15

8
38
11

15
20
31
24
10

40
60

71
19
9

24
50
26

12
35
3
38

4
3
5

16
28
37
15
4

93
2

72
19 ..:.' =

8

28
56
16

7
32
2
30

16
9
U

27
., ,-21

31
- M
' ""'3"

79--21

58
30
11

18
60
22

5
8
12

100
100

**¥••

100

73
24
3

7
36
57
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Let us start with non-sports bettors. When we compare them with

all. adults (shown in the extreme left hand column) we see that they distri-

bute essentially the same as the total population — with one exception: J l

they are more apt to be women (and housewives). . . , , . . - • • • • •/., ,.,

: : - Heavy bettors a.re disproportionately strong in the middle class.

These would be people holding down blue-collar and white-collar jobs, plus
/~~'

those in business executive or professional jobs, Very few are women, or

in our unemployed-student-on welfare category, or 65 years and older (only ; ;;

U percent in each case). ;

Observation: Most heavy sports bettors are middle class people
(6l percent) and not upper or upper-middle class people (25 percent).
Heavy sports betting then is more characteristic of the average New Yorker ;
than the more affluent New Yorker.

'\'.~ .

• Moderate sports bettors are just as middle class as heavy bettors,

although more are blue-collar rather than white-collar workers. A substan-

tially higher percentage are very young (25 or under) and black compared to

heavy bettors. Light sports bettors are also predominantly middle class, but

contain a higher percentage of white-collar as opposed to blue-collar workers.

Like moderate bettors, whites are disproportionately weak, although still a

majority. Unlike moderate or heavy bettors, the light bettor category is the

only one in which we find a significant minority of women represented, as

distaff bettors account for 29 percent of those who wager less than 100 dollars
v < . •• . «i.

a year on sports. ,yp ->:.-. ;. , • ., -•

The major difference between those who bet with bookies and those

who do not is seen at the very end of the table: bookmaker bettors are pre-

dominantly heavy bettors (73 percent are), while sports bettors who do not

bet with bookmakers are more apt to be light bettors (57 percent are).
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.Bookmaker bettors are also considerably more apt to be men, to be more .:"-''

affluent, to be 26 to 49 years of age, and to be white, than nonbookmaker

bettors are. .... ... .- , , . ... . - . , - ••• - - .- - •.

_̂§!™5§£v_2k£££̂ ki£S:; Here are the most important findings in this
study in our judgement, which are presented next in no particular order of
importance: , . . . t . .. •.•.-•*. ..,-..-r.-

1. Some 1.1* million adults, which is one fourth of the adult __
—————————population, bet on football, basketball, or baseball _.. .C;

last year.-

2. Heavy sports bettors (500 dollars a year or more) consti-
tute 5 percent of the adult population; moderate bettors
(100 to ̂ 99 dollars) are 8 percent of the population;
light bettors (less than 100 dollars per year) are 12
percent of the adult population.

3- More adults report placing bets on baseball (l8 percent
or 1.0 million people) than on football (15 percent or . '
.86 million people) or basketball (13 percent or .77 '-••
million people). . . . . . . . .

k. Sports bettors also bet a good .deal on other events such
as horse racing, cards, and the numbers. The- do not limit
their betting to sports by any means.

5. The great majority of those who bet on football or basket-
ball or baseball are men -- 80 percent or more for all
three sports.

6. Betting on sports is primarily middle class behavior. Two
thirds of bettors on all three sports hold down white-
collar or blue-collar jobs.

7. Football betting is a little bit more upscale in terms of
who bets on it than either basketball or baseball,-while
basketball, the "city game", draws substantially more
black bettors. While baseball now has more bettors in :,
total, football and basketball are attracting more young
bettors and would appear to be the growth sports as far . .•
as betting on sports is concerned. t̂"e!j

8. Over 850,000 New Yorkers bet on football games last year.
Fully 71 percent report that all or most of their bets
were placed on pro games. .-,„. , ,
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9. Two thirds of those who bet on football games say that •-?:•: ;•"'•
most or all of their bets are made strictly wa fch friends
or acquaintances -- legal bets,, But of the over 282 : ~
million dollars bet on football last year, 188 million,
or two thirds of all dollars, was bet with bookmakers.
This is because heavy sports bettors account, for 85
percent of all dollars bet on football, with three
quarters of all their bets being placed with book-
makers. Few moderate or light bettors, on the other
hand, bet much with bookmakers.

10. About 765,000 New Yorkers bet on basketball games last ......
year. Again, the great majority were on pro games rather
than college games, and again, most bets were legal ones
made with friends. But when it comes to dollars, of
the 193 million dollars bet, 118 million dollars were bet
with bookmakers, or 6l percent of the total,. As with
football, heavy bettors account for a very high percentage
of all dollars bet on basketball (8l percent), with most
of these dollars (73 percent) bet with bookies. • • • ; . .

11. Some 1,045,500 adult New York City residents bet two or more
times on baseball games last year. Over 212 million dollars
was bet, with bookies accounting"for about 121 million dollars
or 57 percent of all dollars bet. This .is again due to a
minority of baseball bettors -- the heavy bettors who bet .-----
primarily with bookmakers.

12. In total, over 688 million dollars was wagered on the three
sports last year in New York City by its adult residents. .~,^
Over 60 percent of this sum, or about k2Q million dollars,
was bet with bookmakers. Private bets with friends account , ;••>..
for a third of the total, or some 225 million dollars, with
5 percent or 35 million dollars being bet on cards or betting >:;
sheets. Most of this latter sum was bet on football cards.

13. More money is bet on football games- (kl. percent) than baseball
(31 percent) or basketball (28 percent). This is because far
more money is bet on football cards than basketball or baseball
cards combined, and because considerably more money is bet
with bookmakers on football than either of the other two sports.

Ik. The great majority of bettors say they never bet on credit. Even
among heavy bettors, only 31 percent say that half or more of
their wagers are made on a credit basis. An even higher percen-
tage say they never bet by telephone (8k- percent), although this
may well be due to bookmaker reluctance to transact business by
phone, Most bets are not made at work, or going to and from
work.
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Sports bettors are all for legalizing sports betting in
New York State. Over 90 percent support the idea, with
82' percent supporting legalization strongly. Their
major reason for supporting it is that society would
benefit from it -~ primarily in terms of increased
revenue for the city and state, but also because it
would eliminate corruption and cut into organized
crime .

The vast majority of sports bettors say they would parti-
cipate in a legalized sports betting operation. Fully
90 percent say they would either probably bet or be
almost certain to bet. Among heavy 'bettors, and those
who now bet with bookmakers, intention to "bet legal"
is even higher: 85 percent in both groups say they
would be almost certain to bet in a legalized sports
operation.

These findings on intention to bet in a legalized sports
betting operation are buttressed from our findings from
sports bettors who also bet on horses. Almost 50 percent
of these bettors say that half or more of their bets used
to be placed with bookies, with heavy horse bettors, who
account for most dollars bet on horses, reporting that
most of their betting used to be with bookmakers. Now,
horse bettors report only a quarter of their current
dollars going to bookmakers, with OTB and the tracks,
in that order, getting the lion's share. Among those who
still bet with bookmakers, almost 60 percent say they are
betting less money with them than they did before OTB
opened shop, while a third say they are betting about the
same amount as before, and only 2 percent that they are
now betting more with bookmakers on horses.
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